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Artist Title Medium Year
mo
nth day Publisher Owner Notes Notes

Reeve after 
Heath

The Grand Quintuple Alliance of England, Russia, France, Austria & 

Prussia aquatint 1800

below image: [left] Drawn & 

Etched by W. Heath. [right] 

The Portraits … by W.T. Fry & 

Aquatinted by R. Reeve. …  by 

Lieu t R.P. Read. [no further 

lettering visible under present 

mount] [bottom left] Proof

attributed

Ministerial phlebotomy or blending John Bull, John Bull, 

corpulent, bald-headed, and stripped to the loins, is beset by 
leeches with human heads. They climb up his legs and attack 
his body, arms, and head. He stamps angrily, with clenched 

fists, saying, "This is Bleeding with A..., S W Fores (Published 
by); William Heath (Print made by), 1805-1812 etching 1808 2 6 Fores

British 
Museum

Inscription Content: 
Lettered with title, text 
within image and 

publication line: 'Pub 6th of 
Feb. [? 1808] [Dated 1808 

by E. Hawkins; perhaps 
after 2 Dec. 1809.] by S W 
Fores 50 Picadilli [sic]/ 

Folios of Caricatures Lent 
For the Evening'

heath

 A Narrative of the Campaign of the British Army in Spain  was 

issued with two plates. The second, titled “A View of the British & 

French Positions before Coruna” was engraved and signed by 

Heath. printed for Joseph Johnson (1738-1809) at 72 St. Paul's 

Churchyard etching 1809 6 Johnson

issued with two plates. The 

first, a stipple engraving is 

unsigned but the second, 

titled “A View of the British 

& French Positions before 

Coruna” was engraved and 

signed by Heath. The small 

volume was printed for 

Joseph Johnson (1738-1809) 

at 72 St. Paul's Churchyard
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Heath

William's return!!!, print; music sheet/ballad Heading to a 
printed broadside. Sir William Curtis, dressed as in No. 11353, 
steps from a Thames wherry which a man is punting towards 
the shore, into the arms of Castlereagh who is splashing 

through the water to meet him. Their noses... etching 1809 9 4 Heath

British 

Museum

this is a broadside 
inscription Content: 

Lettered: "Printed by T. 
Plummer, Seething-Lane, 
London, and published 
September 4, 1809, by W. 

Heath, Lambeth."

Heath

Billy returning, from the wars with out the loss of his baggage. 

Description. Sir William Curtis as a tramp with his possessions 

over his shoulder walking along a street with the house 

windows filled with cheering people. Inscription Content: 
Lettered with title, and publication line: "Published by William 
Heath 10 Sep 1809 Lambeth". a satire on the expedition to 

Walcheren of July 1809: see BM Satires 11354. etching 1809 9 10 Heath

British 

Museum

Williams, 

Heath 

etched

The flushing phantasmagoria or Kings conjurors amuseing 

John Bull, A 'conjuror' or magician displays to John Bull on a 
screen four scenes, one below the other, representing the 
expedition to Flushing. He wears a conical hat with a wide fur 
brim, and his magician's robe resembles that of the Chancellor 

of..., William Heath (Print made by); Walker (Published by), 

1809 etching 1809 9 Walker

British 

Museum

A satire On the expedition 
to the Scheldt and the 
capture of Flushing, 

followed by the return of 
Chatham to England On 14 

Sept. with the greater part 

of his forces, see No. 
11364,; John Bull thinks he 
is looking through the 
telescope but he is looking 

to the projection of the 

magic lantern

: "Heath— / Pubd Septr 1809 
by Walker N° 7 Cornhill"; the 

crockedile says "caught on 

the Nile by Nelson'

attributed

Two of a trade never agree or finishing stroke to the 

expedition, The duel between Castlereagh and Canning; both 

fire at close range. Castlereagh (left) aims low, with a stern 
expression, wounding Canning above the left knee; a button 
flies from his own coat. He says: "upon the Honor of A 
Statesman—if..., William Heath (Print made by); Walker 
(Published by), 1809 etching 1809 9 Walker

British 
Museum uncolored
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attributed

More Teats Than Pigs!! A politico sitirico caricature. in The 

Weekly Register and Political Magazine, including a digest of 
politics, literature and fine art. vol. 1. no. 1, Dec. 9, 1809  vol. 1. 
no. 1, Dec. 9, 1809  december   1809 [incorrectly says 1810 on   
frontispiece and title page Title: frontispiece: etching entitled: 

"More Teats Than Pigs!! A politico sitirico caricature"Author: 
William Heath [not signed] etching 1809 12 9

British 
Museum

In response to Gillray's 

More Pigs than teats 1809; 
"autumn 1809"

attributed

English discipline for meddleing servants. An English mans 

motto is generosoty and forgiveness, Two designs, side by side, 

each with title. [1] John Bull, with the letters 'O P' in his hat, 
kicks and thrashes Brandon, a plainly dressed man in black. He 
holds him by the back of the collar, and flourishes a whip with 

a long heavy lash..., S W Fores (Published by); William Heath 
(Print made by), 1809 etching 1809 12 Fores

British 
Museum two scenes side by side; 

attributed

Slugs in a saw-pit hell to pay, or the direful courage of 
Dollalolla, Two timorous duellists face each other at close 
quarters in a saw-pit, trembling and dropping their weapons, 

namely pistol and blunderbuss; each has a heap of weapons at 
his feet: sabres, rapier, pistol, more blunderbusses. The hair of 

both..., S W Fores (Published by); William Heath (Print made 

by), 1810 etching 1810 1 Fores

British 

Museum

Dollalolla is the Queen in 

Fielding's Tom Thumb 

(1730); cf. No. 15600.

Heath

The contractor and the contracted or 195 more than 186, 
Curtis (left) and Perceval (right) face each other in front of the 
Speaker's Chair; the Speaker (Abbot) watches Curtis with quiet 

amusement. Curtis, dressed as a sailor, as in No. 11353, stands 

with his hat in his right hand, extending a..., S W Fores 

(Published by); William Heath (Print made by), 1810 etching 1810 2 4 Fores

British 

Museum

Heath

Love Enamoured Published by S W Fores 1810 a rustic with his 
dog spying a woman sleeping beneath a tree on which squats 
an owl. 10 February 1810 Lettered with title followed by four 
lines of verse; with 'Heath' within image, and publication line: 
"Pub'd Feby 10th 1810 by S.W.Fores 50 Piccadilly". etching 1810 2 10 Fores

British 
Museum
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Heath

Fuller's Earth animated or Jack in the Bilboes, Four men seize 

John Fuller, M.P. for Sussex, aiding the Serjeant-at-Arms who 
holds his collar and drags him to the right. On the extreme left 
is the Speaker (Abbot) in his chair, holding the mace and 
ringing a small hand-bell. He says:..., William Heath (Print made 

by); Walker (Published by), 1810 etching 1810 3 7 Walker

British 

Museum

no color, written Fuller 

(small s) earth

attributed

Country independance or Cambridge butter to [sic] hard for 
York Dumplins, An election scene. The candidate, Yorke, with 

three supporters on a balcony (right) surrounded by a 

balustrade, addresses electors below, some in academic cap 

and gown. He is assailed with long cylindrical rolls of 
'Cambridge butter', Print made by William Heath; Walker 
(Published by), 1810 etching 1810 3 20 Walker

British 
Museum what is the butter?

Heath

An attack on le livre-rouge, or champions of liberty reducing an 
over grown red book, John Bull (not named), stout but ragged, 

lies on the ground full face, supporting on his back a huge open 
book inscribed 'Le Liver-Rouge or A List of Pensions and 
Sinecures for the Year 1810'. Its tattered pages flutter beneath 

the blows of, Print made by William Heath; William Heath 
(Published by), 1810 etching 1810 4 1 Heath

British 
Museum

made and published by 

Heath, Lambeth. John bull 
supporting On is back "Le 
Liver-rouge or a list of 

pensions and sinecures For 
the year 1810" 

Heath

Beaus and Belles or a promenade scene at Brighton, Two 

grotesquely ugly men, dressed in a travesty of the fashion, ogle 
two prostitutes (right) who turn their heads with a fixed and 
encouraging stare. They say: "Youthful as Hebe bewicthing 
[sic] as Venus", and "Fine Girls by Gad Bob". They, Print made 

by William Heath; William Heath (Published by), 1810 etching 1810 4 5 Heath

British 

Museum

made and published by 

Heath, (No Suggestions);; 

Heath

man of War giveing chase to a Margate Hoy. April 5 1810. a 

sailor in pursuit of a prostitute on the sea front at Margate. 
Inscription Content: Lettered with title, dialogue in speech 

bubbles, and publication line: "Pub 5th of April 1810 by 
William Heath 5 Stangate Lambeth". etching 1810 4 5 Heath

British 
Museum

heath Palatable Physic etching 1810 4 5 heath
wellcome 
inst self published
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heath shut eyes and open mouth… High winds at Margate etching 1810 4 5 Heath
wellcome 
inst

windy day at Margate: a 

man accidentally bumping 

into another man, and 

knocking out his last tooth

attributed

Modern St George attacking the monster of despotism, Burdett, 
wearing armour, attacks a seven-headed monster, which 
guards the gate of the Treasury, a heavy door in a stone arch 

(left). On his shield is a St. George's Cross inscribed 'Bill of 

Rights' and 'Magna Charta'; at his feet is the..., S W Fores 

(Published by); William Heath (Print made by), 1808-1812 etching 1810 4 6 Fores

British 

Museum

attributed

A model for patriots or an independant legislator,  Burdett, 

wearing a laurel wreath, stands on a rock with a rectangular 
summit like that of a pedestal, and inscribed 'Magna. Charta. 
Bill of Rights'. The rock rises four-square from waves which 

strike against it, while four sea-monsters..., S W Fores 
(Published by); William Heath (Print made by), 1810 etching 1810 4 10 Fores

British 
Museum

text within image and 
publication line: "Pub 10th 

April 1810 by Fores 5 
Picadilli"

Modern method of carrying a majority or prime deep pockets 

for banging up, Perceval (right) stands outside the 'Treasury', 
two doors in a stone wall. His vast coat-pockets are inscribed 
'Independent Gentlemen' and contain little men whose heads 

project, saying "aye, aye, aye . . ." [&c.]. He holds a paper..., S W 

Fores (Published by); William Heath (Print made by), 1810 etching 1810 4 17 Fores

British 

Museum
Un Chiara Obscura, A young man wearing a round hat and 
fashionable Hessian boots rushes forward with extended arms, 

dragged (left to right) to the brink of the pit of Hell, by a demon 
who tugs at a rope round his victim's neck. A second demon, 
rushing forward..., S W Fores (Published by); William Heath 
(Print made by), 1810 etching 1810 4 18 Fores

British 
Museum
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A new game of shuttle cock as played by his majestys servants 

for the amusement of John Bull,  Ministers and others strike at 
a shuttlecock above their heads inscribed 'Speakers Warrant'; 
among the feathers sits a little man holding a crowned staff; he 
says: Curse this game I dont Like it I never experienced Such 

boning about in my..., S W Fores (Published by); William Heath 
(Print made by), 1810 etching 1810 4 22 Fores

British 
Museum

Progress of the warrant, Eight designs arranged in two rows, 

each with an inscription above it. [1] The Speaker, in wig and 

robes, but seated in his own house, hands the warrant for 

Burdett's arrest to the Serjeant-at-Arms. The paper is headed 
'Veneris Die Ap . ...., S W Fores (Published by); William Heath 
(Print made by), 1810 etching 1810 4 30 Fores

British 
Museum

eight designs in Two rows 
with inscription above it

Heath

Conisseiur viewing [a] picture, George III, T.Q.L., seated in a 

small armchair, inspects at close range through his spy-glass 
(as in No. 10019) a canvas on an easel: Mrs. Clarke half-

reclines on a bed or couch, with drapery over her head and her 

breasts bare; looped, William Heath (Print made by), 1810 etching 1810 5 5 Heath

British 

Museum

George III, T.Q.L., seated in 

a small armchair, inspects 
at close range through his 
spy-glass (as in No. 10019) 

a canvas on an easel: Mrs. 
Clarke half-reclines on a 

bed or couch, with drapery 

over her head and her 
breasts bare; looped 
curtains and a distant 
landscape form a 

background. Behind the 

King is a picture of a nude 
Venus reclining under a 

tree, with Cupid hastening 

towards her. 5 April 1810
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A moveing scene in London or poor Kitt deprived of his dignity; 

vide the Countre meeting at the London Tavern,  A stormy 
meeting of citizens of London, most of whom are crowded 
behind a long narrow table. Waithman stands in front of the 
Chair (right) and pushes away a man identified as 'Smith' by 

the paper in his pocket. Those present are making..., William 
Heath (Print made by); Walker (Published by), 1810 etching 1810 5 9 Walker

British 
Museum

attributed
The Last recorce, or, supernatural committee employ'd Heath, 
William,; Walker, [London] : Walker, 1810 etching 1810 5 12 Walker

British 
Museum

witches Shakespeare, 
quote from Macbeth

The Hampshire. hog. in the pound, The interior of a prison cell 

with stone wall, small barred window, and boarded floor. 
Cobbett sits in an arm-chair, a pen in his left hand. His right 
hand rests on a newspaper, 'Cobbett's Regester' [in reversed 

characters] which lies on a..., S W Fores (Published by); William 
Heath (Print made by), 1810 etching 1810 7 11 Fores

British 
Museum

attributed

The Three Graces, Engraving (coloured and uncoloured 
impressions). Three prodigies exhibited in London, the centre 

and largest being 'Sartjee The Hottentot Venus'. She stands in 
profile to the right, smoking a pipe, and dressed as in No. 

11577, &c. She faces..., S W Fores (Published by); William 

Heath (Print made by) Ethnic name: San; Khoikhoi, 1810 etching 1810 11 13 Fores

British 

Museum

"Pub Nov 13th 1810 by 

Fores 50 Piccadilli"

they have one colored and 

one not

attributed

Love at first sight. Or a pair of Hottentots, with an addition to 
the broad bottom family!!, A nude Hottentot woman, with 
enormously heavy posterior and a painted device over her 

nose, and Grenville (left), also nude, and coffee-coloured except 

for face and hands, face each other in profile. He takes her left 

wrist in his right..., S W Fores (Published by); William Heath 

(Print made by) Ethnic name: San; Khoikhoi1810 etching 1810 11 15 Fores

in 1810 a woman named 

sartje was brought from 

the cape to England and 

exhibited as the Hottentots 

Venus. 

A close contemporary copy, 

in the same direction, of 

BMSat.11578 'A pair of broad 

bottoms', with altered title. 

ca. November 1810

attributed
Modern plays [London]: Pub. Nov. 26, 1810 by S. W. Fores, 50 
Piccadilly, etching 1810 11 26 Fores

Wolpole 
Lib, 
Princeton 
(scrapbook) Four scenes On One sheet
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attributed

Hogarths roast beef realised, Three plump and jovial British 
soldiers in smart uniforms are about to cut up an ox which lies 

outside a tent (right). Four lean, tattered, and melancholy 
French soldiers advance, in single file from the left, holding 
their cocked hats,..., S W Fores (Published by); William Heath 
(Print made by), 1810 etching 1810 11 28 Fores

British 
Museum

attributed

A pair of broad bottoms,  Sartje, dressed and posed as in No. 
11577, stands in profile to the left, back to back with Grenville, 

who is in (old-fashioned) court dress, and looks at her over his 

shoulder. Over her arm dangles a striped scarf with a beaded 

clasp or..., William Heath (Print made by); Walker (Published 
by) Ethnic name: San; Khoikhoi; 1810 etching 1810 11 Walker

Wolpole 

Lib, NYPL 

is colored 
no date

Sartje, dressed and posed 

as in No. 11577, stands in 

profile to the left, back to 
back with Grenville, 

Hottentot Venus, A close contemporary copy, in the same 

direction, of BMSat.11578 'A pair of broad bottoms', with 
altered title. c.November 1810 Hand-coloured etching, William 

Heath (After) Ethnic name: San; Khoikhoi1810 1810 11

British 

Museum copy

attributed

The Berners Street Hoax, A lady, seated in a parlour, registers 
horror at the entry of a crowd of men carrying different 

objects, the most prominent being the Lord Mayor (Thomas 
Smith), wearing furred robes and holding the mace. He says: 

"Oh This is a pretty Hoax,..., S W Fores (Published by); William 
Heath (Print made by), 1810 etching 1810 12 6 Fores

British 
Museum

Agility and elegance, [1810?] Lewis Walpole Library, Drawings 
H437 no. 1 drawing 1810 Wolpole Lib  
Ardour and dignity, precision and ease,[1810?]Lewis Walpole 
Library, Drawings H437 no. 5 drawing 1810 Wolpole Lib
Chinese tartars in their war costume Original watercolor 

signed by Heath; 2 figures in military costume outside cottage. 

c.1810:, 1 watercolor; 22.6 x 18.8 cm. watercolor 1810 brown
Doing the amiable [1810?] Lewis Walpole Library, Drawings 

H437 no. 6 drawing 1810 Wolpole Lib
Grace and sentiment [1810?] Lewis Walpole Library, Drawings 
H437 no. 2 drawing 1810 Wolpole Lib
Meatey part, Bone part Heath, William, 1795-1840. [London?] : 
W. Heath, 1810 : etching 1810
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The conclusion [England, 1810?] Lewis Walpole Library, 
Drawings H437 no. 7 drawing 1810 Wolpole Lib

The old man's folly [1810?] Lewis Walpole Library, Drawings 
H437 no. 4 drawing 1810 Wolpole Lib

The. last. resource. or supernatural committee. employ'd;, 

Perceval (left), as Macbeth, consults the witches. He wears his 
Chancellor of the Exchequer's gown, and staggers back with 

out-thrown arms; he exclaims ('misquoting'): "I Conjure you by 
that which you profess Answer me! though you untie..., William 

Heath (Print made by); Walker (Published by), 1810 etching 1810 Walker

britihs 

Museum

Would-be-juvenile [England, 1810?] Lewis Walpole Library, 
Drawings H437 no. 3 drawing 1810 Wolpole Lib

attributed

John Bull and the Regent, from the fable of the fox and the 

swallow, John's head and shoulders emerge from a sheet of 
water inscribed 'Slough of Taxation'; he clutches a branch 

projecting from a sandy bluff, tormented by a swarm of ten 
insects with human heads and bloated bodies. Only Perceval 
and Eldon can..., S W Fores (Published by); William Heath 

(Print made by), 1811 etching 1811 2 Fores

British 

Museum no name

attributed

The Taylor, sheering the geese or the Protestants in the wrong 

box, A tailor uses his shears and yard-stick to chase five ladies 
from an open door (left) through which is seen a narrow 
section of two tiers of crowded boxes on the opposite side of 
the theatre. A card of patterns projects from his pocket; his..., S 

W Fores (Published by); William Heath (Print made by), 1811 etching 1811 2 Fores

British 

Museum

no name tailor as William 
Taylor, manager of the 
opera, King's theatre in 

Haymarket.
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Heath and 

Henry 
William 

Bunbury

Lumps of Pudding, A country dance; eighteen couples in a strip 

design in the manner of the 'Long Minuet' (No. 7229), dance 

with awkward vigour; one of the most active ladies has a 
wooden leg. Title and four-line verse below imprint reading: 

lumps of Pudding / What an elegent set--what a bustling of 
Rumps / What a Sweet toe to Toe-ing of Slippers and Pumps ! / 
At the Sight my Old Drumsticks are ready to Prance / There is 

nothing I Love so as seeing Folks Dance., Henry William 
Bunbury (After); Colnaghi (Published by); William Heath (Print 

made by), 1811 panorama 1811 8 15 Robinson

Wolpole, 
British 

Museum, 
library of 

congress

Continuous strip view, 

measuring 13 3/4 x 97 in., 
signed: H.W. Bunbury Esq 
Delin. And Etch'd by w. 
Heath, and with imprint 

London, published Aug 15 
1811 by Robinson 5 

Margaret street, cavendish 
Square, and Colnaghi, 

coskspur Street.  Coloured 

engraving: a satirical 
dancing panorama drawn 

by H.W. Bunbury (1750-
1811), well-known 
amateur caricaturist, friend 

of Horace Walpole, 
Goldsmith, garrick, and 

Reynolds.

five sections "etch'd by W 

Heath", with added 
watercolor; Successors to 

Boydell, partnership of [?] 
Hurst and Joseph Ogle 
Robinson. Active 1818 until 

their bankruptcy in the 
financial crash of January 

1826 to the tune of £300,000
The Royal milling match, A stalwart man in a boxing attitude 

hits the Regent in the eye with his right fist, making him fall 
backwards with extended arms. He says: "There is plenty of 

fair Game but no Poaching on my Mannor— my Action is quick 
& put in strait..., S W Fores (Published by); William Heath 
(Print made by), 1811 etching 1811 12 Fores

British 
Museum prince broke his foot

Collection of coloured etchings, 1811 (c)., Prints, 1980-09-98 etching 1811

National 

Army 

Museum

attributed

How to catch a green linnet, A slim and dandified officer with 

the head of a bird stands in profile to the left at a portable 
brass-bound desk on a plain wooden table. He holds bank-
notes, inscribed 'One' and 'Bank'; in his beak is a note inscribed 
'Bank Fifteen'. In..., William Heath (Print made by), 1808-1813

no name no 
date 1811

British 
Museum

officer with the head of a 

bird, satire On godfrey 
green. Williams puts this 
print into a scene in One of 
his Bane and Antidote 1811

A satire On Godfrey Green, 
who seems to be robbing the 
Paymaster's desk.
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Imperial bomb or Nap the Great in a hobble, Napoleon, 

terrified, with arms and legs spreadeagled, is the centre of an 
explosion; from behind him radiate flames containing small 
bomb fragments; the flames shoot past and behind a circle of 
dark puffs of smoke. The impact of smoke and..., William Heath 

(Print made by); S Knight (Published by), 1810-1816 etching 1811 Knight no date Napoleon

Comic Dance in the popular pantomime of the White Cat by 

Messrs Kirby & Chatterley to the tune of the Bold Dragoon. the 

clowns Kirby and Chatterley, One dressed in female costume, 

dancing. 5 January 1812 "Drawn & Etch'd by W. Heath / pub 
5th of Jany 1812 by T. Palser Bridge Road Lambeth" etching 1812 1 5 Palser

"Drawn & Etch'd by W. Heath 

/ pub 5th of Jany 1812 by T. 
Palser Bridge Road Lambeth"

attributed

Townsend the umpire of love, or the Poled Scott hunted off 

after a long struggle, Townsend, the Bow Street Officer (see 
vols, vii, viii), holding up his constable's staff, chases a man 

away from a country house, a corner of which appears on the 
right. A third man, Wellesley-Pole, shelters behind the 
constable, stretching..., S W Fores (Published by); William 

Heath (Print made by), 1812 etching 1812 1 7 Fores

British 

Museum

no name. Townsend is the 

bow street officer.

"Pub Jan 7 1812 by S W Fores 

50 Picadilli"

Fashionable frailty or John preferd to his master, a specimen of 
the vitiated taste in high life, A young man in shirt and night-

cap gets out of a bed (right) in which is a pretty young woman, 
and is thrashed by three men-servants who are directed by 
their master. She says: "Pray have mercy on my poor John, my 
poor dear bed Fellow—" Her..., S W Fores (Published by); 

William Heath (Print made by), 1812 etching 1812 1 9 Fores

"Pub Jan 9 1812 by S W 

Fores 50 Picadilli"

Grimaldis Bang Up in the Popular Pantomime of Golden Fish, 
Illustration in the first volume of George Potter's collection of 

North London topography: the clown Grimaldi driving a wicker 
carriage, drawn by a single dog on a harness, blowing a horn. 
1812 Etching with hand-colouring, William Heath (Print made 
by); Thomas Palser (Published by), 1812 etching 1812 1 9 Palser NYPL

l "Drawn & Etch by W Heath / 
Pub 9th Jan 1812 by T Paler 
Bridge Road".
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Heath

Grimaldi's leap-frog in the comic pantomime of the Golden 
Fish, The clown Grimaldi shown twice, once feeding a frog, the 

other with the frog leaping over his back. 21 January 1812 
Etching, William Heath (Print made by); Thomas Palser 
(Published by), 1812

GA 
2011.00894 1812 1 21 Palser NYPL Grimaldi

"Drawn & Etch'd by W. Heath 
/ Pub Jany 21 1812 by T. 
Palser Bridge Road Lambeth"

Heath

Grimaldi's Bold Dragoon in the popular pantomime of the Red 
Dwarf, The clown Grimaldi dressed as a hussar with huge 
boots and hat, brandishing a sword, threatening a man in wig 

in eighteenth-century costume. c.1812 Etching, William Heath 

(Print made by); Thomas Palser (Published by), 1812 etching 1812 1 Palser NYPL Grimaldi Princeton

Mr. Grimaldi and Mr. Norman in the Epping Hunt, from the 
popular pantomime of the Red Dwarf [copy 1]

GA 
2011.00907 1812 1 Palser Princeton Grimaldi

part of the Red Dwarf, which 
made fun of the famous 

Epping Hunt Where East End 
traders and Essex grandees 

risked their necks trying to 
be sportsmen. . No date but 
part of set.

The r----l lover, or, the admiral on a lee shore., Heading to 
verses printed in three columns. In a room at Wanstead House 

the Duke of Clarence kneels, clasping his hands with 
burlesqued anguish, his hair on end. He wears admiral's 

uniform, and is unrecognizable. Miss Tylney-Long stands by...; 
broadside: S W Fores (Published by); William Heath (Print 
made by), 1812 etching 1812 1 Fores

British 
Museum broadside

Heath

1812 or Regency a la mode,  A toilet scene. The Regent stands 

in profile to the right at his dressing-table, rouging his cheek 

with a small brush. An attendant, resembling McMahon, laces 
the stays which in front resemble a waistcoat; he tugs at the 

lace, standing on..., William Heath (Print made by), 1810-1815 etching 1812 2 1

British 

Museum

drawn and etched by W. 

Heath

there is no publisher but the 
British Museum print looks 

like it has been removed
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Heath

Grimaldi's Tandem in the comic pantomime of the Golden Fish, 

Grimaldi in clown's costume with whip driving a basketry 
coach pulled by two dogs with cocks standing on their backs. 
11 February 1812 Hand-coloured etching, William Heath (Print 
made by); Thomas Palser (Published by), 1812 etching 1812 2 11 Palser NYPL

Heath Grimaldi's Tandem, in the comic pantomime of the golden fish

GA 

2011.00895 1812 2 11 Palser Grimaldi

"Drawn & Etch'd by W. Heath 
/ Pub Feb 11 1812 by T. 

Palser Bridge Road Lambeth"

attributed

Town talks a great liar, A fashionably dressed young man sits 

at a table, holding a large open pamphlet, and pointing 
reproachfully at a dejected youth, who sits facing him. A paper 
lies on the floor by the latter: "I chearfully give up my Intrest to 

your Present..., S W Fores (Published by); William Heath (Print 
made by), 1812 etching 1812 3 5 Fores

British 
Museum

They stoop but not conquer, Lady Hertford (left) has dropped 

her fan; she and the Regent (right) stoop to pick it up, but the 
dress of both is so tight that her skirt and his breeches are 

shattered, revealing posteriors. She says: "I shall Burst"; he 
says: "ho Dear."..., S W Fores (Published by); William Heath 

(Print made by), 1812 etching 1812 3 11 Fores

British 

Museum no name

Mr Astley Junr as Count Staffo... Published by Thomas Palser , 
Portrait of John Conway Philip Astley in Cossack costume, 
scabbard at hip, short cloak at Left shoulder, feather in hat. 'in 
the popular piece call'ed the Brave Cossack now performing at 

Astleys Amphitheatre Westminster Bridge', artist's name and 

publication line: 'Pub April 6th 1812 by T Palser Bridge Road 

Lambeth'; erased publication line above title, perhaps reading: 
'Pub March ... by W Heath ... Lambeth' etching 1812 4 6 Palser npg, v&a
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heath

Portrait of John Conway Philip Astley in cossack costume, 

standing turned slightly to left with legs astride, sword held 
aloft by outstretched right arm, left hand gesturing downwards 
and to left, looking to right in appeal; scabbard at..., William 
Heath (Print made by); Thomas Palser (Published by), 1812 etching 1812 4 6 palser

British 
Museum

attributed The Catholic hydra wanting to get loose etching 1812 4
British 
Museum

no name no publisher no 
date

Mr. Kirby as lacquey in the new comic pantomime of Jack & Jill, 

or, the clown's disasters performed at the theatre Royal 

Lyceum / London: Published as the Act directs August 1st 

1812, by W. West, No. 13, etching 1812 8 1 west Wolpole Lib

attributed The Bear the Bull Dog and the monkey etching 1812 8 24 Holland
British 
Museum

no name is this Heath? , the 

bear joins the bulldog in 
biting the Corsican monkey 

in the first print about the 
Russian invasion by 
William Heath

The artist. the artist in his studio scratching his head perplexed 

by a landscape composition. "Pub Aug 30 1812 by T. Palser 
Bridge Road Lambeth" This is possibly an early William Heath 

caricature, and is placed under him. It is On paper 
watermarked 1815, and according to the vendor came from an 
album of publications by Thomas Palser. etching 1812 8 30 Palser

Heath
A sailor On the mane, or, a trip to sea [London: s.n., not before 
1812] etching 1812

Wolpole 

Lib, 

Princeton 
(scrapbook) might be henry Heath?

Count Vicenza on his Travels from Krasnoi to Paris, Napoleon 
in disguise in a snow carriage accompanied by three devils 
fleeing from Russia as his army is destroyed in the background. 
c.1812 Etching with hand-colouring, William Heath (Print 
made by), 1812 etching 1812

British 
Museum
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Heath Grimaldi & the Nondescript in the Red Dwarf etching 1812 Palser NYPL

grimaldi, no date but 

signed and in order at NYPL
Polish lancers of the Garde impériale, 1812. Original 

watercolor signed and dated by Heath; mounted and standing 
uniform figures in foreground, lancers etc. charging in 

background; mounted figure thought to represent General 
Konopka, colonel of the 3rd Polish Lancers., 1812:, 1 
watercolor; 34.8 x 28.3 cm. watercolor 1812 brown

Russian Military Costume.- Heath (William) Zemlanowhin the 

Brave Russian Cossack, 1813; Alexander Zemlenutin the 
Russian Cossack as he Appeared in Hyde Park Sunday 18th of 

April, 1813, 1813, engravings with hand-coloring, each c.325 x 

240mm, S. Knight; and 2 others, similar, all uniformly framed 
and glazed (4) etching 1813 4 18 Knight v&a

The first production of this 

spectacle was in 1807. the 
fact that the 1812 
performance was a special 

event may account For the 
size of the plate and 

suggests that the prints 
were sold as souvenirs. 
This impression was made 

in the Royal College of Art 
Engraving School, from the 

original plate which is in 

the possession of Mr. 
Gerald Morice.

The grand emperor's grand campaign dedicated to the Russian 

Cossacks, A sequence of eight designs in two rows, each with 
an inscription below it. [1] 'The Grand Emperor reviewing his 
Troops previous To the Grand Campaign'. Napoleon rides past 
his troops, holding out his hat at arm's length. He is preceded 

by..., William Heath (Print made by); S Knight (Published by), 
1813 etching 1813 4 18 Knight

British 
Museum Published

"Military Achievements" (I.W. 

Laird), Leadenhall Street, 

London, 4 June 1836

innocence triumphant*** etching 1813 4
British 
Museum

Heath del et scul, no 
publisher

sutherland 

after Heath Storming of St. sebastian august 31, 1813 aquatint 1813 8 31 Jenkins

by T Sutherland after W. 
Heath, for Martial 

Achievements
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Heath The Battle of Nivelle, november 10 1813 aquatint 1813 11 10 Jenkins

by T Sutherland after W. 
Heath, for Martial 

Achievements

attributed

The daw stript of his borrowed plumes Vide gays fable of the 

daw [and] other birds, A jackdaw, with the head of Napoleon, 
turned in profile to the right, is assailed by four eagles, all 

wearing crowns on their heads and, round their necks, crown-
like circlets inscribed with their names. These strip him of his 
borrowed..., William Heath (Print made by); S Knight 

(Published by), 1813 etching 1813 11 10 Knight

British 

Museum no name napoleon

attributed

The working of the Prophecies of Samuel the Prophet or the 
brewer suffocated in his own work tub, John Bull stands beside 
a large cask, inscribed 'Home Brewed', from which emerge the 

head and shoulders of Whitbread, surrounded by billowing 
froth which fills the upper part of the design. His words are in a 

label on the upper part of the..., S W Fores (Published by); 
William Heath (Print made by), 1813 etching 1813 11 12 Fores

British 
Museum no name

attributed

The Corsican mad dog or the hopefull situation of the distroyer 
of the human speice, A dog with the head of Napoleon, with 

crown falling from its tail, flees before soldiers (left) of 
different nations, along a road where a gibbet-signpost (right) 
is inscribed 'Road to Fran[ce]'; from this hangs a rope inscribed 
'for..., S W Fores (Published by); William Heath (Print made 

by), 1813 etching 1813 11 16 Fores

British 

Museum no name

A satire On the consequences 
of Leipzig, see No. 12093, &c. 

It can hardly have been 
known to the artist that On 

12 Nov. Russian Cossacks 
entered Holland from the 
north-east, the French 
retreated, and orange 

cockades appeared. 

attributed

Un empire a vendre. Un emperor a pandre [sic]. Une 

emperatrice a rendre, Perhaps a copy of a French print: above 
the design: 'This Placard was posted on the Walls in Paris'. The 

title indicates the three figures of the design, each above the 
relevant words. In the centre is Napoleon, standing 
disconsolate under..., S W Fores (Published by); William Heath 
(Print made by), 1813 etching 1813 12 9 Fores

British 
Museum

no name. above the image: 
This placard was posted On 
the walls in Paris
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Heath The Battle of St. jean de Luz december 10, 1813 aquatint 1813 12 10 Jenkins

by T Sutherland after W. 
Heath, for Martial 

Achievements

Heath Attack on the Road to Bayonne December 13 1813 aquatint 1813 12 13 Jenkins
by T Sutherland after W. 
Heath

sutherland 
after Heath Storming of Ciudad Rodrigo january 19 1813 aquatint 1813 12 19 Jenkins

by T Sutherland after W. 

Heath, for Martial 
Achievements

heath

An Amateur of Fashion. 1813., Satirical portrait of the actor 

Robert Coates, standing gazing up and to right, with knees wide 

apart and flexed, a rapier held delicately downwards in his 
right hand, his left hand to his chest, in tight-fitting, elaborate, 
white and red, Print made by William Heath;Thomas Palser 

(Published by), 1813

GA 

2011.00875 1813 Palser

Etchd W Heath del / 

Published by T. Palser, 

Surry side Westminster 
Bridge.'; annotated in 
pencil below plate-mark: 

'Romeo Coates -'

The print bears a strong 

resemblance to and is 

presumably based On Charles 
Williams' design 'Lothario, as 
performed by Mr Coates at 

the Haymarket' of 1811

Field-Marshal Duke George Augustus of Cumberland Published 

1813 Prints, Drawings and Watercolors from the Anne S.K. 
Brown Military Collection. “..Watercolors (Paintings)..” watercolor 1813 brown

attributed

John Bull come to the bone, A Frenchman, tall and gaunt, his 

thin legs engulfed in post-boy's boots, addresses John Bull 
(left), shrugging his shoulders and extending his hands: "by Gar 

Mr Jean Bull you Var much alter Should not know you var Jean I 
was as big as you..., William Heath (Print made by); Thomas 
Tegg (Published by), 1813

GA 
2011.00899 1813 Tegg

Princeton, 
British 
Museum no name or publisher 

T. 
Sutherland 

after Heath

Napoleon Bonaparte ('Bonaparte's flight in disguise from 

Russia, 1811') by Thomas Sutherland, published by J. Jenkins, 
after William Heath, hand-coloured etching and aquatint, 

published 1 March 1814. npg aquatint 1814 3 1 Jenkins npg

martial achievements of 

great Britain
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Heath

Bernadotte, Bernadotte rides (right to left) a galloping and 
snorting charger, without reins or saddle, seated on a leopard's 
skin; the horse tramples on a serpentine monster. He holds 

shield and spear, and looks to the right On his breast is a star, 
Ackermann (Published by); William Heath (Print made by), 

1814 etching 1814 3 4 Ackermann

British 

Museum

Ackermann is misspelled, 

Drawn & etchd by W. 
Heath. "round the head is a 
wreath of laurel, which 
alludes to the brilliant 

victories gain'd. over the 
scourge of the world. the 

epaulette head of a lion, the 
star is formed of the 

trophies taken form the 

tyrant, the thigh is a figure 
of liberty holding in chains 

the fiend slavery... This is 
One of Three prints 
advertised as Three 

allegorical caricatures, 
highly finished, Alexander, 

napoleon, Bernadotte. 

Alexander. [London] by R. Ackermann Strand. 1814/ a satire 

On the fall of Napoleon. etching 1814 3 6 Ackermann

Heath

Buonaparte, Napoleon, as a fiend, rides (left to right) a wildly 
galloping horse through space above the curve of the globe, a 
polar arc of which is the base of the design. A hieroglyphical 

print, evidently deriving from No. 12177, with an explanatory, 

Ackermann (Published by); William Heath (Print made by), 
1814 etching 1814 3 6 Ackermann

British 
Museum

drawn & etched by W. 
Heath London pub March 6 
1814 by Ackermann 
strand. Wonderful image of 

napoleon On a horse riding 

across the globe, wings On 
the horse's hooves. 

attributed

The Allies entering Paris and downfall of tyranney, The Tsar 
canters forward from the left. On his right rides an officer with 
drawn sword, resembling Blücher. Behind these leaders, 
Cossacks with a forest of spears and flags are indicated on the 
extreme left. A group of fashionably dressed..., S W Fores 
(Published by); William Heath (Print made by), 1814 etching 1814 4 20 Fores

British 
Museum no name
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attributed Impearial, bomb, or nap the great in a hobble etching 1814 4 Knight
British 
Museum no name. napoleon

attributed

The rival Richards or Sheakspear in danger, Kean (left) and 
Young (right), both dressed as Richard III, struggle for 
Shakespeare who stands between them, each tugging hard. In 

the background behind Kean is Drury Lane Theatre, behind 
Young is Covent Garden. Shakespeare's feet are..., William 

Heath (Print made by); S Knight (Published by), 1814 etching 1814 5 18 Knight

British 

Museum

no name, Shakespeare; 
caricature of edmund kean 

and charles mayne young 
as rival actors in the part of 

richard iii

attributed

Three great actors all the world a Stage & all the men are 

mearly Players, Three whole length portraits (left to right): 

Wellington, Blücher, Kean. Blücher stands swaggeringly, legs 
astride, hands on hips. Wellington, calm and dignified, head in 
profile to the right, points a forefinger as if giving an order, 

the..., William Heath (Print made by); S Knight (Published by), 
1814 etching 1814 5 19 Knight

British 
Museum no name

A pleasent draught for Louis or the way to get rid of a 
troublesome fellow,  Louis XVIII sits squarely in an arm-chair, 

head turned slightly to the right, with a satisfied and truculent 
smile. In his left hand he holds a wine-glass in which kneels a 

tiny screaming Napoleon, submerged to the waist, with both 

arms..., John Cawse (Formerly attributed to); William Heath 
(Print made by); Thomas Tegg (Published by), 1814 etching 1814 5 tegg

British 
Museum

attributed

Boney and Maddy - Gone to pot, Napoleon (left) and President 
Madison (right) face each other, each seated on a commode. 
The Emperor is the smaller in scale, and his stool is 

correspondingly smaller, though both are of the same pattern, 

that of Madison being inscribed, S W Fores (Published by); 

William Heath (Print made by), 1814 etching 1814 6 23 Fores

British 

Museum

no name. middy is the 

American president 

Madison
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Heath, T. 

Sutherland 

Martial Achievements of Great Britain and Her allies; from 

1799 to 1815. aquatint 1814 12 1 Jenkins

London: printed for Js. 
Jenkins, no 48, Strand, By L. 

Harrison & J.C. Leigh, 373, 
Strand. 13 parts, 53 plates. 

William Heath delt; T. 

Sutherland sculp. 
December 1814 to 

december 1815

Back wrappers carry 

Conditions of the Work, 
stating that the artist is 
Heath, each number to 
contain four plates, price 21s 

per number, the letterpress 
to be compiled from official 

documents only, publication 
monthly until complete from 

Dec. 1, 1814 . 100 sets on 

large paper at 42s a part; and 
finally, list of subscribers to 

be given on completion.

Heath

A.scene.in the island of.Elba.or Boney and his old friend 
studying.mathematics. [London,, 1814, Broadley; A-790 

signed./ Late state, with Ackermann's imprint scraped./ A 
satire on Napoleon. etching 1814 ackermann harvard

General Sir Thomas Picton storming the Moorish Castle of 
Badajoz, March 31st 1812. Coloured aquatint; associated with 

the Peninsular War (1808-1814)., Prints, 1951-06-15 aquatint 1814

National 
Army 

Museum

attributed

Retireing[!] from business. [London] by S Knight 3 Sweeting 

alley ... 1814 References:, Broadley; A-754/ A satire on 
Napoleon's exile to Elba. etching 1814 knight harvard

Heath Taming of the Shrew, III, 2 Watercolor 1814

Folger 

library

watercolor signed, 

Shakespeare, date is a guess
The sortie from Bayonne, 14th April 1814 Published 1814 

Prints, Drawings and Watercolors from the Anne S.K. Brown 

Military Collection. watercolor » watercolors watercolor 1814 brown

Heath

The Tempest, A violinist interrupted at his practising in a 

garret holds his ears while being tiraded by his landlady; in the 
background a chinoiserie screen and a monkey, cat and dog 
fighting. c.1814 Etching with hand-colouring, William Heath 
(Print made by), 1814 etching 1814

no publisher date from 
watermark Shakespeare
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Heath Twelfth night, II, 3 watercolor 1814
Folger 
library

watercolor signed, 
Shakespeare

Watercolour drawings, 1802-1814., Drawings and 
Watercolours, 1967-05-19 watercolor 1814

National 
Army 
Museum

Wm. Fred. King of Prussia; Portrait of Frederick William III, 

King of Prussia, in military uniform; full-length, standing on a 
hill, turned to the right, face in three-quarter view looking to 
the right; right arm stretched out and pointing to the right, left 

hand..., William Heath (After); James Jenkins (Published by), 

1814 1814

attributed

A review of the new, grand, Army,  Napoleon, scarcely 
caricatured, stands in the centre of the design, pointing with 

left forefinger to a pile of cannon-balls in the right foreground 
inscribed 'Forse, meat Balls for the Lads of Paris'. Just behind 

him, and emerging from..., William Heath (Print made by), 1815 etching 1815 5 Tegg

British 

Museum plate not book

Heath The Battle of Quatre Bras, june 16 1815 aquatint 1815 6 16 Jenkins

by T Sutherland after W. 
Heath, for Martial 

Achievements

attributed

Answer to John Bulls complaint, The Regent, seated sideways 
on his chair, is in back view, holding out his hand in an 

oratorical gesture towards a ragged and despairing John Bull, 
who stands hat in hand addressing him. He says: "Why you 
unatural Grumbler after I have done, Print made by William 
Heath;Thomas Tegg (Published by), 1815

GA 
2011.00876 1815 6 17 Tegg Princeton Princeton

sutherland 

after Heath The Battle of Waterloo, 1815  1815 6 18 Jenkins

National 

Army 

Museum

Colour photolithograph by 
Fry and Sutherland after 

william Heath, for Martial 

Achievements

Heath
The Centre of the British Army in Action at the Battle of 
Waterloo june 18 1815 aquatint 1815 6 18 Jenkins

by T Sutherland after W. 

Heath, for Martial 
Achievements 
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A lecture on heads as delivered by Marshalls Wellington & 
Blucher,  Wellington and Blücher pursue a fleeing French army, 

grotesquely depicted. Wellington runs a French soldier 
through the body with his sword, holding up the eagle he has 
taken from his victim. Another British officer close behind him 
runs..., William Heath (Print made by); S Knight (Published by), 

1815 etching 1815 6 21 Knight

British 

Museum  

attributed a little musick. What softer sounds are these salute the ear… etching 1815 6 21 Knight

British 

Museum

this was the first waterloo 

print rapidly drawn by 

Heath. News of waterloo 

June 18 reached London 
through an agent of 
Rothschild early On June 

20. confirmed On June 21 
and published On June 22. 

this print is probably ante-
dated. the title is from G.A. 
Stevens' Lecture upon 

heads, 

attributed

The ballace [sic] of power !!!, An arm, slanting downwards, 

emerges from clouds in the upper part of the design. In the 
hand is a ring from which hangs the shaft of a pair of scales. In 
one scale (left) is Napoleon, head downwards, with a scaly 
serpentine body terminating..., William Heath (Print made by); 

S Knight (Published by), 1815 etching 1815 6 25 Knight

British 

Museum

G..H. Humphrey del. Heath 
fec. S. Knight Sweetings ally 
Cornhill. This is his second 

waterloo print

attributed

Floging a naughty boy, Napoleon, with his hands tied behind 

him, stands between Wellington (left) and Blücher (right) who 

tower above him, their birch-rods raised to strike. His 

(scarred) posteriors are bared, and he looks over his left 
shoulder at Wellington,..., William Heath (Print made by); 
Thomas Tegg (Published by), 1815 etching 1815 6 Tegg

British 
Museum Heath is a question
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after Heath

HUSSARS a View Near Mont St Jean. Charge like lightening with 

the remains of your troop On the flanks of the Lancers, 1815 
(c). Coloured engraving, possibly after William Heath, 
published 1815 (c); of ficer giving orders to charge with 
advance taking place in the background., Prints, 1998-06-59 aquatint 1815 6

National 
Army 
Museum

attributed

Monkeys allowance more kicks than dumplings, Napoleon, 
with his hands tied behind him, is surrounded by Allied 

sovereigns and commanders, who kick and buffet him. He is 

much shorter than his tormentors, and looks over his shoulder 

to the left with an agonized expression. Labels, each..., William 
Heath (Print made by), 1815 etching 1815 6

British 
Museum

no name no publisher 

imprint cropped. This is his 
third waterloo print

Four coloured aquatints associated with the Peninsular War 

(1808-1814) and Napoleonic Wars (1803-1815), 1811-1815; 
Crossing the Bidassoa, 7 October 1813. Print; associated with 

the Peninsular War (1808-1814). Battle of Waterloo. Print; 
associated with the Napoleonic Wars, Waterloo (1815)., Prints, 
1958-04-30 aquatint 1815 10 7

National 
Army 
Museum

sutherland 

after Heath

The Left wing of the British Army in Action at the Battle of 

waterloo, June 18th 1815 aquatint 1815 12 1 Jenkins

National 
Army 

Museum

Thomas Sutherland after 
william Heath, for Martial 

Achievements 

Heath

The Battle of Tolouse, April 10th.. 1814.; The Martial 
Achievements of Great Britain and Her Allies; View of a battle, 
involving infantry and cavalry; soldiers fireing a cannon from a 
fort in foreground at left; buildings seen among smoke in 

middle ground an background; mountains in the distance; after 

Heath. 1815 Etching and aquatint,..., Daniel Havell (Print made 

by); William Heath (After); James Jenkins (Published by), 1815 aquatint 1815   Jenkins

by T Sutherland after W. 

Heath, for Martial 

Achievements
Album of drawings made For Lady Elinore (Charteris) 

Campbell. Allan, William,; Heath, William,, and others1815-
1832 : drawing 1815
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British Victories in Portugal, Spain and France, 1808 to 1814. 

Set of 13 circular coloured aquatints, possibly after William 
Heath, published by Edward Orme, 1815; series of 16 paper 
discs, Two are duplicates, issued in a box struck from medal 
dies, 1815 (c), in circular copper box; associated with the 

Peninsular War (1808-1814)., Prints, 1960-07-28 aquatint 1815 Orme

National 
Army 

Museum series of 16 paper discs

after Heath Busaco Sept 28th 1810 aquatint 1815

National 
Army 

Museum

very smal, heavily colored 

print (from a book) copy?
Feldmarschall Blöcher Published 1815 Prints, Drawings and 

Watercolors from the Anne S.K. Brown Military Collection. 
“..Watercolors (Paintings)..” watercolor 1815 brown
Frederick William III of Prussia Published 1815 Prints, 

Drawings and Watercolors from the Anne S.K. Brown Military 
Collection. “..Watercolors (Paintings)..” watercolor 1815 brown
Miss Walstein as Rosalind [in Shakespeare's As You like it] 

Heath, William, 1795-1840, printmaker.; Palser, T. [London, 
England] : by T. Palser, 1815 etching 1815 Palser Shakespeare
Modern Plays; Three & the Duce a drama, as performed in 
Russia; The Wags of Windsor ... a farce as performed by the 
resurrection men & Chinahoppers of Windsor Castle, Four 

scenes in one plate, each with a separate title as given above; 
the subjects are Napoleon's defeat in Russia, the Prince Regent, 

and two domestic scenes, each characterised by a disaster. 
c.1815 Etching with hand-colouring, William Heath (Print 
made by), 1815 1815

British 
Museum

Mr. Bartley as Falstaff Heath, William, 1795-1840, printmaker.; 

Palser, T., [London, England] : by T. Palser, 1815 etching 1815 Palser Shakespeare

The Battle of Quatre-Bras, H.R.H. The Duke of Brunswick 

commanding the Avantgarde under the Duke of Wellington 
Original unsigned watercolor by Heath; central mounted figure 

of Duke of Brunswick leading charge of uhlans and others. 
1815. 1 watercolor; 22.5 x 29.4 cm. watercolor 1815 brown
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the Life Guards, c. 1815 Original watercolor signed by Heath; 

mounted and standing figures, showing front and rear of 
uniform (inaccurately drawn), smaller mounted figures in right 
background. 1815 : 1 watercolor; 28.9 x 21.8 cm. watercolor 1815 brown

The retreat of Napoleon Buonaparte from Krasnoe Published 
1815 Prints, Drawings and Watercolors from the Anne S.K. 
Brown Military Collection. “..Watercolors (Paintings)..” watercolor 1815 brown
The Royal Allied Oak and self created mushroom Kings, A 

puzzle-print. A gnarled and aged oak grows on a mound above 

a small piece of water. In the background the Tower of 
Windsor Castle emerges from trees. A pair of profiles facing 
each other is defined by the upper branches, two other pairs..., 

J Field (After); William Heath (Print made by); James Jenkins 
(Published by), 1815 1815 jenkins

British 
Museum

d. havell 

after Heath

The Meeting of wellington and Blucher at the Close of the 

Battle of waterloo, 1815 aquatint 1816 2 20

burr and 

ballisat

National 
Army 

Museum

stipple engraving by D. 
Havell published by J. Burr 

and G. Ballisat, London

sutherland 
after Heath Centre of the British Army at La Haye Sainte June 18th 1815 aquatint 1816 3 1 Jenkins

National 

Army 
Museum

from the series Waterloo 

Scenes published by j. 
Jenkins 1 March 1816

attributed

Strong snuff or 37 discarded for Princes mixture, Vansittart 
stands at the counter of a snuff-shop, resting one hand upon it 
(as if it was the table of the House of Commons), to address 

John Bull, who leans forward across the counter. He says: "No 
Mr Bull I'll have no more 37 its too..., William Heath (Attributed 

to); S Knight (Published by), 1816 etching 1816 3 23 Knight

British 

Museum

Heath is a question, 

vansittart brought a 
motion For income tax 

reduction March 18

attributed

Death extraordinary, With printed title and text. A tiger-like 

monster sprawls on a couch (right), turning huge eyes up at 
Vansittart who stands beside it, putting a paper between its 
teeth, and saying, "Take a little more old Rag you may yet 
recover." He wears, William Heath (Print made by), 1816 etching 1816 3

British 
Museum

no publisher or name ; not 
like Heath
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sutherland 
after Heath sauve qui peut… aquatint 1816 5 1 Jenkins

National 
Army 
Museum

james Jenkins 1 May 1816; 
associated with the battle 

of Waterloo, Napoleonic 
Wars, for Martial 
Achievements

attributed

Trying on the breeches!!, After the title: 'The New made 

General taking a lesson from the White Serjeant'. Prince 

Leopold, tall and handsome, in the uniform of a British general, 
wearing a plumed cocked hat, and holding his sword, looks 
down at Princess Charlotte,..., William Heath (Attributed to); J 

Sidebotham (Published by), 1816 etching 1816 5 17 Sidebotham

British 

Museum

Prince Leopold, tall and 
handsome, in the uniform 
of a British general, 

wearing a plumed cocked 

hat, and holding his sword, 

looks down at Princess 
Charlotte, who stands 
beside him, her head On 

the level of his waist. 

The. Battle R-l . Print made by William Heath (?) Published by 
Thomas Tegg Plate numbered 369. May 1816, as re-issued On 
5 June 1816.: "Pub June 3th 1816 by T Tegg 111 Cheapside". etching 1816 6 3 Tegg reissue

r Reeve 
after Heath

The Battle of Waterloo, June 18th 1815 After William Heath 
(also etched outline) Print made by Richard Reeve Published 

by Richard Reeve 1816 Battle scene with British infantry 
closing On French cavalry On both flanks, injured soldiers lying 
in the foreground, a localized explosion in the centre; cannon 
shot trailing fire crosses the sky above sheets of flame On the 

horizon. Content: Lettered below image with title, dedication to 

Lieut. General Henry William Paget by Lieut. R.P. Read, 

production detail: "Drawn & Etch'd by W. Heath", "Aquatinted 

by R. Reeve" and publication line: "London, Published June 4th. 
1816 For the Proprietor by R. Reeve No. 15 Rathbone Place" aquatint 1816 6 4 Reeve

National 

Army 
Museum  
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attributed

A frontispiece to the new red book,  A procession of John Bull's 

pensioners walks from right to left, headed by Napoleon. It is 
watched by a lean and ragged John Bull standing on the 
extreme right; his clothes hang in folds and only his bulbous 
nose and his wig recall his..., William Heath (Print made by); 

Thomas Tegg (Published by), 1816 etching 1816 6 13 Tegg

British 

Museum

Heath

[drawing of Wellington eve of the Battle of waterloo Drawn by 
William Heath. News of Napoleon's advance On Brussels 

brought to the Duke of Wellington at the Duchess of 

Richmond's Ball On the Eve of the Battle of Waterloo; Duke 

stands in centre taking news calmly, figures around him 
gesture fearfully, women to right look On in horror, woman 
faints to left, supported by man behind. Watercolour. Inscribed 

and dated: "W. Heath Del 1816" watercolor 1816 6

British 

Museum signed in the watercolor
A Battle between Russians and Turks, Drawn by William Heath 

1795-1840 Watercolor "William Heath Delt Portrait & Military 
Painter" watercolor 1816

British 
Museum

An Oriental Woman kneeling to plead with a man who stands 
at a window watercolor 1816 v&a

It has been suggested that 

the subject may be Esther 
at the feet of King 

Ahasuerus, interceding to 
prevent the massacre of 

her people [Esther 8. 2]: 
see Searight Archive.

Description of the field of battle, and disposition of the troops 
engaged in the action, fought on the 18th of June, 1815, near 

Waterloo; illustrative of that great event in the Panorama, 

Leicester-Square.  1816:  12 p. : ill., map ; 22 cm.  Catalogue 

incl. announcement of forthcoming prints of the subject by Mr. 
Heath & Mr. Atkinson./ Catalogue of an exhibition held at 

Panorama (London), 1816. 1816 panorama

Heath

drawing [British Troops attacking a Rajah's; battle scene with 
British infantry attacking party of Rajah on elephants and 
camels], Watercolour. Inscription Content: Inscribed and 
dated: "William Heath pinxt 1816" Watercolor 1816

British 
Museum 3-8-16;
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Heath

drawing [News of Napoleon's advance on Brussels brought to 

the Duke of Wellington at the Duchess of Richmond's Ball on 
the Eve of the Battle of Waterloo; Duke stands in centre taking 
news calmly, figures around him gesture fearfully, women to 
right look on in horror, woman faints to left, supported by man 

behind. Watercolour. Inscription Content: Inscribed and dated: 
"W.Heath Del 1816" Watercolor 1816

British 
Museum

Heath

drawing [The Surrender of Fort Talnier by the Killedar; British 

soldiers standing to right, with commander in centre accepting 

sword from bowed defeated army standing dejected to right. 

Watercolour. Inscription Content: Inscribed: "W Heath [the 
rest cut of f]" watercolor 1816

British 
Museum

I think this is 118.10, no 
date

w. mason 
after Heath

Key to the Battle of Waterloo, by Lieut Read After William 
Heath Printed by W Mason 1816 (circa) ; Key to the principle 

figures and action in Reeve aquatint after Heath of the Battle, 
with a summary account below. c.1816 Inscription Content: in 
lower right corner of sheet: "W. Mason, Printer 21, Clerkenwell 

Green" the print to which this is a key was dedicated by a Lieut. 
Read to the Marquis of Anglesey. See 1917,1208.3159. etching 1816 Mason

Romney 

after Heath

Taken at the Moment of time When the Cuirassiers was 
surrounded by the 79 Regiment and Scotch Greys at the Battle 
of Waterloo. Coloured line engraving after William Heath, 1816 
(c), engraved by Romney, 1816 (c), published by Richard 

Evans, 1816; associated with the Napoleonic Wars, Waterloo 

(1815)., Prints, 1960-12-151 etching 1816 Evans

National 

Army 

Museum

there is a version called 
Lady's & Gentleman's 

Pocket Ledger with various 
articles of useful 
information. 4 5/8 x 9 1/8 
in plate; 6 3/8 x 10 7/8 

inches. Published by 

Richard Evans 1816

Reeve after 
Heath

The Battle of Waterloo June 18th 1815; Battle scene with 
British infantry closing on French cavalry on both flanks, 

injured soldiers lying in the foreground, a localised explosion 
in the centre; cannon shot trailing fire crosses the sky above 
sheets of flame on the horizon...., William Heath (After); 
Richard Reeve (Print made by); Richard Reeve (Published by), 
1816 1816

British 
Museum
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The battle of Waterloo, Published 1816 Prints, Drawings and 
Watercolors from the Anne S.K. Brown Military Collection. 

“..Watercolors (Paintings)..” watercolor 1816 brown

M Dubourg 

after Heath

Ld. Duncan's Victory; Roundel with naval officers gathered on 
the deck of the ship celebrating Duncan's victory at 

Camperdown, one handing a sword to another beside the mast; 

after William Heath, at the top left of a sheet with three other 
roundels on the same..., Matthew Dubourg (Print made by); 

William Heath (After); Edward Orme (Published by), 1817 aquatint 1817 1 1 Orme army

 Roundel with naval of 

ficers gathered On the deck 
of the ship celebrating 

Duncan's victory at 
Camperdown, One handing 
a sword to another beside 

the mast; after William 

Heath, at the top Left of a 

sheet with Three other 
roundels On the same plate 

after James Heath Clark 
Lettered with title below 
image in frame and to Left 

with "W. Heath delt." 
(other production detail at 

bottom of sheet: "I.H. Clark 
delt.", "M. Dubourg sculpt." 

and publication line: "Pubd. 
Jany. 1. 1817, by Edward. 
Orme, Bond Street, 

London" Part of a set of 

Three (at 1879,0809.80-
91), kept with a 
'Chronological List of Naval 
Actions' in Three sheets of 

Four roundels. the 

roundels were the part of a 
commemorative souvenir 

to Lord Nelson, the 
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m Dubourg 
after Heath

Ld. Nelson Trafalgar After John Heaviside Clark Print made by 

Matthew Dubourg Published by Edward Orme ; together in set 
with Heath, at the top right of a sheet with Three other 
roundels On the same plate, One after William Heath "Pubd. 
Jany. 1. 1817, by Edward. Orme, Bond Street, London" aquatint 1817 1 1 Orme part of set with Heath

Bataille de Waterloo [estampe]. Heath, William, 1795-1840.; 
Reeve, R. London Publish'd June 4.th 1817 . 1817 etching 1817 6 4 Reeve

attributed

Minuet la cour, A satire on costume, showing the unsuitability 

of modern dress to the minuet. A grotesque man bends 

towards his partner, taking her left hand in his right. The other 

guests stand or sit. He has a large moustache, a shock of hair, 
high..., S W Fores (Published by); William Heath (Print made 
by), 1817 etching 1817 6 6 Tegg

Wolpole 
Lib, 
Princeton

The date On British 
Museum print is different 
than Yale

attributed

The learned a-s or a legal construction of rogues and vagrants, 

Two barristers in wig and gown fight furiously with umbrellas. 
The aggressor (right), with outstretched left fist, rushes at his 
enemy with a closed umbrella which terminates in a long spike. 

The other, Adolphus, with legs wide astride,..., William Heath 
(Print made by); Thomas Tegg (Published by), 1817 etching 1817 6 8 Tegg

British 
Museum

m Dubourg 
after Heath

THE HORSEGUARDS AT the BATTLE of WATERLOO. Coloured 

aquatint by M Dubourg after William Heath, published Edward 
Orme, 4 Jun 1817, Relating to 1st Life Guards, 18 Jun 1815; No 
31 in the series 'Military and Naval Anecdotes'; associated with 
Napoleonic Wars, Waterloo (1815)., Prints, 1960-09-36 aquatint 1817 6 18 orme

National 
Army 
Museum

Military and Naval 
anecdotes

Heath Anecdote At the Battle of Trafalgar aquatint 1817 8 1

Maritime 

Museum

263mm x 363mm; Frame 

dimension: 360mm x 

527mm x 40mm
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attributed

Belle's and Beaus or a scene in Hyde Parke, The principal belle 

(right) stoops from the waist with dropped arms (the 
fashionable attitude), a reticule dangling from her right hand, 
towards a beau who is arm-in-arm with a Life Guards officer; 
the latter looks over his shoulder with an, Print made by 

William Heath;Thomas Tegg (Published by), 1817 etching 1817 8 12 Tegg

Heath

A . change . in the petticoats or the years 1780 & 1817,  A lady 
wearing an enormous hooped petticoat, long pointed 

stomacher, a calash hood (see No. 5434, &c.) over a large plain 

cap, stands with a small nosegay in her left hand, and with a 

closed fan held to her cheek. She looks down at a young..., 
William Heath (Print made by); Thomas Tegg (Published by), 
1817 etching 1817 tegg

British 
Museum

M Dubourg 
after Heath

Ld. Nelson Boarding St. Joseph; Roundel with sword combat on 
the deck of the ship, bodies at the officer's feet; after James 

Heviside Clark, at the top right of a sheet with three other 
roundels on the same plate, one after William Heath 
(1879,0809.80 and 82-3).... John Heaviside Clark (After); 

Matthew Dubourg (Print made by); Edward Orme (Published 
by), 1817 aquatint 1817 Orme

British 
Museum

Roundel with Napoleon on the deck of the ship with his wife 

beside him and crowds of naval officers surrounding; after 
James Heviside Clark, at the top right of a sheet with three 
other roundels on the same plate, one after William Heath, 
Object type: printJohn Heaviside Clark (After); Matthew 

Dubourg (Print made by); Edward Orme (Published by), 1817 1817 orme

British 

Museum

Reeve after 
Heath

The battle of Waterloo June 18th 1815; British infantry closing 

on enemy cavalry, on both flanks in the foreground; cannon 
shot trailing fire crossing the sky above, with sheets of flame 

on the horizon and wounded lying in the foreground. 1837 
Hand-coloured etching and..., William Heath (Print made by); 
Richard Gilson Reeve (Print made by); J & M Rippin (Published 
by), 1817 1817 rippin

British 
Museum
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m Dubourg 
after Heath

The Battle of Waterloo, 1815. Coloured line engraving, sepia by 

M Dubourg after William Heath, published by Edward Orme, 8 
Jan 1818., Prints, 1971-02-33-454 aquatint 1818 1 8 Orme

National 

Army 
Museum

Heath

Heath's wellington's Victories by J.C. Stadler after w. Heath 

published by T. tegg April 1, 1818. 30 colour aquatints aquatint 1818 4 1 Tegg

j.c. stadler 

after Heath Storming of Seringapatam 4 May 1799 aquatint 1818 4 1 Tegg

National 

Army 

Museum

J.C. Stadler after william 

Heath published by 

Thomas Tegg 1 April 1818 this is a series of 30 plates

j.c. stadler 

after Heath The Battle of assaye, 23 September 1803 aquatint 1818 4 1 Tegg

National 
Army 

Museum

J.C. Stadler after william 
Heath published by 

Thomas Tegg 1 April 1818 this is a series of 30 plates

Heath

The Wars of Wellington a Narrative Poem; in fifteen cantos. 
Embellished with thirty engravings, coloured from the original 

paintings by Heath. By Dr. Syntax [William Combe] aquatint 1818 4 1

whittingha

m

London: printed by C. 
Whittingham, Goswell 

street, for the author; and 
sold by all booksellers in 

the united kingdom 1819. 
drawn & etched by W. 

Heath and aquatinted by 
J.C. Stadler; London 

Published by T. Tegg, 111, 
cheapside April 1, 1818 
[plates]. The plates are 
dated with the battle dates. 

watermark 1818

published by Tegg in 1818 
and as a set by whittingham 

with aquatint in 1819

English & French taste, or a peep into Paris London: Pubd. by 

S.W. Fores 50 Piccadilly and 312 Oxford St., April 14, 1818. etching 1818 4 14 Fores Wolpole Lib

stadler 
after Heath The Battle of Waterloo, 1815 aquatint 1818 4 Tegg

National 
Army 
Museum

J.C. stadler aquatint 

published by thomas Tegg, 
associated with the 
Napoleonic wars June 18, 
1815 this is a series of 30 plates
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Military Dandies or Heroes of 1818, Officers promenade, 

swaggering selfconsciously; three couples are arm-in-arm. One 
pair, one of whom is a lancer with a moustache, arrogantly 
stare at a taller and more dignified Life Guards officer wearing 
a huge curling plume on the crest..., S W Fores (Published by); 

William Heath (Print made by), 1818 etching 1818 10 26 Fores

National 
Army 

Museum

attributed

Political dandies. A kiss at the congress, a legitimate embrace 

at Aix la Chapelle, between Alexander the Great and Louis the 

Large, & others of the dramatis persona,  Above the design as 

an alternative title: POLITICAL-DANDIES. Louis XVIII, 
grotesquely obese (left), and the Tsar kiss, their lips touching. 
Louis, whose head is much the larger, grasps the back of 

Alexander's head; the Tsar bends from the..., S W Fores 
(Published by); William Heath (Print made by), 1818 etching 1818 11 18 Fores

British 
Museum

attributed

A Russian Dandy a scene at Aix la Chapelle,  Wellington and the 
Tsar stand facing each other, the former wearing grotesque 

uniform like that of the Tsar, more exaggerated than in No. 
13007, with his own towering cocked hat with field-marshal's 

plume. The boots of both reach to the..., S W Fores (Published 

by); William Heath (Print made by), 1818

GA 

2011.00864 1818 12 8 Fores

British 

Museum, 

Princeton Princeton

Heath

[drawing of Macgregor-Murray] watercolor. Drawn by William 
Heath. Fort Talnier, Lt Col MacGregor-Murray withstanding his 
adversaries; the Lt Col stands in centre about to draw his 
sword, surrounded by angry crowd of Indians with spears, 

sabres and knives, in right foreground another British soldier 

tumbles injured to the ground as figures attack him with 

spears, knives and guns, a third soldier lies dead to right, 

pierced by arrow in skull. Inscribed and dated: "W.Heath Del 
1818" watercolor 1818

British 
Museum 3-8-17; 

9th Lancers officers, c. 1818 Original watercolor signed by 
Heath; 2 standing figures, outdoors, showing front and rear of 
uniform, soldier in stable dress leading off horse at right. 1818 
1 watercolor; 36.5 x 27.2 cm. watercolor 1818 brown
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Captain Weatherall, the 1st or Royal Scots Regiment of Foot 
Original watercolor signed by Heath and dated; full-length 

port. in uniform with shako in hand.1818:, 1 watercolor; 22.7 x 
25.3 cm. watercolor 1818 brown

Landing of the British troops in Egypt, March 8, 1801 Published 

1818-1839 Prints, Drawings, and Watercolors from the Anne 
S.K. Brown Military Collection. “..Watercolors (Paintings)..” watercolor 1818 brown

Mameluke standard-bearer in combat ,Original watercolor 

(unfinished) signed and dated by Heath; mounted mameluke 

standard-bearer in combat, wounded Turk and downed horse 
in foreground. 1818 1 watercolor; 25.9 x 33.5 cm. watercolor 1818 brown
Seige (sic) of St. Sebastian Published 1818-1839 Prints, 

Drawings, and Watercolors from the Anne S.K. Brown Military 
Collection. “..Watercolors (Paintings)..” watercolor 1818 brown
Siege of Acre Published 1818-1839 Prints, Drawings, and 

Watercolors from the Anne S.K. Brown Military Collection. 
“..Watercolors (Paintings)..” watercolor 1818 brown

Heath

Storming of St. Sebastian Published 1818-1839 Prints, 
Drawings, and Watercolors from the Anne S.K. Brown Military 
Collection. “..Watercolors (Paintings)..” watercolor 1818 brown
Talavera Published 1818-1839 Prints, Drawings, and 

Watercolors from the Anne S.K. Brown Military Collection. 

“..Watercolors (Paintings) watercolor 1818 brown

after Heath The Battle of Assaye etching 1818 Jenkins  

Heath The Battle of Vimeiro, 1808. watercolor 1818 Tegg

National 
Army 

Museum

watercolour by William 

Heath, unsigned 1818, 
possibly the original design 

for wellington's Victories 

plate 6 acquatinted by J.C. 
Stadler and published by 

Tegg April 1818
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Heath The Battle of Waterloo, 1815 watercolor 1818

National 

Army 
Museum

watercolour by William 

Heath, unsigned 1818, 
possibly the original design 
for wellington's Victories 
plate 6 acquatinted by J.C. 

Stadler and published by 
Tegg April 1818

The rescue of Sir Ralph Abercromby by the Black Watch, at the 

Battle of Alexandria, March 21st 1801 Published 1818-1839 

Prints, Drawings, and Watercolors from the Anne S.K. Brown 
Military Collection. “..Watercolors (Paintings)..” watercolor 1818 brown

Watercolour drawing by William Heath, 1818 (c); associated 
with the British Army., Drawings and Watercolours, 1968-06-
340 watercolor 1818

National 
Army 
Museum

this is a six part panorama 
of the battle of waterloo, 

very unfinished, appox 
8x24" each; they said that 
the date might be incorrect

Heath watercolour drawing by william Heath, ca 1818 watercolor 1818

national 
army 

Museum

associated with the British 

Army

attributed

A family party takeing an airing,  A man in old-fashioned (gold-

laced) dress rides a velocipede in front of which on the pole is a 
seat with arms, for a passenger, occupied by an elderly woman 
with a cat on her knee. Behind her sits a monkey who stretches 
backwards to clutch..., William Heath (Attributed to); Thomas 

Tegg (Published by), 1819 etching 1819 3 24 Tegg Wolpole Lib

attributed

Modern Pegasus or dandy hobbies in full speed, Two men run 

furiously on velocipedes on a country road. A fat drink-

blotched fellow, like a John Bull, is slightly in front, he wears 
old-fashioned dress; his paunch rests on the bar of the 
machine. The other is a dandy, with grotesquely..., William 
Heath (Attributed to); Thomas Tegg (Published by), 1819 etching 1819 3 24 Tegg Wolpole Lib
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attributed

The Epping hunt or hobbies in an uproar, All hunt on 

velocipedes; they advance (left to right) in two streams on each 
side of a grass plot, while in the background the huntsmen are 
just behind the dogs, chasing (right to left) the stag. A dandy, 
his machine in the air, falls head..., William Heath (Attributed 

to); Thomas Tegg (Published by), 1819 etching 1819 4 4 Tegg Wolpole Lib

attributed

More economy or a penny save a penny got, The Duke of York 

rides a velocipede (see No. 13399), taking long strides, on a 

country road from London, indicated by St. Paul's, the 

Monument, &c. in the background, towards Windsor Castle on 
a hill (left). He wears a mitre and surplice..., William Heath 
(Print made by); Thomas Tegg (Published by), 1819 etching 1819 4 8 Tegg

British 
Museum

The pedestrian hobbies, or, the difference of going up and 
down hill [London]: Pub. April 8, 1819 by T. Tegg 111 

Cheapside, [8 Apr. 1819] etching 1819 4 8 Tegg Wolpole Lib 

Hobbies or attitude is every thing. Dedicated with permission 

to all Dandy Horsemen, One dandy rides forward on a 'hobby', 
see No. 13399, full-face, legs straddled, elbows akimbo. 

Another rides right to left, leaning back, just avoiding the 
former's back wheel, but striking the pole of his machine 

against the chest of a..., William Heath (Print made by); Thomas 
Tegg (Published by), 1819 etching 1819 4 17 Tegg Wolpole Lib
Every one his hobby plate 1st, A companion plate to No. 13408 
with the same imprint, by the same artist. A procession of 

characters riding fantastic velocipedes (see No. 13399), in 

profile to the right, each an isolated figure, arranged in two 

rows divided by a..., William Heath (Print made by); Thomas 
Tegg (Published by), 1819 etching 1819 4 24 Tegg

British 
Museum
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Every one his hobby plate 2d, See No. 13407. [1] 'The 
Aldermans Hobby'. Fat, drink-blotched, and with gouty legs, he 

rides a turtle. [2] 'The Sailors Hobby'. He vigorously rides an 
anchor, despite a wooden leg. He has a pugnacious expression, 
and a long pigtail. [3]..., William Heath (Attributed to); Thomas 
Tegg (Published by), 1819 etching 1819 4 24 Tegg

British 
Museum

attributed

Going to the races, A dandy (cf. No. 13029) sits with folded 
arms in a four-wheeled gig on high springs, with a (lowered) 
hood, a coat of arms on the panel; beside him sits a lady 

eclipsed by an enormous bonnet. The gig is drawn (left to 

right) by men riding a..., William Heath (Print made by); 

Thomas Tegg (Published by), 1819 etching 1819 5 19 Tegg Wolpole Lib

attributed

The Chancellor's hobby, or, More taxes For John Bull Heath, 
William, 1795-1840.; Tegg, Thomas, London (111 Cheapside) : 

T. Tegg, 1819 : : Picture 1 etching 1819 6 19 Tegg

attributed

The new long back'd hobby made to carry three without 
kicking, The front of the velocipede (see No. 13399) is in the 

normal shape, and is ridden by a dandy; the bar is elongated 
and dropped to give space for a seat on which a lady sits, 

wearing an enormous bonnet. At the back is a much lower seat, 
like..., William Heath (Print made by); Thomas Tegg (Published 

by), 1819 etching 1819 6 19 Tegg Wolpole Lib
attributed Dandies in Rotten Row etching 1819 6 21 Tegg v&a not Heath?

attributed

The men of paper going to pot or the directors in a stew, A 

huge pot rests directly on a fierce fire from blazing bank-notes. 

The scene is outside the Bank of England, the façade being on 
the extreme right. From it porters are carrying huge stacks of 

'Notes' to add to the flames. The pot is..., William Heath (Print 
made by); Thomas Tegg (Published by), 1819

GA 
2011.00929 1819 6 22 Tegg

British 

Museum, 
Princeton

for the Secret Committees 
On the affairs of the Bank 
cf. No. 13197. They 
reported in favour of the 

Resumption of Cash 

Payments, and On 24 May 

Peel removed the 
Resolutions For 

resumption in a famous 
speech. 
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attributed

The new taxes paying a visit to John Bull, John Bull, a fat drink-

blotched 'cit', his hair standing up outside his wig, shrinks in 
terror from apparitions surrounded by clouds of smoke 
inscribed 'Tax'. The central object is a cask resting on a bale of 
wool inscribed 'Wool Tax'; from..., William Heath (Print made 

by); Thomas Tegg (Published by), 1819 etching 1819 6 22 Tegg

British 

Museum

Heath watercolour drawing by William Heath, 1819 watercolor 1819 8 12

National 

Army 

Museum

watercolour drawing 
depicts Maj Gilbert 

Buchanan, Royal 

Engineers, 12 Aug. 1819

An apothecary riding a velocipede (bicycle) in the form of a 
pestle and mortar. Coloured etching, ca. 1819. etching 1819 welcome lib

after Heath Charge, an Officer of the Life guards aquatint 1819 jenkins

National 

Army 
Museum

Aquatint by J. redaway 
after Heath 1819

Charge, an officer of the Life Guards. Coloured aquatint by J 

Redaway after William Heath, 1819; published by J Jenkins, 
1819., Prints, 1974-05-69-101 aquatint 1819 Jenkins

National 

Army 
Museum

Garde impériale Officiers d'artillerie à cheval, train, chasseurs à 

cheval d'artillerie Original water-color signed and dated by 
Heath; uniform group of 3 officers in conversation. near 

hummock, tent encampment and small soldier figures in right 
background. 1819. 1 watercolor; 37.9 x 27.9 cm. watercolor 1819 brown
Going to the review]. 1819 Book 1 scroll; 7 x 348 cm. London : 
Published by J. Hudson, 85 Cheapside, etching 1819 Hudson

Typ 805.19.4491 harvard 
houghton library

Reeve after 
Heath

Grand Quintuple Alliance of England, Russia, France, Austria 
and Prussia. Engraving by Richard Reeve after William Heath 

and W T Fry, published by J Rippin, 1819; representing the 

Allied Sovereigns and also the General of ficers, who so bravely 

fought the Battles of Dresden, Leipsic, and Waterloo., Prints, 
1971-02-33-8 etching 1819 Reeve

National 

Army 
Museum

after Heath; W. T. Fry 
published by J. Rippin 1819
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Group of Eastern Figures sitting and standing at the entrance to 

a Tent, with encampment in background watercolor 1819 v&a watercolor

This is probably an 
illustration to an oriental tale 
or poem, but the subject has 
not yet been identified. the 

men at the entrance to the 
tent appear to be parleying or 

striking a bargain over 
something. Their Costumes 

and weaponry are 

predominantly lndo-Persian. 
but the scene is more fanciful 

than authentic, and creates 
an opportunity For a display 
of colourful and exotic 

objects. 
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various

Historic, Military and Naval Anecdotes, Of Personal valour, 

Bravery, and particular Incidents which occurred to the Armies 
of Great Britain and her Allies, in the last long-contested war, 
Terminating with the Battle of Waterloo, under the patronage 
of and dedicated with Permission to His Royal Highness the 

Commander in Chief. aquatint 1819 Orme

London: edited and 

published by and engraved 
under the direction of 

edward Orme, publisher to 
his Majesty, and to his 
Royal Highness the Prince 

Regent, Bond Street, corner 
of Brook Street, 1819. 40 

plates. No.20 Boarding and 
Taking the American Ship 

Chesapeake, by the Officers 

& Crew of H.M. Ship 
Shannon, commanded by 

Capt. Broke, June 1813. 
Heath delt; M. Dubourg 
sculp; July 1, 1816; No. 22. 

Two French Officers Taken 
by a Sergeant of the 18th 

Hussars, at the Battle of 
Albuera. W. Heath Del.: M. 

Dubourg aculp; Jany. 1, 
1817; No. 27 Anecdote at 
teh Battle of Trafalgar, W. 

Heath del; M. Dubourg 

sculp; Mugt 1, 1817; No. 
29. The Cockpit, Battle of 
the Nile. Heath del; M. 
Dubourg sc; June 4, 1817; 

No. 31 The Horse Guards at 

Reeve after 
Heath

Key to Burkitt & Hudson's National Print of Field Marshall His 

Grace the Duke of Wellington & Staff of ficers. lithograph After 

William Heath . 1819 (circa). Key to a picture by William 
Heath; for a print after it by W T Fry and Richard Reeve, lithograph 1819

British 
Museum

Military dandies, or, Heroes of 1819 Dublin: Publish'd by J. Le 
Petit 20 Chapel St. [1819] etching 1819 Le Petit Wolpole Lib
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Prussian officers of the Body and Landwehr Guard Published 

1819 Prints, Drawings and Watercolors from the Anne S.K. 
Brown Military Collection. “..Watercolors (Paintings)..” watercolor 1819 brown

Russian general and Cossack aide-de-camp, 1819 Published 

1819-04 Prints, Drawings and Watercolors from the Anne S.K. 
Brown Military Collection. “..Watercolors (Paintings)..” watercolor 1819 brown

Heath

Tartar Rartering with Russian Peasants. Two peasant women, 

One carrying a pitcher On her head, the other of fering a dead 

bird to a Tartar soldier, who holds up Two fingers; tents in the 
background, and soldiers, Two On horseback. Signed and dated 
Drawn by William Heath, Portrait and Military Painter, 

1819.Water colours; Roy., 14 x 10J in. watercolor 1819

British 

Museum note the signature

Reeve after 
Heath

The Grand Quintuple Alliance of England, Russia, France, 
Austria & Prussia; Meeting of kings and dignitaries from the 

alliance of England, Russia, France, Austria and Prussia on 
horseback; Wellington in centre left, riding to right and looking 

back over his shoulder. 1819 Hand-coloured etching and 
aquatint, William Thomas Fry (Print made by); William Heath 

(After); Richard Reeve (Print made by); J & M Rippin 
(Published by), 1819 1819 rippin

British 
Museum

j c Stadler

The Wars of Wellington, a narrative poem; in fifteen cantos. 
Embellished with thirty engravings, coloured from the original 
paintings, by [William] Heath (London: Printed by C. 
Whittingham, For the author, 1819. vi p., 1 leaf, 175 p. 30 col. 

plates. 32 cm. aquatint 1819

whittingha

m Yale

drawn by Heath, 

aquatinted by J.C. Stadler.

The. pedestrian. hobbies or the difference of going up and 

down hill, A grotesquely dressed dandy strides rapidly (right to 

left) on a velocipede, see No. 13399, down a sloping road, as 
does another in the background (left to right). A third (right) is 
thrown into the air from his falling machine. In the..., William 
Heath (Attributed to); Thomas Tegg (Published by), 1819 1819 Tegg

British 
Museum
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attributed

The downfall of despotism, or the beloved & legitimate 

petticoat maker on his marrow bones!, Ferdinand VII, wearing 
the customary slashed tunic and breeches with ruff and cloak, 
kneels abjectly at the feet of two Spanish officers; he says: 
"Indeed I heartily forgive you, & will make you Rulers in my 

stead." A chain is attached to..., S W Fores (Published by); 
William Heath (Print made by), 1820 etching 1820 4 2 Fores

British 
Museum Ferdinand VII king of Spain

only print about Spanish 
revolution

Heath Life Guards aquatint 1820 4 25 watson

National 

Army 
Museum

no. 1 in the sereis Military 

Costume of the British 

Cavalry published by J. 

watson 25 April 1820. 18 
plates

Heath
Nineteent Lancers. No 6. Coloured etching by and after William 
Heath, etching 1820 4 25 watson

National 
Army 
Museum

no. 6 in the series Military 
Costume of the British 

Cavalry published by J. 
Watson, 7 Vere street, 
London 25 april 1920

this is one plate from the 
book, which is etching and 
watercoloring

The exile restored or the spies spawns & spewers of scurrility 

abuse & defamation set to work, June 8, 1820. Published by S 
W Fores. the biggest newsboy has a bill headed 'New Times' in 

his hat; another holds a bundle of the 'Courier', 'New Times', 
and '[Morning] Post'. a third has 'News' in his hat. Behind and 
between Stoddart and Castlereagh a man capers in ecstasy, 
waving a hat in which is a paper: 'Pardon For Edwards'. He 

exclaims: "Now I shall have a Job again and get better paid than 

before."8 June 1820. Inscription Content: Lettered with title 

and text in image, and "Pub June 8th 1820 by S W Fores 41 

Picadilli".

GA 

2011.00925 1820 6 8 Fores princeton Queen Caroline
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Amorous Ladys, or tete-a-tete ex strachnary, Two ladies 

embrace, seated on a sofa, not noticing the entry of their 
husbands. One, Lady Strachan, says: "You know my dear Sarah 
I love you very well yet I must reserve a few Kisses for the 
worthy old Ad-l." Lady Warwick: "Oh never mind, E Brooks 

(Published by); William Heath (Print made by), 1820 etching 1820 6 9 brooks

British 

Museum

e brooks 19 panton street; 
check this address; lady 
warick and lady strantum 

kissing
The unexpected visit or more free than welcome, June 17, 
1820. Published by S W Fores. h visitors extend an arm 

towards the King in an authoritative gesture. Words float from 

them towards the King: "Nothing extenuate nor set down aught 

in Malice¡¡ [Othello, v. ii] men sleeping with her at Black Heath 
1808 v. call Hoods [sic]." 17 June 1820. Inscription Content: 
Lettered with title and text in image, and "Pub June 17th 1820 

by S W Fores 50 Picadilli". etching 1820 6 17 Fores Queen Caroline
Eccentrics, A park scene with many figures. Fashionably 

dressed pedestrians promenade on the grass beyond a sandy 
track or road in the foreground. A dandy (cf. No. 13029) drives 
a high-stepping horse in a two-wheeled curricle, with a groom 

beside him...., S W Fores (Published by); William Heath (Print 
made by), 1820 etching 1820 7 6 Fores Wolpole Lib

The British Museum 
impression is an aquatint 

color impression 
fashionable scene

attributed

The pageantry put off or the raree show adjourned, July 13, 

1820. Published by S W Fores the Queen (left) tis not the time 
For Pageantry & Waste, while thousands starve For Want? & 
while your Royal Mistress suffer [sic] Scorn, Reproach & 
Persecution, from the Dastard Hands of Secret Enemies." the 

Ministers are Canning (?), Castlereagh, and Sidmouth. the 

King's chair is overturned. See No. 13769, &c.13 July 1820. 

Inscription Content: Lettered with title, text within image and 

publication line: "Pub July 13 1820 by S W Fores 41 Picadilli". etching 1820 7 13 Fores

British 

Museum

Shakespeare and Queen 

Caroline no name only date
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Falstaff and his ragged crew or the contents of the green bag in 

propria persona, July 20, 1820. Published by S W Fores. George 
IV dressed as Falstaff, and the witnesses are seven men and a 
woman with patched face and damaged nose. the men are 
ragged and villainous; the tallest holds a stiletto, One is 

branded On the forehead with a gibbet. They are shepherded 
by a tall lean man (Cooke) holding a brief-bag, who walks 

behind the King; he answers: "I assure You these are the most 
Respectable Witnesses We could obtain." in his pocket are 

papers docketed 'Kangaroo Cook' and 'Million'. 17 June 1820. 

Inscription Content: Lettered with title and text in image, and 
"Pub July 20 1820 by S W Fores". etching 1820 7 20 Fores

Shakespeare and Queen 
Caroline

The measure of happiness, or a Royal visit to the Dey of Tunis 
or the Great Plenipo – July 20, 1820. Published by S W Fores . 

Behind her couch stands Bergami, in hussar costume with 
Three orders; he scowls with clenched fists, saying: "this is an 
unfortunate Dey For me Othellos occupation's gone."20 July 

1820 Inscription Content: Lettered with title and text in image, 

and "Pub July 20 1820 by S W Fores 50 Picadilli". etching 1820 7 20 Fores

A new Italian farce called the green bag by permission London: 
Pub. July 22, 1820 by S.W. Fores 41 Picadilli, [22 July 1820] etching 1820 7 22 Fores Wolpole Lib

A Royal Salute, August 28, 1820. Bergami and Queen Caroline 
embrace and kiss. 28 August 1820. Inscription Content: 

Lettered with title followed by 'Le cannon est. en bas' and with 

publication line 'Pub. Aug 28 1820 by S.W. Fores 41 Picadilli'. 

within image 'O my heart / Oh che Boccone' etching 1820 8 28 Fores Queen Caroline
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attributed

Which is the dirtiest, so foul the stains will be indelible, 
September 5, 1820. Published by S W Fores. the King (right) 

and Queen (left) hurl mud at each other. By the former (who 
wears jack-boots) is a bucket of 'Italian Filth' [see No. 13762, 
&c.]; the Queen's (similar) bucket is inscribed 'Filth from St 
Giles's, St James, Portman Sqr, Hamilton Place [The 

Conynghams' address, see No. 13847] &c &c &c.' 5 September 
1820 etching 1820 9 5 Fores

British 
Museum Italian filth vs St Giles filth 

attributed

Brandenburgh House Theatricals a wood scene in a new farce 

now performing with the greatest eclat at the Hammersmith 

Theatre, September 20, 1820. Published by S W Fores the 

Queen (right) and Mrs. Wood, a stout virago and a lean one, 
fight, clutching each other's hair. the Queen's large feathered 
hat is On the floor. a curtain is draped On a pillar (right), and 

from behind a curtain On the left, Alderman Wood, wearing his 
furred gown, watches the fray, drooping apprehensively; he 

says: "He Jests at Scars who never felt a wound!" Mrs. Wood: 
"I'll teach You to play at Bergami with my Husband 
indeed—no—no I've read Jane Shore, & knows how things 

goes On in Courts, & Palace's, in Como's [cf. No. 13857], 

Virgin's Waters, Cottages, Pavilions, Yachts, & such like. an 
Honest Citizen has no business in such bad place's & I'll Tear 

your Eyes Out before You shall make a Bergami of him." the 
Queen shrieks: "Avaunt ye Termagant I'll stop the Tongue of 
Slander & Level to the Dust, the proudest Foe that dares 
suspect my Chastity I'd tear You limb from [sic] tho You be 

made of Wood." Behind, On a small chimney-piece, is a bust, 

perhaps that of Lady Craven.20 September 1820 etching 1820 9 20 Fores

British 

Museum same carpet; 
Non mi ricordo the captain of the gang or the principal 

evidence for the Kings Divorce Bill, Majocchi, with brown face, 

debased features, and villainous squint, grotesquely dressed as 
a dandy, stands full-face, holding out a large rolled document: 
'Orders for the Milan Commission' [see No. 13755, &c.] and a 
large purse filled with..., S W Fores (Published by); William 
Heath (Print made by), 1820 etching 1820 10 8 Fores

British 
Museum
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Nero fiddled when Rome was burning, George IV, seated in an 

armchair, plays a 'cello. Bloomfield stands behind, playing a 
flute; in his pocket is a paper: 'Farmer's Boy' [for this 
identification cf. (e.g.) that of Orger in No. 11940]. Lady 
Conyngham stands beside the King,..., S W Fores (Published 

by); William Heath (Print made by), 1820 etching 1820 10 11 Fores

Wolpole 
Lib, British 

Museum
The Royal foraging cap or new Windsor uniform, A fashionably 
dressed man, walking in (?) Hyde Park, draws back in 

astonishment on meeting Lord Conyngham, riding a spirited 

horse and wearing a marquess's coronet, surmounted by 

antlers with bells. The former says: "Why my Lord I never 
saw..., S W Fores (Published by); William Heath (Print made 
by), 1820 etching 1820 10 11 Fores

British 
Museum

attributed

A private address or address to the sun****, October 20, 1820. 

Published by S W Fores. Probably based On G. Cruikshank's 
'Boney's Meditations . . .', No. 12593 (1815), an adaptation of 
Gillray's 'Gloria Mundi', No. 6012. the place of Napoleon is 

taken by George IV (right) 'Paradise Lost': "—To Thee, To Thee, 
I call!!! but with no friendly Voice & add thy Name oh Queen!! 

To tell thee how I hate those beams that bring to my 

Rememberance from what state I'm fallen." . 20 October 1820. 
Inscription Content: Lettered with title, text within image and 
publication line: "Pub Oct 20 1820 by S W Fores 41 Picadilli". etching 1820 10 20 Fores

British 
Museum Milton

An emblem of wisdom made of Wood, An owl, with the head of 

Alderman Wood realistically drawn and a good portrait, stands 

directed to the right. 23 October 1820 Hand-coloured etching, 

S W Fores (Published by); William Heath (Print made by), 1820 etching 1820 10 23 Fores

British 

Museum
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attributed

The triumph of Innocence over Perjury, Persecution & 

Ministerial Oppression, November 6, 1820. Published by S W 
Fores. the Queen, the centre head is that of Eldon, with Two 
other judges, One with a leech On the cheek indicating Leach 
(see No. 13740). Castlereagh, very Mephistophelian, is On the 

extreme left, Sidmouth and Liverpool On the right; there are 
Two unidentified heads, One presumably Harrowby. Round 

Queen, chair, &c. are clouds. in the upper Left corner, Two 
demons, spitting and excreting thunderbolts, carry of f the King 

'To Hanover'.6 November 1820. Inscription Content: Lettered 

with title and publication line: "Pub Nov 6 1820 by S W Fores 
41 Picadilli". etching 1820 11 6 Fores

British 
Museum Queen Caroline; no color

The Bill thrown out. November 15, 1820. Published by S W 
Fores Below the title: 'But the Pains and Penalties Inflicted'. he 

proffers a glass of 'Coniac'. the third (? Mrs. Quentin) throws up 
her arms in despair. a huge Chinese jar (left) is decorated with 
a dragon; carved dragons or monsters support the sofa, and a 

table (right) On which is a decanter of 'Curacoa'.15 November 

1820Inscription Content: Lettered with title and speech in 
image, and "Pub Nov 15 1820 by S W Fores 41 Picadilly". etching 1820 11 15 Fores

Heath Officer, Royal Horse Artillery aquatint 1820 12 1 watson

national 

army 

Museum

no.17 in the series Military 
Costume of the British 
Cavalry published by J. 

Watson, 7 Vere street, 

Bond street, 1 Dec 1820

Georgy's Delight, or more Cunning than cautious!!!, The King 

sits on a sofa with the fat Lady Conyngham on his knee, and 
one foot planted regally on a footstool; he flourishes a glass, 
spilling the contents; a broken bottle lies at his feet. Beside him 
(right) is a table with fruit and a..., William Heath (Print made 
by); S Hough (Published by), 1820 etching 1820 12 16 hough, s 

British 
Museum 14 dean street
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Humorous illustrations. Heath, William, 1795-1840.; Heath, 
Henry,; Bement, Clarence S. [London, 1820-1830 : etching 1820 12 26 Fores

British 
Museum

King State the cuckold endeavouring to trample On the people 
with One Foot & Kick Out the Queen with the other*, December 
26, 1820. Published by S W Fores 'oak', shoulders. Behind 

(right) is a copy of No. 13765: the King sleeps in a cradle (as in 
No. 13764, &c.) rocked by Lady Conyngham, who sings: "hush 

my babe lie still & slumber 'tis Eliza guards thy Bed." the cradle 
is decorated with a pagoda, the Royal Arms, and a nude obese 

squatting Chinese, symbolizing the King. the Queen, looking 

behind her vengefully, escapes towards a Chinese doorway. 
Chinese paintings decorate the wall. Below the title: '* Vide Mr 

Marsh's incomparable speech (at Reading) both For Wit & 
point. Pub by Fores 41 Piccadilli with a Caricature Print at top 
price 1s/-' 26 December 1820 Inscription Content: Lettered 

with title and speech in image, and "Pub Dec 26 1820 by S W 
Fores 41 Picadilli" etching 1820 12 26 Fores

Heath

Military Costume of the British Cavalry, 1820. Album of 

aquatints. Volume of 18 coloured aquatints by and after 
William Heath, published by J Watson, Vere Street, Bond Street, 

London, 15 Apr to 1 Dec 1820., Prints, 1982-04-217 aquatint 1820 12 Watson

National 
Army 

Museum

series of 18 aquatints 

published by j watson from 
April 15 to December 1 

1820

Heath
Military costume of the British cavalry. London: Published by J. 
Watson. book 1820 12 watson brown

Heath 1st Life Guards charging French Artillery, 1815 watercolor 1820

National 

Army 
Museum

associated with the 

Napoleonic wars, waterloo, 
signed Heath 1820

3rd Hussars when 3rd King's Own Regiment of Dragoons. 

Private, 1812 Published 1820 Prints, Drawings and 
Watercolors from the Anne S.K. Brown Military Collection. 
“..Watercolors (Paintings)..” watercolor 1820 brown
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A peep behind the curtain,  A soldier runs off with a young 

woman while her elderly husband sleeps behind a curtain, 
probably a fragment from a larger plate. c.1820 Etching with 
hand-colouring, William Heath (Print made by), 1810-1830 etching 1820

cruikshank 

after Heath

Baise-mon-q, George IV sits on a sofa holding the plump and 
pretty 'Mrs Q' (see No. 13889) on his knee; they kiss each 
other. Objects of burlesqued chinoiserie surround them. Above 

his head, in a frame decorated with dragons, pagodas, and 

mandarins, is, Isaac Robert Cruikshank (Print made by); S W 

Fores (Published by); William Heath (After), 1820 etching 1820 Fores

British 

Museum

British cavalry manoeuvres, c. 1820 Original watercolor signed 

by W. H(eath); small figures of cavalry troops manoeuvring in 
background, 3 mounted officers conferring in right centre 

foreground. 1820 1 watercolor; 10.8 x 18.0 cm. watercolor 1820 brown

British hussars charging, c. 1820 Original unsigned watercolor 

(possibly by Heath); 2 hussars in foreground and others in 
background charging. 1820 1 watercolor; 24 x 16 cm. watercolor 1820 brown
Capt. Flood Sharp in the uniform of the 18th Hussars, 
disbanded 1820 Original pencil and watercolor drawing signed 

by Heath; full-length port. in uniform with fur hat in hand. 
1818, 1 watercolor; 28.8 x 35.9 cm. watercolor 1820 brown

Caricatures Relating to Queen Caroline. Cruikshank, George,; 

Cruikshank, Robert, and others 1820-1821. 1820-1821 : etching 1820

Corinthian steamers or Costumes and customs of 1820

GA 

2011.00884 1820

CFSV, 

GC021 Princeton

there is a second print, 

reprint? in 2 26 1824 by 

Fores
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Falstaff, Drawn by William Heath 1795-1840. Falstaff at Justice 

Shallow's House; On l, Falstaff between Silence and Shallow, to 
right, the recruits chosen by Falstaff, Mouldy, Shallow, Wart, 
Feeble and Bullcalf, behind, Bardolph leaning On a balustrade 
of a staircase looks on, other figures On steps and in the 

background. Pen and brown and blue-grey ink, and blue and 
brown wash, corners made up. "W. Heath del"

drawing, pen 
and ink 1820

British 
Museum 

date is a guess; 
Shakespeare, 118 9 

Military Parade, Officers promenade in extravagant uniforms. 

The central figure is a tall Life Guards officer walking between 

two much smaller officers, fantastically dressed. Almost all are 
dandified, with bulging breasts, tight waists and strapped..., S 
W Fores (Published by); William Heath (Print made by), 1820 etching 1820

British 
Museum, 
Wolpole Lib

British Museum believes 

this to be 1820, no 

publisher perhaps a 
companion to eccentrics 
July 1820

Panorama of the Battle of Trafalgar watercolor 1820
Maritime 
Museum

(Not On display) William 
Heath (1795-1840) 

Gouache and body colour 
On paper, laid On calico; 
signed ' W. H .' 622 2 x 

1001 5mm National 
Maritime Museum, 

London; This panorama 

was originally mounted as 
a complete circle about 1 o 
...

This is a miniature panorama 

of the Barker type, the two 
ends joining to form a circle 

approximately 10 feet 6 in. in 

diameter. Robert Baker 
exhibited his own Trafalgar 
at Leicester square in 1806. 

The Rivals, A soldier and a priest kneel either side of a young 

woman whom they are courting with alternative propositions, 

probably a fragment from a larger plate. c.1820 Etching with 

hand-colouring, William Heath (Print made by), 1810-1830 etching 1820

Heath watercolour drawing by william Heath, 1820 watercolor 1820

national 

army 
Museum

associated with the 2nd life 
guards
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Heath

Watercolour drawing by William Heath, 1820; associated with 
the 1st Life Guards., Drawings and Watercolours, 1974-05-69-
282 watercolor 1820

National 
Army 
Museum

1974-05-69-283-1 
Changing Guard, 1st Life 

Guards. William Heath 
1820. 49 Holywell street, 
Millbank Row.

this is a finished, framed 
watercolor  [G. Johnson, 49, 
Holywell Street, Strand]

Heath
Watercolour drawing by William Heath, 1820; associated with 
the 2nd Life Guards., Drawings and Watercolours, 1960-12-174 watercolor 1820

National 

Army 
Museum

The secrets of Trop-peau disclosed, The title continues: 'or the 

Imbecille Alliance of Tyranny to Crush the Universal Spirit of 

Liberty, defeated.' The three chief autocratic sovereigns of 
Europe, all in military uniform and sword in hand, sit on a 
section of a map of the..., S W Fores (Published by); William 

Heath (Print made by), 1821 etching 1821 1 30 Fores

Royal Rumping], January 31, 1821. Published by S W Fores a 
scene at Court; beefeaters flank the dais of the empty throne 

(right). George IV stands before it,t) a man in court-dress 
kneels facing the King, but is dragged away by Three courtiers. 

He says: "Is this the answer to my Petition." One of the Three 
replies: "Yes this is the Way We answer." Below the design: 

'We've heard of the rump Parliament, / Rump Chickens & 
rump't Dames [No. 6716]./ But of all the boasted rumps we've 
heard, / This One most notice claims. / a Pugilist he rumps his 
man / the Dustman rumps his Brother / But here observe the 

R—l plan / a Prince must rump his mother / Rather than thus 

forego the man / And virtuous feelings smother / 'Gainst 

Persecution boldly stand / To save an Injured Mother.' 31 

January 1821. Inscription Content: Lettered with speech in 
image, and "Pub Jany 31 1821 by S W Fores 41 Picadilly"; title 
cut of f and supplied from the index at the front of the album. etching 1821 1 31 Fores
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The Pall Mall Concert, January 31, 1821. Published by S W 

Fores. Two cats On garden walls approach each other 
menacingly. One (left) is white, with the features of Queen 
Caroline, the other a dark tabby with the features of George IV. 
Each miaows, raising an angry paw. the Queen is On a 'Party 

Wall', at right angles to that of the King. in the garden below is 
a placard, 'Malbrou'. She says: "Meyough You — You have no 

business to go Caterwalling." He says: "Meyough You B— You 
have no business to come so near me." Below the design: 'Like 

Two Cats On a Wall; They Quarrel & Snarl / To amuse the 

Weak Minds of the Nation / They Squander large Sums, Expose 
their bare Bums, / For all which they deserve Castigation.' 31 

January 1821 etching 1821 1 31 Fores Queen Caroline

The Hampshire green bag opened; or, the secret spring of ultra-

loyal addresses, discovered and exposed., Heading to a printed 
broadside. Four well-dressed men hold open a large bag, 
resting on the ground, in which stands a fifth, in profile to the 

right, who says indignantly to one of the openers: "Oh here you 

are—now for the Truth, the whole..., S W Fores (Published by); 
William Heath (Print made by), 1818-1823 etching 1821 1 Fores

British 
Museum

heading to a printed 
broadside

Symptoms of Training, or R- method of Colt-breaking, Above 
the design: 'a la Chester-field'. George IV (right) offers a purse 
to a pretty young woman in evening dress of theatrical type 

(right). Through a window (or in a picture) is seen a large 

signpost, pointing (left) to 'Chester' and..., S W Fores 
(Published by); William Heath (Print made by), 1821 etching 1821 4 28 Fores

British 
Museum might be April 22

Peters Sham gallantry, or Stable Yard discipline no joke to a 

delicate Dandy, Wedderburn, tall and handsome as in No. 
14278, seizes Petersham (right) by the coat-collar and raises 
his whip to strike. He has just left a carriage whose open door 
and steps are on the extreme left. Lady Frances Wedderburn 
stands behind..., S W Fores (Published by); William Heath 
(Print made by), 1821 etching 1821 5 9 Fores

British 
Museum
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The favorite instrument the fife among the figurantes of the 
Opera House & by them, continually played on & mostly in the 

flat key, Lord Fife (adapted from No. 14264), seated on the 
stage in profile to the left, holds out a fife towards three 
ballerinas, who dance together, looking towards him. The 
dancers are reflected in a huge mirror just behind them. May 

10..., S W Fores (Published by); William Heath (Print made by), 
1821 etching 1821 5 10 fores

British 
Museum

attributed

The court bow, or preperation for the King's visit to Ireland, 

Eight figures arranged in two rows, each practising a bow, as in 

No. 7439 (1788), from which the design may derive. Each has a 
caption; all but the second and fourth wear bag-wigs, all but 
the fourth and eighth have opera-hats. A courtier,..., William 

Heath (Print made by), 1818-1824 etching 1821 8

British 

Museum

no publisher or name, 

engraving with 8 figures

attributed

Travelling in Germany, George IV sits in a four-wheeled light 

cart, inscribed Goods, drawn by loyal Hanoverians; it is 
covered by a canopy supported on poles. He sits on a high seat 
with his back to the shafts, scattering gold coins, which 

Londonderry..., S W Fores (Published by); William Heath (Print 
made by), 1821 etching 1821 11 15 Fores

British 
Museum no name 

j gleadah 
after Heath

Tenth Hussars, Royal Horse Guards, Life Guards. Coloured 
aquatint by J Gleadah after William Heath, 1821; associated 

with 1st Regiment of Life Guards, 2nd Regiment of Life Guards, 
Royal Regiment of Horse Guards (The Blues) and 10th (The 
Prince of Wale aquatint 1821 12 10 Fores

national 
army 
Museum

no. 3 in the series of 20 
"British Army" published 
by S.W. Fores 10 Dec 1821

17th Light Dragoons. Etching by and after William Heath, 1821 

(c); published by S W Fores, 1821 (c)., Prints, 1980-11-30 etching 1821 12 Fores

National 

Army 

Museum

j gleadah 

after Heath

19th Lancers, British Army. Coloured aquatint by J Gleadah 

after William Heath, 1821; printed by S W Fores, 17 Oct 1821; 

plate 20 of series., Prints, 1982-04-350 aquatint 1821 12 Fores

National 

Army 

Museum

j gleadah 
after Heath

British Army. Coloured aquatint by J Gleadah after William 
Heath, 1821; printed by S W Fores, 1821; associated with the 
10th Hussars., Prints, 1982-04-328 aquatint 1821 12 Fores

National 
Army 
Museum
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Heath

The Wars of Wellington a Narrative Poem; in fifteen cantos. 
Embellished with thirty engravings, coloured from the original 

paintings by Heath. By Dr. Syntax [William Combe] aquatint 1821   gilling reprint

six engravings coloured 

from the original paintings. 
Printed for and published 
by w.t. gilling. reprint of the 
1818 set first by tegg and 

then whittingham
Clive at Plassey. Watercolour and ink by William Heath, 1821 
(c); associated with Seven Years War, India (1756-1763)., 

Drawings and Watercolours, 1968-06-269 watercolor 1821

National 
Army 

Museum

seven years war, India 

1756-1763
Coloured lithograph by and after William Heath, 1821; 

associated with 2nd Regiment of Life Guards., Prints, 1974-05-
69-286 lithograph 1821

National 

Army 
Museum

Heath

drawing [Landscape with a ruined castle; ruins of castle on 

rounded hill seen across river, from near bank of which boat is 
being pushed of f and towed by two man on opposite shore, 
tree in left foreground. 1821. Pen and grey ink with brown 

wash and watercolour. Inscription Content: Inscribed and 
dated: "W.H.H. 1821"

ink wash 
drawing 1821

British 
Museum

W.H.H. is this a middle 
name?

Engineers, Horse Artillery, Foot Artillery. Coloured etching by 

William Heath, 1821 (c); published by S W Fores, 1821 (c); 
associated with the Royal Engineers, Royal Artillery and Royal 

Horse Artillery., Prints, 1972-05-59 etching 1821 Fores

National 
Army 

Museum

Heath
Life Guards (New Appointments 1821) drawn and engraved by 
W. Heath etching 1821

Political Caricatures with reference to the following: Periods of 
time and events viz Administration of Pitt and fox; Duke of 

York and Mrs Clarke; Rise and fall of Buonaparte; Persian 

Ambassador and Circassian; Trial of Queen Caroline. Vol. VII 

"He call'd her: Whore; a Beggar, in his drink. Could not have 
laid such terms upon his callet" Othello. B. Wilson 1821 album 1821

British 
Museum 

this album holds 218 

caricatures; some Heath 
caricatures
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alkens and 
Heath

Real Life in Ireland or the Day and Night Scenes, Rovings, 

Rambles, and Sprees, Bulls, Blunders, Bodderation and Blarney 
of Brian Boru, Esq. …embellished with Humorous coloured 

engravings, from original designs by the most eminent artists. 
By a real Paddy. etching 1821 Jones

the wrappers promis about 
24 numbers and 24 plates. 

Cruikshank and 
Rowlandson would 
contribute illustrations. 
Actually, 18 numbers 

completed the book and 
the illustrators were 

Alkens, Heath, and possibly 
Williams.
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alkens and 

Heath

Real life in London, or, the rambles and adventures of Bob 
Tallyho, Esq. : and his cousin the Hon. Tom. Dashall, &c., 
through the metropolis : exhibiting a living picture of 

fashionable characters, manners, and amusements in high and 

low life / by an amateur. London : Printed For Jones & Co. ... , 
1821-1823. 2 v. : col. ill. (engravings) ; 22 cm. Notes: Vol. 2 title 
varies: Real life in London, or, the further rambles and 
adventures of Bob Tallyho, Esq. Graphic Arts Collection (GA) 

Call number: Kane Room Rowlandson 1821.2 etching 1821 Jones Princeton

published 1821-1822. from 
December 1821 several 
plates by W. Heath. Real 

Life in Ireland is the sequel

Real life in London or, The 

rambles and adventures of 
Bob Tallyho, esq., and his 

cousin, The Hon. Tom. 
Dashall, through the 
metropolis; exhibiting a 

living picture of fashionable 
characters, manners, and 

amusements in high and low 
life / by an amateur. 

Embellished and illustrated 

with a series of coloured 
prints, designed and 

engraved by Messrs. Alken, 
Dighton, Rowlandson, &c. 
(London: For Jones & co., 

1821-22), 2 v. : col. fronts., 30 
col. pl. ; 23 cm. Vol. 2 

designed and engraved by 
Messrs. Heath, Alken, 

Dighton, Brooke, 
Rowlandson, &c.Ascribed to 
Pierce Egan, author of "Life in 

London, 1821-22" ; but 

according to the Camb. hist. 
of Eng. literature it "is a 
pleasanter book than its 
prototype ... the author had a 

purer style, a cleaner mind 
Royal Staff Corps, 60th Royal Americans, 40th Foot. Coloured 
etching by William Heath, 1821 (c); published by S W Fores, 

1821 (c), Prints, 1972-05-58 etching 1821

National 
Army 

Museum

Small Uniform series. Collection of coloured etchings by and 
after William Heath, 1821 (c); published by S W Fores, 1821 

(c); associated with the British Army., Prints, 1982-04-341 etching 1821

National 
Army 

Museum
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Heath Strand in Fog drawing 1821
Museum of 
London watercolor?

Symptoms of reform. Dedicated to the Country Gentlemen, Six 
Ministers stand precariously on a board or small platform 
supported on the heads of Liverpool (left) and Londonderry 

(right), H.L. figures at the base of the design, standing back to 
back. Liverpool: I can't stand it much longer I am..., S W Fores 

(Published by); William Heath (Print made by), 1822 etching 1822 3 23 Fores

British 

Museum

attributed

The Norfolk method of improving the breed, Thomas Coke of 

Norfolk leads his bride through a pastoral landscape; he 
prances gaily along hat in hand, turning to look at her, and 
singing, Oh the Days when I was Young; in his left hand is a 

book: Coke upon Littleton [see BM Satires..., S W Fores 
(Published by); William Heath (Print made by), 1822 etching 1822 3 26 Fores

British 
Museum no name 

A bold stroke for a wife no chicken hazard!!!,  An altered state 
of BM Satires 14424 (coloured) with the same title and 

imprint. Mrs. Coutts is in widow's dress, her hair smoothly 
parted and her curls hidden by a white cap. Her expression is 

severe rather than alluring (with less..., S W Fores (Published 

by); William Heath (Print made by), 1822 etching 1822 4 21 Fores

British 

Museum

Butter Cups & Daisies a sketch from Low-Life, London 
characters strung out in an open space, perhaps Tothill Fields, 
Westminster, where dustmen dumped their loads. Two 

dustmen appear to be racing; one stands in his clumsy cart, 

with (two) iron-shod wheels, driving a galloping horse;, S W 

Fores (Published by); Joseph Gleadah (Print made by); William 

Heath (Print made by), 1822 etching 1822 5 1 Fores

Wolpole 

Lib, British 

Museum

aquatint by J. Gleadah 

paired with pinks & tulips
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Pinks & Tulips, a sketch from High-Life, A scene in Hyde Park. 
Pedestrians are divided by rails from riders (left). In the centre 

a fashionably dressed man drives a fast-stepping horse in a 
two-wheeled trap, an officer wearing a high bearskin and a 
long collared cloak sits beside..., S W Fores (Published by); 
Joseph Gleadah (Print made by); William Heath (Print made 

by), 1822 etching 1822 5 1 Fores

Wolpole 
Lib, British 

Museum

aquatinted by J. gleadah, 
pair with butter-cups and 

daisies

attributed

The bloodless rencontre, Buckingham (right), tall and very 
obese, fires resolutely at his much smaller opponent. Bedford 

(left), alarmed, fires into the air. The former wears his star, and 

a very wide Garter ribbon inscribed: reward of Merit [word 

scored through]..., S W Fores (Published by); William Heath 
(Print made by), 1822 etching 1822 5 5 Fores

British 
Museum no name 

attributed

Retrenchment. Economy. Reform, or the cunning jeweller, Lady 
Conyngham (or, from her figure Lady Elizabeth Conyngham) 

stands at the counter of a jeweller's shop, showing a large 
paper: let the bearer have 60.000 worth of Jewels—Nero's 
Hotel. She wears a much-jewelled evening gown, a barbaric..., S 

W Fores (Published by); William Heath (Print made by), 1822 etching 1822 5 8 Fores

British 

Museum no name 
A sketch at Brighton, A scene on the Steyne, with the Pavilion 

as a background, and (left) the sea, with cliffs. Lord 
Conyngham, with a hideous profile, walks (right to left) with a 

lady on each arm. On the left arm is Lady Conyngham, as broad 
as she is tall,, S W Fores (Published by); William Heath (Print 
made by), 1822 etching 1822 5 9 Fores

British 
Museum

A bit of a row in the East every cock on his own dunghill or the 

legitimates come to the charge,  A strongly marked frontier, 

apparently a river, crosses a plain between Moldavia (left) and 

Walachia (right). The line divides the Sultan (left) from the 
Tsar (right); they face each other aggressively. Each sits a 

pawing charger, the..., S W Fores (Published by); William Heath 
(Print made by), 1822 etching 1822 5 15 Fores

British 
Museum
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Military progress (slow movement) or the reward of merit 

Published by S W Fores Below the title: Seeking the Bubble 
Reputation; even in the Cannon's Mouth. Eight scenes, divided 
by lines, each with an inscription below. 8 scenes. Below: Here 
my good fortune ceases, being incarcerated from the World 

with nothing to exist on, but the applause of my King & the 
thanks of my Country¡¡¡ (meagre fare) my Family [sic]. May 15 

1822 Extreme poverty is the lot of the soldier On half-pay. etching 1822 5 15 Fores

Wolpole 
Lib, British 

Museum

drawn and etched by a half 
pay of ficer [W. Heath] 

seeking the buble 
reputation; even in the 

cannon's mouth. 8 scenes. early comic strip

attributed

A commercial dandy & his sleeping partners or the school for 

rakes.,  An imitation of BM Satires 14273, less elaborate in 
details and accessories. Raikes sits with a courtesan on each 
knee; one (right) says to the other: mind Share & Share alike. 

There is one picture only, a T.Q.L. portrait of Mrs Wood, a..., S 
W Fores (Published by); William Heath (Print made by), 1822 etching 1822 6 5 Fores

British 
Museum

no name imitates 
commercial dandy by 

Cruikshank earlier that 
year

Conciliation an Irish farce, Two pairs of guests, holding tickets 
inscribed Charity, approach a curtain (right) on which are 
displayed the Royal Arms surmounted by a large crown. The 

supporters are a live unicorn and lion; both turn their heads 
ferociously towards the, S W Fores (Published by); William 

Heath (Print made by), 1822

GA 

2011.00881 1822 6 5 Fores

Princeton, 
British 

Museum Queen Caroline

Conciliation an Irish farce, The same situation as BM Satires 
14371, with the same inscriptions ('Charity' not misspelt, 
'Devonshire' not underlined), the figures altered and 
differently grouped. The Royal Arms are placed 

inconspicuously above folding doors (left). The, S W Fores 

(Published by); William Heath (Print made by), 1822 etching 1822 6 10 Fores

British 

Museum

second print with 

conciliation underlined 

charity not misspell 

Heath

Portrait of Shakespeare, surrounded by characters from his 
plays Heath, William, 1795-1840, artist. [no location. : s.n.], 

1822 : drawing 1822 10

Folger 

library pen and ink drawing Shakespeare
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A Collection of Caricatures. Chiefly political. To hold as it were 
the mirror up to nature; to shoew Virtue her own feature, 

scorn her own image, and the very age and body of the time his 
form and pressure. -Hamlet. Volume VI containing 291 plates, 
1822. album 1822

British 
Museum some Heath

Almacks. Tom & Bob sporting their figures at a fancy dress ball. 
Heath, William, 1795-1840. London, by Jones & co., 1822 : etching 1822 Jones

Evelina, or, Female life in London: being the history of a young 

lady's introduction to fashionable life, and the gay scenes of the 

metropolis, displaying a highly humorous, satirical, and 
entertaining description of fashionable characters, manners, 
and amusements, in the higher circles of metropolitan society / 

Burney, Fanny, 1752-1840.  7 plates by Heath, William,; 1795-
1840 , London : Jones and Co., 1822 T. Hamblin) etching 1822

jones and 
co

Heath

Fashion and folly : illustrated in a series of twenty-three 
humorous coloured engravings / by W. Heath. London : 

Published by William Sams, St. James's Street, [1822] [12] 
leaves : chiefly ill. ; 36 cm. etching 1822 Sams yale

there is no date. Very close 
to Life in London. Bound 

but could have been meant 
as a moving panorama

imperial 4to, price 1 l. 11 s. 6 
d.

French Officers. Lancier, Garde du Corps, Garde impériale 
Original watercolor signed and dated by Heath; uniform group 

of 3 officers, outdoors, smaller soldier figures in background, 
1822, 1 watercolor; 35.7 x 27.3 cm watercolor 1822 brown

after Heath

Having a Touch at the Fine Arts [one plate from Fashion and 

Folly] etching 1822 sams

National 
Army 

Museum  

Made Duval Dancing a Minuet at the Hampstead Assembly; 

Caricature dancing scene at the Hampstead Assembly, north 
London; with Madame Duval, from Frances Burney's 'Evelina', 

dancing opposite a gentleman striking an elaborate pose; she 
wears dress with bright flowers, low neck, with large flowers..., 
William Heath (Print made by), 1822 1822

British 
Museum
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Turn about is fair play or a mans courage not always in the 
same key, Two designs side by side, the same figures 

(identified by E. Hawkins as Cartwright and Berkeley) in 
contrasted situations on the pavement of a street in (?) 
Cheltenham. [1] Cartwright (evidently a musician) savagely 
thrashes with the bow of..., J Crane (Published by); William 

Heath (Print made by), 1823 etching 1823 1 13 crane

British 

Museum j crane kennington no name
Going to War, or the French Hog in armour and the Spanish Ass 
in the Pound!!!, Louis XVIII (left), in grotesque armour, and 

with gouty be-flanelled legs, flourishes a crutch in each hand, 

addressing the front rank of a French army. He wears a cavalry 

helmet, back to front, a sword, and the order of the Saint 
Esprit..., J Crane (Published by); William Heath (Print made by), 
1823 etching 1823 1 31 crane

British 
Museum j crane kennington lane Ferdinand VII king of Spain

Magisterial patronage London: Pubd. Feby. 10th, 1823 by A.W. 
Fores, 41 Piccadilly, [10 Feb. 1823] etching 1823 2 10 Fores Wolpole Lib

The fire brand, or, musquitoes in danger London: Publishd. 
Feby. 10th, 1823 by A.W. Fores, 41 Piccadilly, [10 Feb. 1823] etching 1823 2 10 Fores Wolpole Lib
My dear and mynheer, A man and woman walk together (right 
to left) along a pavement, the woman slightly behind. He wears 

a flat wide-brimmed hat, long tartan cape almost to the ankles, 
revealing loose and ill-buttoned coat and trousers, with flat 

tied shoes. He..., J Crane (Published by); William Heath (Print 
made by), 1823 etching 1823 2 17 crane

British 
Museum j crane kennington no name

attributed

Effects of the Cheltenham Waters or tis necessary to quicken 
your motions, Below the title: after the Second Glass!!! Get 

home as fast as you can. Fashionably dressed men and women, 

in acute discomfort, hasten from right to left. A lady in the 

foreground (right) taking the arm of a dandy resembles Mrs. 
Robertson,..., S W Fores (Published by); William Heath (Print 

made by), 1823 etching 1823 3 14 Fores

British 

Museum no name
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attributed

The patriotic dinner. British zeal in the cause of Spanish liberty 
or a hint to legitimate despots, A proof of BM Satires 14513, 
'the Patriotic Dinner' in pen. 15 March 1823 Hand-coloured 
etching, S W Fores (Published by); William Heath (Print made 

by), 1823 proof 1823 3 15 Fores

British 

Museum

on March 7 a dinner was 
given For Spanish and 

Portuguese ambassadors 
by sympathizers with the 
Spanish liberals. 
Transcribed is the song 

sung at the dinner. Spain

attributed

The patriotic dinner. British zeal in the cause of Spanish liberty 

or a hint to legitimate despots, Heading to verses engraved in 

two columns. Guests (not caricatured) at a public dinner stand 

drinking toasts, their glasses raised high. On the long bare table 
are only decanters and glasses. The seat of the chairman (Lord 
William Bentinck)..., S W Fores (Published by); William Heath 

(Print made by), 1823 etching 1823 3 15 Fores

British 

Museum

attributed

A sketch of what was once a Dandy, Sir Lumley Skeffington 
walks on a pavement in profile to the right, bending forward, 
and using a cane, as support, or foppishly. A shock of dark hair 

projects over his forehead, under the brim of an extravagantly 
bell-shaped top-hat. He, S W Fores (Published by); William 

Heath (Print made by), 1823

GA 

2011.00869 1823 3 19 Fores

Princeton, 
British 

Museum Princeton

Painting [London]: Published by G. Humphrey 74 New Bond 
Street & 24 St. James's Street, March 25, 1823. etching 1823 3 25 Humphrey Wolpole Lib
The Arts; Music, A street scene showing a small section of an 
arcade, evidently the Piazza, Covent Garden, with cobbled 
roadway in the foreground. A dustman rings his bell and yells, 

treading with a nailed boot on a dog, which barks furiously. 

Behind him on..., William Heath (Print made by); George 

Humphrey (Published by), 1823 etching 1823 3 25 Humphrey

British 

Museum set of Four prints

Heath

The Arts; Sculpture, A battle scene. A Death's Head hussar 

leans from his horse to cut deep into the skull of an officer who 
staggers back. Another rides forward with a head on the point 
of his sabre. A decollated head lies some distance from its 
body. Infantry..., William Heath (Print made by); George 
Humphrey (Published by), 1823 etching 1823 3 25 Humphrey

British 
Museum set of Four prints
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The Arts; Dancing, Plate 3: A yokel in a smock who has been 
poaching leaps over a park paling, to be caught by the leg in a 

man-trap. He capers frantically, dropping two hares and his 
gun which explodes from trigger and muzzle. A spring-gun 
fires at him at..., William Heath (Print made by); George 
Humphrey (Published by), 1823 etching 1823 3 Humphrey

British 
Museum set of Four prints

The Arts; Painting, A young woman, in petticoat and stays, sits 
on a chair facing her dressing-table, applying rouge with a 
hare's foot. A lap-dog barks at her. A wasp-waisted dress with 

long trimmed skirt stands supported on a frame. Her feathered 

bonnet is..., William Heath (Print made by); George Humphrey 

(Published by), 1823 etching 1823 3 Humphrey

British 

Museum set of Four prints
Necessity, A handsome cavalier kneels at the feet of a fat, ugly, 
bedizened and delighted woman, making an impassioned 

gesture, right hand on heart. He holds out behind him a letter 
To Rosa, which a young woman is about to take. The man 

wears trunk..., William Heath (Print made by); George 
Humphrey (Published by), 1823 etching 1823 4 7 Humphrey

British 
Museum pair with 

Preference, A lady in costume intended to be of Charles I 

period (but more like that of 1823) sits near a window in a 
very décolletée dress, looking over her shoulder at a suitor 

(who resembles Liston) in quasi-military costume and with 
huge rosettes..., William Heath (Print made by); George 

Humphrey (Published by), 1823 etching 1823 4 7 Humphrey NYPL pair with necessity

Parish Church and Chapel of Ease, A fat parson (right) walks 
pompously left to right and towards the picture plane, his 

hands behind him, followed disconsolately in the middle 

distance by a thin curate. Behind the latter is a stile leading to a 

Gothic church among trees. In..., William Heath (Print made 
by); George Humphrey (Published by), 1823 etching 1823 4 15 Humphrey v&a
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attributed

An O.P.ra ball, finishing with a scotch reel, to the tune of catch 
him & keep him!, The four dancers are Maria Mercandotti and 

Ball Hughes, flanked by Lord Fife (left), playing a fife, and a 
Scottish parson (right). The danseuse, in ballet dress, holds up 
a large purse, saying, I have now completed my engagement. 
Danced to, S W Fores (Published by); William Heath (Print 

made by), 1823 etching 1823 4 16 Fores

British 

Museum no name 

attributed

A new ballet on the tight rope, of matter-o-money,  Maria 

Mercandotti dances on a tight rope stretched between the 

keyhole of a church door (right) and two crossed poles (left) 

where it is held by Lord Fife, and by a weight inscribed 6000. 
Hughes, dressed as a dandy, stands with his back to..., S W 
Fores (Published by); William Heath (Print made by), 1823 etching 1823 4 21 Fores

British 
Museum no name 

Porter and Small Beer, The vestibule of a large London house. A 
large and very obese porter drains a large tankard, watched by 

a limp and dejected foot-boy, who stands near the front door. 
Both wear the same livery. Behind the porter is his hooded 
chair. 21..., William Heath (Print made by); George Humphrey 

(Published by), 1823 etching 1823 4 21 Humphrey v&a
Sally Mander, A very fat, neatly-dressed cook stands before a 

large fire holding a salamander, a red-hot iron like a large 
poker. A sirloin roasts on a spit turned by clockwork. A kettle 

hisses steam, a large tureen on the table steams violently. A 
cat..., William Heath (Print made by); George Humphrey 
(Published by), 1823 etching 1823 4 21 Humphrey Wolpole Lib

attributed

The birth day hoax or April fools!!!, A wild turmoil of men and 

women in court dress or uniform outside Buckingham House, 

which is indicated in the background, with a covered way or 
awning leading to the doorway from the right. Two beefeaters 

stand before the door and above the..., S W Fores (Published 
by); William Heath (Print made by), 1823 etching 1823 4 24 Fores

Wolpole 

Lib, British 
Museum
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attributed

Diplomatic smuggling or birth day April fools, Below the title: 

Some Men may steal a Horse, whilst others dare not look over 
the Hedge at them!!! Two designs. Above: Custom House 
officers break open packing cases to the indignant dismay of a 
King's Messenger (left) wearing the greyhound, S W Fores 

(Published by); William Heath (Print made by), 1823 etching 1823 4 27 Fores

British 

Museum Robert peel
May Day Love laughs at locksmiths; At home; Just in time; 
Crockery's misfotrunes; Seeing is believing / [London]: 

Published by W. Sams Royal Library 1 St. James's St., May 1, 

1823. etching 1823 5 1

Sams royal 

library Wolpole Lib

Heath Studies from the Stage or the Vicissitudes of Life book 1823 5 1 Sams yale

engraved title: Sudies from 
the Stage, / or the / 

Vicissitudes of Life 
(embodied in coloured 

etching surmounted with 
figure of Shakespeare) 
London Pubd. By W. sams, 

I, St James's street. Oblong 
folio 10 1/4 x 14 1/2 in. 21 

plates: 5-8 sketches on 

each page. Altogether 121 
sketches. Dated May 1; 
June 1; July 1 1823.

this might be the inspiration 
for the Northern Looking 

Glass. The pages are 
horizontal instead of vertical 

but there are similar 

vingettes . Several plates say 
drawn and etch'd by William 
Heath

Heath

A view near Bamfylde Published by George Humphrey . a man 

walking in profile to the right. 7 May 1823 Inscription Content: 

Lettered with title and 'Pub May 7 1823 by G.Humphrey 24 St 

James's St & 74 New Bond St / W.H. sculp.' etching 1823 5 7 humphrey

British 

Museum
A Compliment,  A man sits in an arm-chair by the fire, while a 

wig-maker measures his bald head with a foot-rule. The room 
is plainly furnished; on a table a judge's wig hangs on a stand; 
on the chimneypiece is a bewigged owl. Below: So my Lord I 
am to..., William Heath (Print made by); George Humphrey 
(Published by), 1823 etching 1823 5 8 Humphrey NYPL MEZY-x
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Portrait of a Guerilla Chief, A wary desperado stands in profile 
to the right on a ledge among mountain precipices, raising the 
trigger of his levelled musket. Below (right) tiny regular 
soldiers are marching down a mountain. He wears a tricolour 

cockade in his cap, a..., William Heath (Print made by); George 
Humphrey (Published by), 1823 etching 1823 5 8 Humphrey

British 
Museum

this is a pair with portrait 

of a soldier. the army of the 
faith were the Spaniards 
who fought from 1820 or 
1823 against the 

constitution and in support 
of the king and the church Spain

Portrait of a soldier attach'd to the Army of the Faith, The man 

walks (right to left) on a mountainous landscape carrying a 

musket, and with knapsack, sword, and sHeathed bayonet. In 
the front of his cap is a red cross on a white ground (like that of 
the modern Red Cross), a similar but smaller..., William Heath 

(Print made by); George Humphrey (Published by), 1823 etching 1823 5 8 Humphrey

Wolpole 
Lib, British 

Museum

surprising information On 

Spain
A Pun,  Two men drink together in a neat parlour, a decanter 

and plate of nuts on a small round table between them. One 
(left) is a dandy (holding up a nut) with very full trousers 
tightly strapped, the other wears riding-breeches and top-

boots...., William Heath (Print made by); George Humphrey 
(Published by), 1823 etching 1823 5 12 Humphrey Wolpole Lib
A question answer'd,  Scene in a London square, with well-built 
houses. The back of a coal-cart is on the extreme right, a coal-

heaver prepares to empty a sack down the hole in the 
pavement. A prim-looking man (left) holding a furled umbrella 
asks (words in..., William Heath (Print made by); George 
Humphrey (Published by), 1823 etching 1823 5 12 Humphrey Wolpole Lib

Great bowels of compassion., An obese man has dismounted to 

offer help to an injured man thrown from his horse. In the 
background (left) a second saddle-horse grazes and (right) 

three men run off with the victim's hat, whip, &c. 12 May 1823 
Hand-coloured etching, William Heath (Print made by); George 
Humphrey (Published by), 1823 etching 1823 5 12 Humphrey Wolpole Lib
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Milk of Human Kindness, A comely girl carrying a yoke for milk-
pails; gives milk to a poor emaciated woman seated under a 

tree with a crying infant at her shoulders. There is a pastoral 
landscape. A milestone is marked xxi. 12 May 1823 Hand-
coloured etching, William Heath (Print made by); George 
Humphrey (Published by), 1823 1823 5 12 Humphrey

British 
Museum

Raff Peckish the Radical! Alderman Callipash the Loyalist!, The 
radical (left), very thin in tattered, quasi-fashionable clothes, 

runs (left to right) along a pavement; on one leg is a dilapidated 

top-boot on the other a Hessian boot. He looks sourly at a 

bloated rubicund alderman (right), in livery..., William Heath 
(Print made by); George Humphrey (Published by), 1823 etching 1823 5 12 Humphrey

Wolpole 
Lib, NYPL MEZY-x

A Good Bite or Swallowing the Bait,  Two men stand on a river-
bank fishing disconsolately; one short and obese, the other tall 

and thin. The latter hooks a frog. Close behind them a hound is 
furtively devouring fish which lie on the grass. 15 May 1823 
Hand-coloured etching, William Heath (Print made by); George 

Humphrey (Published by), 1823 etching 1823 5 15 Humphrey Wolpole Lib

Heath

A view near Petersham, Lord Petersham, in profile to the left, 

rides a curvetting horse with a negligent air, right hand on hip, 
holding the curb rein only, his feet out of the stirrups, left toe 

pointing to the ground. He wears low-crowned bell-shaped top-
hat,, Print made by William Heath; George Humphrey 
(Published by), 1823 etching 1823 5 16 Humphrey

British 
Museum

w.h.; is this a set? "view 
near"

attributed

Symptoms of not having been often to Church. A Caution. 

Amen. The Psalm, A sequence of three scenes, divided by 

vertical lines, each with title and inscription. [1] A Caution. A 

sailor, smartly dressed in top-hat, short blue jacket, and wide 
white trousers, stands at a church door, with a demurely 

dressed young..., S W Fores (Published by); William Heath 
(Print made by), 1823 etching 1823 5 16 Fores Wolpole Lib no name
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A good time keeper,  Scene in a broad London street parallel 
with the west front of St. Paul's which tops the houses. A burly 

sailor, pointing with his thumb to St. Paul's, and holding a 
watch and seals, addresses a Jew old-clothes man who 
approaches him..., William Heath (Print made by); George 
Humphrey (Published by), 1823 etching 1823 5 29 Humphrey Wolpole Lib

Jew-Venal, Scene outside a large pawnshop, Moses Levi, with a 
double window. Plate, shawls, &c. hang in the windows. On the 

opposite pavement a bearded Jew holding a garment bends 

over his open sack with a cunning leer. Behind, a second Jew, 

wearing..., William Heath (Print made by); George Humphrey 
(Published by), 1823 etching 1823 6 29 Humphrey NYPL

24 st. James and 74 new 
bond street

Self introduction & declaration. Fire! Fire! Fire! / Where! 
Where! Where! / Here! Here! Here!!! [London]: Pub. June 29, 

1823 by G. Humphrey, 24 St. James's St. & 74 New Bond St., [29 
June 1823] etching 1823 6 29 Humphrey

Wolpole 

Lib, 
national 

army 
Museum

Coronation procession of his majesty George the Fourth, 19th 

July, 1821  London : 19th July, 1823, by R. H. Laurie, no. 53, 
Fleet Street, 1823 : etching 1823 7 19 Laurie

attributed

St Swithen's Day. Returning from the Review, Pedestrians plod 

(left to right) through mud and driving rain; they are in the 
foreground, walking beside a stream of coaches, carts, and 
mounted officers. Some hold up dripping parasols. They wear 
fashionable summer dress, and are splashed..., S W Fores 

(Published by); William Heath (Print made by), 1823 etching 1823 7 20 Fores

British 

Museum no name

Draught's [London]: Pub. July 23, 1823 by G. Humphrey, 24 St. 

James's & 74 New Bond St., [23 July 1823] etching 1823 7 23 Humphrey Wolpole Lib

Paul Pry

Hoyle's Games; Back-gammon, Plate 1: A man stripped to the 

waist is dragged at the cart's tail while a man flogs him 
ferociously with a cat-o'-nine-tails. The scene is a dusty 
suburban road, with one house and trees. Boys run up 
cheering; a fish-woman stands to jeer...., William Heath (Print 
made by); George Humphrey (Published by), 1823 etching 1823 7 23 Humphrey

British 
Museum

paper wrapper not in bm 
cat; mslist desk mdg
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Paul Pry

Hoyle's Games; Cribbage, Plate 3: The interior of a fashionable 

goldsmith's shop. A well-dressed woman stands at the counter 
where the proprietor peers through his eyeglass at a (?) bank-
note; she hands a watch and chain to a fashionably dressed 
man seated beside..., William Heath (Print made by); George 

Humphrey (Published by), 1823 etching 1823 7 23 Humphrey

British 

Museum

Paul Pry

Hoyle's Games; Draught's, Plate 2: Four men in a respectably 
furnished room drink deep and tipsily, three (seated) from 

tankards; one (standing) from a bottle. 23 July 1823 Hand-

coloured etching, William Heath (Print made by); George 

Humphrey (Published by), 1823 etching 1823 7 23 Humphrey

British 

Museum

Paul Pry

Hoyle's Games; Rouge et Noir, Plate 4: A sweep (left) and a 
smart red-coated soldier (right) fight with fists on 

cobblestones outside a detached house. A tall grenadier is the 
soldier's backer, a bandy-legged dustman that of the sweep. 

The intent spectators include a..., William Heath (Print made 
by); George Humphrey (Published by), 1823 etching 1823 7 24 Humphrey

British 
Museum

rouge et roir has the date 
July 24

Heath
Foreign Military Costumes. Six etchings by and after William 
Heath, 1823. sept 12 to oct 15, 1823 etching 1823 10 15 McLean

National 

Army 
Museum, 
yale

probably meant to be a 
book or magazine series?. 

Austroam. 9/12; French 
9/23; Russian 10/3; 

Prussian 10/5; Spanish 
10/10; Persian greek 
chinese and turkish 10/15; 

looks the same as marine 
studies 1824

Mr. Wallack as Mokarra, London :Novr. 10, 1823 by S. Stokes, 

late West's, Theatrical Print Warehouse, 13 Exeter Street, 

Catherine Strt. Strand, 1823 : etching 1823 11 10 stokes

Paul Pry

A view near Bridgewater, Lord Bridgewater rides a galloping 

horse in profile to the left. He is slim and erect, wearing a hat of 

French type, his hair tied in a queue, a spencer over his coat, 
breeches, and top-boots. Dec 3 1823 Hand-coloured etching, 
Print made by William Heath; George Humphrey (Published 
by), 1823 etching 1823 12 3 Humphrey

British 
Museum
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Entry - and - Exit. (The World!), Scene outside a large 

apothecary's shop, both windows filled with large coloured 
jars. Above the door is the sign, a terrestrial globe on which 
scales are balanced. Outside, a doctor in old-fashioned dress, 
acts as usher with a long wand to..., William Heath (Print made 

by); George Humphrey (Published by), 1823 1823 humphrey

British 

Museum
Paying in Kind, A man wearing dressing-gown, nightcap, and 
slippers, with fashionable dress, sits by the fire (left), with 

coffee-pot, toast-rack, &c, on a small table at his right hand. He 

holds an enormously long bill, and turns to speak to a foot-boy 

in..., William Heath (Print made by); George Humphrey 
(Published by), 1823 etching 1823 Humphrey

British 
Museum

Shipton's prophecies. Heath, William, 1795-1840.; Shipton,; 
Galloway, Henry, London : by Hodgson & Co.,1823 etching 1823 Galloway

The downfall of despotism, or the beloved & legitimate 
petticoat maker on his marrow bones!, Ferdinand VII, wearing 

the customary slashed tunic and breeches with ruff and cloak, 
kneels abjectly at the feet of two Spanish officers; he says: 

"Indeed I heartily forgive you, & will make you Rulers in my 
stead." A chain is attached to..., S W Fores (Published by); 

William Heath (Print made by), 1820 1823 Fores

British 

Museum
The Game of Domino's!, A coffee-house scene. Four men sit at a 
table playing and drinking, with candles, pipes, tankard, &c. 
The one at the right end of the table has a wooden leg; he holds 

up his right fist, saying, Six's all! &—my Dab! His vis-à-vis 

leans..., William Heath (Print made by); George Humphrey 

(Published by), 1823 etching 1823 Humphrey

British 

Museum

g h Humphrey inv, w h sc 

***
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Heath
The Life of a Soldier; a Narrative and Descriptive Poem with 
eighteen engravings by William Heath etching 1823 Sams YCBA

London: printed for 

William Sams, Bookseller 

to the Royal Highness the 
Duke of York, Royal library, 

1, St James's Street, 1823. 
18 plates unsigned and 
without titles. 

author: "The ensuing Verses 

were designed as an 
arrangement to the Plates 

herein presented to the 
Public. The author, therefore, 
is desirous of expressing his 

very secondary pretensions 

to notice, as relates to the 

component portions of this 
volume. The Verses have 
been hastily written, ecce 

signa! and teh subject 
possibly may seem 

capriciously and irregularly 
exhausted. The author would 
presume on public notice, by 

soliciting indulgence, as he 

cannot expect effusions, of so 
subordinate a character, will 

provoke the spleen of 
criticism, much less acquire 
the honours of applause."

British Military costume , Infantry, 1824. Coloured engraving 

by and after William Heath; number five in the series 'British 
Military Costume', published by Thomas McLean, London, 1 Jan 

1824; showing Four vignettes concerning the infantry 

including: Light Infantry at shooting practice, soldiers playing 
marbles, Infantry escorting prisoners, and of ficers and 
Privates resting., Prints, 1960-08-185 etching 1824 1 1 McLean

National 
Army 
Museum

series of 18; 7 plates 

coloured engravings by W. 
Heath published by thos. 
McLean january 31 1824
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Heath Marine studies by W Heath 1824. Pub Jan 1 1824 by Th McLean etching 1824 1 1 McLean yale

Marine Studies by W. 
Heath 1824 published Jany 

1, 1824 by thoms. McLean 
26 Haymarket. 7 plates: 
title, A Calm. A Gale; 
Distress, The Drag; 

Fishermen; Smugglers 
Attacked. Smugglers 

Landing; On Shore, at Sea; 
North Pole

looks the same as foreign 
military costume

Good dinners. London : Thomas McLean, 1824. etching 1824 1 10 McLean YCBA

yale has this as a book, 

similar to Rustic Sketches 
and Heraldry. paper 
binding, stab sewn. Good 

Dinners, Dressed by W. 
Heath, and served by 

Thomas M'Lean, at the 
Hotel of Wit and Humour, 
26, Haymarket. Nine Plates. 

London: published by 

Thomas l'Lean, 26, 
haymarket. 1824. price one 

guinea.

title page has "Good Dinners. 
Dress'd by W Heath and 

Served by Tho.s McLean at 

his Hotel in the haymarket. 
Pub Jan 10 1824 by Tho 

McLean 26 Haymarket

attributed

No shoes!, A suburban scene with the corner of a house (left), 
and (right) an amused fruit-woman standing behind a fruit 
stall. A deplorably ragged beggar youth gapes at a rakishly well-

dressed man who hands him a pear from the stall. Below: Pray 

give..., S W Fores (Published by); William Heath (Print made 
by), 1824 etching 1824 1 28 Fores Wolpole Lib no name 

Heath Rustic Sketches by W. Heath pubd jan 1824 by Thos Mc Lean etching 1824 1 McLean yale

yale has this as a book, 

paper binding. Rustic 
Sketches, by W. Heath. 
Seven Plates. London: 
Published by Thomas 
McLean, 26, haymarket. 
1824. Price one guinea.

First plate (title) pub Jan 
1824 by Tho McLean 26 
Haymarket
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Corinthian Steamers or Costumes and Customs of 1824, A 

promenade, with clouds added in watercolour as the only 
background; dandies are smoking cheroots and puffing out 
clouds of smoke. One stoops, puffing into a lady's face which is 
thus completely hidden; she staggers back; on an ascending, S 

W Fores (Published by); William Heath (Print made by), 1824 etching 1824 2 26 Fores

British 

Museum

there is a second print, 
reprint? in 2 26 1824 by 
Fores; the last number has 
been scrapped and 

changed*

Heath

The Patent Stomach Reliever for extracting superfluities, 

excesses and all sorts of poisons, After the title: —Dedicated to 

Aldermen, Corporations, & Gormandizers [sic] in General.—A 

doctor, Jukes, standing on a chair with his stomach-pump, 
which is inscribed Jukes Invented, operates on Sir W, Curtis, 
while three eager patients..., S W Fores (Published by); William 

Heath (Print made by), 1824 etching 1824 2 26 Fores Wolpole Lib
Feathers, Furs, Flounces, and Frippery, or Spring Fashions for 

1824, A promenade in Hyde Park. Pelisses heavily trimmed 
with fur, large muffs, and feathered hats are conspicuous; 
skirts, slightly trained, reach the ground. One woman wears a 

much-patterned and flounced dress, without a wrap, and a 
bonnet..., S W Fores (Published by); William Heath (Print made 

by), 1824 etching 1824 3 14 Fores

British 

Museum

All the world's a stage, The title continues: And one Man in his 
time plays many parts- &c &c. ['As You Like It', II. vii]. George 
IV sits in an arm-chair, his gouty right leg in a bulky swathing 
rests on a cushion; the left leg is tightly bound between calf 

and, S W Fores (Published by); William Heath (Print made by) 

Ethnic name: San; Khoikhoi, 1824 etching 1824 3 15 Fores

British 

Museum Shakespeare

A Riddle [set of 4 prints with same imprint different scenes] etching 1824 3 19 Humphrey

British 

Museum
What's the reason the letter U can never go Out to dinner? 
because it always comes after T!! / [London]: Pub. March 19, 
1824 by G. Humphrey, 24 St. James's Street, [19 Mar. 1824] 
Description: [later state with altered publication statement] 
Lewis Walpole Library etching 1824 3 19 Humphrey Wolpole Lib
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When shall We Two make a dipthong? When U and I are 
united!! / [London]: Pub. March 19, 1824 by Humphrey, 24 St. 

James's Street, [19 Mar. 1824] etching 1824 3 19 Humphrey Wolpole Lib

Dust O, Promenaders in Hyde Park are struck by a sudden 
squall with swirling clouds of dust under which trees bend, 

hats and a wig fly upwards, wind-swept skirts balloon, capes 
stream. A lady stoops to hold down the skirts of a friend while 
her own..., William Heath (Print made by); George Humphrey 

(Published by), 1824 etching 1824 3 23 Humphrey NYPL

24 st James. This has a 
great title vignette with the 

words shouted by a 
dustman who rings his bell, 
his head and shoulders 

flanked by dust-clouds

A short ride in the long walk or the ponies posed, George IV 
drives Lady Conyngham in a four-wheeled pony-chaise. He is 
chubbily obese, in loose trousers and braided jacket, wearing a 

cap poised on his naturalistic curls (cf. BM Satires 14637). He 
turns to the enormously corpulent lady, S W Fores (Published 

by); William Heath (Print made by), 1824

GA 

2011.00866 1824 3 28 Fores Princeton
Brobdignac cottage. Rusticating, George IV and the Conyngham 
family are gardening on the lawn in front of the Cottage 

(Windsor, Great Park). The men are in shirt sleeves and 
waistcoats; the King, as head gardener, wears an apron, his 

shirt-sleeves are rolled up and he, S W Fores (Published by); 
William Heath (Print made by), 1824

GA 
2011.00877 1824 3 29 Fores Princeton Princeton

RUSTICATING. Published March 29th 1824 by S. W. Fores 41 
Picadilly. etching 1824 3 29 Fores

attributed

Drumming Out or Cupid giveing the word of command. Finale 
Decimi, Three alarmed officers of the Tenth Hussars (left), 

plumes and pelisses streaming, stride away from a bevy of four 

ladies in ball-dress (right) who walk towards them carrying a 

green banner inscribed None But The Polite Deserve, The 
Fair...., S W Fores (Published by); William Heath (Print made 

by), 1824 etching 1824 4 17 Fores

British 

Museum

no name but a drawing For 
this print is in British 

Museum
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A Roland for an Oliver!,  A lady sits at a small dressing-table 
(left) doing her hair. She turns to answer an elderly servant in 

livery who proffers a large bone, saying (words under the 
title): My Lord has sent your Ladyship a Bone to Pick! She 
answers: Tell him my..., William Heath (Print made by); George 
Humphrey (Published by), 1823 etching 1824 5 27 Humphrey Wolpole Lib

Military Duties; A Salute. Plate 1; Artillery bringing up the Field 
Pieces. Plate 2, Two subjects on one plate: 'A salute' (14729). A 

hussar stands in his stirrups on a spirited charger to embrace a 

girl who leans from a window; 'Artillery bringing up the field 

pieces (14730). A hussar leads a pretty coquettishly dressed..., 
S W Fores (Published by); William Heath (Print made by), 1824 etching 1824 5  Fores

British 
Museum

may 5 and may 8 these 

later published in book 
form

Military Duties; Eyes Right. Plate 3rd.; Recruiting. Plate 4th, 
Two subjects on one plate: 'Eyes right' (14731). A soldier 

stands at attention beside an officer, who sits on a seat outside 
a rustic inn or cottage, inspecting a paper. The man's eyes are 
turned towards a girl who looks sideways at him..., S W Fores 

(Published by); William Heath (Print made by), 1824 etching 1824 8 Fores

British 

Museum
A Turkish cavalryman, c. 1824 Published 1824 Prints, 

Drawings, and Watercolors from the Anne S.K. Brown Military 
Collection. “..Watercolors (Paintings)..” watercolor 1824 brown

British Military Costume. Four coloured etchings by and after 
William Heath, 1824 (c); published by Thomas McLean, 1824; 
associated with the 12th Lancers, 1st Foot Guards, 1st Life 

Guards, Royal Horse Artillery, 6th Regiment of Foot, 1st Ceylon 

Regiment, 2nd Dragoons, 21st Light Dragoons, 9th Lancers, 

51st Light Infantry, 50th Regiment of Foot, 17th Light 
Dragoons and 2nd Regiment of Foot., Prints, 1979-06-78 etching 1824 McLean

National 

Army 
Museum series of 18

I haxes parden marm, boots if You please [London]: Pub. by T. 
McLean etching 1824 McLean Wolpole Lib
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Making a lancer [London]: Pub. by T. McLean 26 Haymarket, 

[1824] Lewis Walpole Library, 824.00.00.36+ http: / 
/images.library.yale.edu / /=Wolpole Libpr12556  etching 1824 McLean Wolpole Lib

The Two works bound in I 
vol., oblong 4to, half 

morocco. London, 1824-26. 
£7 15s

 
Making a lancer. Suppose any one could see us now. pub by T 
McLean… [no date] etching 1824 McLean Princeton scrapbook
The Battle of Borodino(?) Published 1824 Prints, Drawings and 
Watercolors from the Anne S.K. Brown Military Collection. 
“..Watercolors (Paintings)..” watercolor 1824 brown
The Crackt Regiment or new regulation Caps by appointment. 

Qui Capet ille facet. Caricature print after William Heath, 1824; 

published by S W Fores, 1824; associated with the 10th 
Hussars., Prints, 1974-07-21 etching 1824 Fores

National 

Army 
Museum

Heath

Monsr. Alexandre in the Rogueries of Nicholas, A scene from a 

play: a soldier admired by a lady at her dressing table stands 
before a table of heads and ghosts, with an elderly couple to the 

right. 22 January 1825 Etching with hand-colouring, William 
Heath (Print made by), 1825 etching 1825 1 22 Heath

British 

Museum, 
NYPL

inscription Content: 

Lettered with title and 
'Drawn & Etched by W. 
Heath / Price 3s 3d plain' 

and with publication line 
'Pubd. 22nd Jany 1825 by 

Wm Heath at the new 
Panorama 15 Grafton St, 

Dublin, and Henry Heath, 
London'. Price 3s

William 
Heath

Now that I have illustrated my Three pints, I shall proceed to 
draw some More ale!!Published by G. Humphrey 24 St James’s 
St. & 74 New Bond St. May 12th 1825. etching 1825 5 12 Humphrey

British 
Museum

Glasgow Looking Glass. vol. 1, no. 1 Prospectus.; Fashions for 

Iune. | Trongate. 3 o'clock; Poetry., print; 
newspaper/periodical, Lithographic caricature magazine of 

four folio pages, the last blank (in later numbers covered with 

lithographed or letterpress text), in the form of a (fortnightly) 

newspaper; illustrations as follows. 11 June 1825 Page 1. 
PROSPECTUS... 1825 6 11

british 
museum
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Glasgow Looking Glass. vol. 1, no. 2; Series of occasional essays. 

No. 1 on taste.; Shipping news. | Embarkation.| Scene. 1st. | 
Voyage of a steam boat from Glasgow to Liverpool. | to be 
continued., print; newspaper/periodical, Caricature magazine 
of four folio pages, the last blank (in later numbers covered 

with lithographed or letterpress text), in the form of a 
(fortnightly) newspaper. 25 June 1825 Lithographs as follows: 

Page 1. SERIES OF OCCASIONAL... 1825 6 25
Politics. Present state of Europe. etching 1825 6 25

Looking Glass or Northern Looking Glass etching 1825 6 Glasgow

Princeton, 
British 
Museum

The bound volume at the 
BM: Heath's Comic 
Looking-Glass; or, Mirror 

of Mirth: Exhibitin an 
entertaining series of 

nearly four hundred 
humorous caricatures and 
berlesque sketches. Price 

twenty-five shillings in 

boards. A fine edition on 
Large paper with extra 

plates, elagantly bound in 
cloth with gilt leaves. Price 
two guineas.

June 1825 to April 1826 first 
in Glasgow then Edinburgh

Glasgow Looking Glass, vol. 1, no.3.; On taste. Continued from 

No. 2.; Shipping news. continued from No. 2. [BM Satires 

15025] Internal arrangements / Scene 2nd / Voyage of a steam 
boat from Glasgow to Liverpool | to be continued., print; 

newspaper/periodical, Caricature magazine of four folio pages, 

in the form of a (fortnightly) newspaper. 9 July 1825 
Lithographs as follows: Page 1. ON TASTE. Continued from N° 
2. (15031) Four sets of figures, as in No. 15024, with a Finale. 
[1] A... 1825 7 9 princeton
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Glasgow Looking Glass, vol. 1, no. 4.; All my-eye. See Dr. 
Wollaston M.D. Transactions of the Royal Society, May 17th. 
1824.; Shipping intelligence. | Voyage of a steam boat, 
continued from No. 3 [BM Satires 15032]. | Scene 3d. Arrival at 

Greenock. | Scene 4. Rather late!! to be continued., print; 
newspaper/periodical, Caricature magazine of four folio pages, 

in the form of a (fortnightly) newspaper. 23 July 1825 
Lithographs as follows: Page 1. ALL MY-EYE. See Dr Wollaston 

M.D. Transactions of the Royal Society, May 17th 1824. 

(15036) The same...; newspaper/periodical, Producer: Richard 
Griffin (Published by); William Heath (Print made by); 

McCallum & Co (Published by); W R M McPhun (Published by); 
Robertson & Ballantyne (Published by); Charles Smith & Co 
(Published by); John Watson (Published by); Edward West & 

Co (Published by), 1825Production place: Edinburgh; Glasgow 1825 7 23 princeton

Glasgow Looking Glass, vol.1, no. 5.; State of the weather.; Fac 

simile, print newspaper/periodical, Caricature magazine of 

four folio pages, the last blank, in the form of a (fortnightly) 
newspaper. 6 August 1825 Lithographs as follows: Page 1. 

STATE OF THE WEATHER. (15045) The front page is covered 
with small designs illustrating...; newspaper/periodical, 
Producer: Richard Griffin (Published by); William Heath (Print 
made by); McCallum & Co (Published by); W R M McPhun 

(Published by); Robertson & Ballantyne (Published by); 

Charles Smith & Co (Published by); John Watson (Published 
by); Edward West & Co (Published by), 1825 Production place: 

Edinburgh; Glasgow 1825 8 6

Essay On Modern medical education etching 1825 8 18 Glasgow

British 
Museum, 
Princeton

no. 1 the alarm or the kirk 
yard in danger, series cont.
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Heath

Northern Looking Glass, vol. 1, no. 6, or lithoc: album.; Politics. 

| France.; Edinburgh town council. | The twa provosts., print; 
newspaper/periodical, Caricature magazine of four folio pages, 
the last covered in lithographed text, in the form of a 
(fortnightly) newspaper. 18 August 1825 Lithographs as 

follows: Page 1. POLITICS. | FRANCE. (14789) Eight designs in 
two columns fill p....; newspaper/periodical, Producer: 

Ackermann (Published by); Richard Griffin (Published by); 
William Heath (Print made by); McCallum & Co (Published by); 

W R M McPhun (Published by); Charles Smith & Co (Published 

by); John Watson (Published by); Edward West & Co 
(Published by), 1825Production place: Edinburgh; Glasgow; 

London 1825 8 18 Princeton

Hoyle's games all fours printed in Looking glass no.7 High/ 

low/ jack/ game etching 1825 9 3 Glasgow

British 
Museum, 

Princeton

Heath

Northern Looking Glass, vol. 1, no. 7, or lithoc: album.; Hoyle's 

games. | All fours.; Military Gazette. | We have an opportunity 
of presenting our readers with some of the latest regulation 

patterns for cavalry officers. Infantry in our next., print; 

newspaper/periodical, Caricature magazine of four folio pages, 
the last covered in lithographed text, in the form of a 
(fortnightly) newspaper. 3 September 1825 Lithographs as 
follows: Page 1. HOYLE'S GAMES. | ALL FOURS. (14792) Four 

designs, divided by...; newspaper/periodical, Producer: 

Ackermann (Published by); William Heath (Print made by); 
McCallum & Co (Published by); W R M McPhun (Published by); 

Charles Smith & Co (Published by); John Watson (Published 

by); Edward West & Co (Published by), 1825 Production place: 
Edinburgh; Glasgow; London 1825 9 3 Princeton
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Vacuum Tube Co, looking glass print no.9 etching 1825 9 Glasgow

British 

Museum, 
Princeton

this first drawing of the 
gigantic tube from edinbro 

to London with travellers 
walking in. a vacuum tube 
company is about to be 
formed to convey 

passengers from 
Edinburgh to London.

Heath

Northern Looking Glass, vol. 1, no. 8.; France. Sporting 

intelligence.; Brougham & his Highland host., print; 

newspaper/periodical, Caricature magazine of four folio pages, 

the last covered in letterpress text, in the form of a 
(fortnightly) newspaper. 26 October 1825 Etchings as follows: 
Page 1. FRANCE. SPORTING INTELLIGENCE. (14796) Charles X 

(1.) and the duc... 1825 10 26 Princeton

Heath

Northern Looking Glass, vol. 1, no. 9.; Cossack jockeyism; Rival 
preachers., print; newspaper/periodical, Caricature magazine 
of four folio pages, the last covered in letterpress text, in the 

form of a (fortnightly) newspaper. [October 1825] Etchings as 
follows: Page 1. COSSACK JOCKEYISM (15073) An English 

jockey, Thomas Arthur, on an...; newspaper/periodical, 

Producer: Ackermann (Published by); Richard Griffin 
(Published by); William Heath (Print made by); McCallum & Co 
(Published by); W R M McPhun (Published by); Charles Smith 
& Co (Published by); John Watson (Published by); Edward 

West & Co (Published by), 1825 Production place: Edinburgh; 

Glasgow; London 1825 10 Princeton

Heath

Northern Looking Glass, vol. 1, no. 10.; Fashions for November.; 

Rival lectures., print; newspaper/periodical, Caricature 
magazine of four folio pages, the last covered in letterpress 
text, in the form of a (fortnightly) newspaper. 14 November 
1825 Etchings as follows: Page 1. FASHIONS FOR NOVEMBER. 
(15079) A promenade. Wasp-waisted ladies wear... 1825 11 14 Princeton
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rival lectures 1.mechanics institution; 2.anderson's institute. 

Both Glasgow. Looking Glass no. 10 etching 1825 11 14 Glasgow

British 
Museum, 

Princeton

Heath

Northern Looking Glass, vol. 1, no. 11.; Life of a soldier, contd. 
from No. 10.; Doctors' commons., print; newspaper/periodical, 

Caricature magazine of four folio pages, the last covered in 
letterpress text, in the form of a (fortnightly) newspaper. 28 
November 1825 Etchings as follows: Page 1. LIFE OF A 

SOLDIER, contd from N° 10 [No. 15088] (15089) Seated on a... 1825 11 28 Princeton

Life of a soldier. a series in Look Glass etching 1825 11 Glasgow

British 

Museum, 
Princeton

Heath

Northern Looking Glass, vol. 1, no. 12.; Life of a soldier, contd.; 
British field sports, No. 2., print; newspaper/periodical, 
Caricature magazine of four folio pages, the last covered in 

letterpress text, in the form of a (fortnightly) newspaper. 12 
December 1825 Etchings as follows: Page 1. LIFE OF A 

SOLDIER, contd. (15094) 'N° 5. The Embarkation'. Standing... 1825 12 12 Princeton
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Heath

Northern Looking Glass, vol. 1, no. 13; Life of a soldier.; British 
field sports., print; newspaper/periodical, Caricature magazine 
of four folio pages, the last covered in letterpress text, in the 
form of a (fortnightly) newspaper. 26 December 1825 Etchings 

as follows: Page 1. LIFE OF A SOLDIER. (15104) '7' Lying 
wounded, he threatens with his...; newspaper/periodical, 

Producer: John Anderson (Published by); Berthoud & Son 
(Published by); Dickinson (Published by); H Fores (Published 

by); Richard Griffin (Published by); William Heath (Print made 

by); George Humphrey (Published by); Andrew Hunt 
(Published by); S Knight (Published by); McCallum & Co 

(Published by); W R M McPhun (Published by); Charles Smith 
& Co (Published by); John Watson (Published by); Edward 
West & Co (Published by), 1825 Production place: Edinburgh; 

Liverpool; Glasgow; London 1825 12 26 Princeton

Heath

A collection of interesting subjects of military occurrences, 

costumes, &c. / book 1825 McLean brown
British Army. Coloured aquatint after William Heath, published 

1825 (c); associated with 1st Regiment of Life Guards and 2nd 
Life Guards., Prints, 1974-05-69-64 aquatint 1825

National 

Army 
Museum

British Hussar, c. 1825-1830 Published 1825-1830 Prints, 
Drawings and Watercolors from the Anne S.K. Brown Military 
Collection. “..Watercolors (Paintings)..” watercolor 1825 brown

British Military Costumes. No 3. Coloured etching by and after 

William Heath, 1825 (c)., Prints, 1960-12-161 aquatint 1825

National 
Army 

Museum series of 18

Collection of drawings by William Heath, 1825 (c)., Drawings 
and Watercolours, 1982-04-427 watercolor 1825

National 

Army 
Museum
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Consumption of Smoke/ No 1 Life of a Soldier. Etching by 
William Heath, published in the 'Northern Looking Glass', 

published by John Watson, Glasgow, 1825; Four scenes, Three 
of them civilian, but the fourth, the first in a series charting 
Military life; a farmer is accosted by a recruiting party while 
digging in a field., Prints, 2004-10-45 etching 1825 Glasgow

National 
Army 
Museum

Heath
Domestic bliss: six plates (London : D. Bogue, [ca.1825?]). [6] 
leaves : all ill. ; 20 x 29 cm. etching 1825 bogue v&a book

Infantry of ficers interviewing a defaulter brought to them 

under escort 1825 (c). Wash sketch possibly by William Heath 

1825 (c)., Drawings and Watercolours, 1960-08-135 watercolor 1825

National 

Army 

Museum

Heath

Infantry officers interviewing a defaulter brought to them 

under escort ca. 1825 wash sketch 1825

National 
Army 

Museum

Life of a Soldier, contd/ no. 6 the Action. to be continued/ No 5 

the Embarkation. Etching by William Heath, published in the 
'Northern Looking Glass', published by John Watson, Glasgow, 

1825 (c); Two scenes - a British soldier is about to be trodden 
under Foot in the chaos of battle, and the soldier being 

embraced by a female companion while being ushered On 
board a rowing boat., Prints, 2004-10-57 etching 1825 Glasgow

National 

Army 
Museum

Life of a Soldier, continued from No 13/ 9/ 10; etching by 
William Heath, published in the 'Northern Looking Glass', 
published by John Watson, Glasgow, 1825 (c); Two scenes - a 

British soldier struggling to seize a French eagle from a French 

soldier; and the soldier, having captured the eagle, being 

presented to the Duke of Wellington., Prints, 2004-10-55 etching 1825 Glasgow

National 

Army 

Museum

Life of a Soldier. Etching by William Heath, published in the 
'Northern Looking Glass', published by John Watson, Glasgow, 
1825 (c); Two scenes - Four soldiers line up For inspection On 
a parade ground, and an of ficer addresses a sentry On duty 
while an inspection takes place behind him., Prints, 2004-10-59 etching 1825 Glasgow

National 
Army 
Museum
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Life of a Soldier./ 11./ 12. Etching by William Heath, published 
in the 'Northern Looking Glass', published by John Watson, 

Glasgow, 1825 (c); Two scenes - a British soldier is about to be 
bayoneted as he scales the defenses of an enemy position, and 
British soldiers wearing bell-top shakos looking askance at a 
soldier wearing a chapka new item of Military headwear., 

Prints, 2004-10-58 etching 1825 Glasgow

National 
Army 

Museum

Life of a Soldier/ 7/ 8. Etching by William Heath, published in 

the 'Northern Looking Glass', published by John Watson, 

Glasgow, 1825 (c); Two scenes - a camp follower attempting to 

stab an injured British soldier lying On the field of battle, in an 
attempt to steal his clothing and accoutrements, and the 
wounded soldier On crutches outside a Military hospital 

shaking hands with another soldier., Prints, 2004-10-56 etching 1825 Glasgow

National 
Army 

Museum

Mr. Liston in his principal characters) [London?: s.n., 1825?] etching 1825 Wolpole Lib not Heath
Perking's Steam Gun. Etching by William Heath, published in 
the 'Northern Looking Glass', published by John Watson, 

Glasgow, 26 Dec 1825., Prints, 2004-10-43 etching 1825 Glasgow

National 
Army 

Museum
The best friend in the world !!! Published 1825 Prints, 

Drawings and Watercolors from the Anne S.K. Brown Military 
Collection. “..Hand-col. engr. semi-caricature pl. (by and after 

Heath); full-length port. of George IV in uniform..”watercolor » 
watercolors watercolor 1825 brown

Heath

The Common-Place Book of Literary Curiosities, Remarkable 
Customs, Historical and Domestic Anecdotes, and Etymological 

Scraps by The Rev. Dr. Dryasdust, of York, Somewhile Preface-
Writer to the Great Unknown. London: John Bumpus, 85, 
Newgate-street 1825 book 1825 bumpus yale

signed on plate surface W. 

Heath, 6 plates Diogenes, 

Cardinal Ximenes; Buck 

Skin breeches; Bacon; 
Elephants; The Lost wig. 

Very odd plate of elephants 
eating and drinking, 
smoking

this has literary quotes from 
gazettes and newspapers
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The Grand Review at Hounslow. Coloured aquatint by 
unknown engraver after W Heath, 1825; associated with 

Cavalry., Prints, 1974-05-69-291 aquatint 1825

National 
Army 

Museum
The recruiting party Published 1825 Prints, Drawings, and 

Watercolors from the Anne S.K. Brown Military Collection. 
“..Watercolors (Paintings)..” watercolor 1825 brown

isn't this 1828 Recruiting 

Party. Nows Your time My 
Lads…

 

The Surprising adventures of the seven champions of 
Christendom : embellished with a neat coloured frontispiece. 

London : Printed and sold by Dean & Munday, Threadneedle-

Street, [1825] 34 p., [1] folded leaf of plates : 1 ill. (hand-

colored etchings) Cotsen Children's Library (CTSN) Call 
number: Pams / Eng 19 / Box 024 68867 etching 1825

dean and 
munday Princeton Princeton

Very cold outside eh? Why I'm a perfect icicle don't I look the 

picture of misery - if You have any small beer waiter I'll take a 
glass - never mind my luggage I can carry it my self. Pub. by T 
McLean 26 Haymarket Where etching 1825 McLean Wolpole Lib

Heath

Northern Looking Glass, vol. 1, no. 14.; A happy new year; 
Going to dinner, print; newspaper/periodical, Etched 

caricature magazine of four folio pages, the last covered in 
letterpress text, in the form of a (fortnightly) newspaper; 

illustrations as follows. 9 January 1826 A HAPPY NEW YEAR 
Vignette. The (smiling) head and hands of (?)...; 
newspaper/periodical, Producer: John Anderson (Published 
by); Berthoud & Son (Published by); Dickinson (Published by); 

H Fores (Published by); Richard Griffin (Published by); R Hart 

(Published by); William Heath (Print made by); T Hislop 

(Published by); George Humphrey (Published by); Andrew 
Hunt (Published by); S Knight (Published by); McCallum & Co 

(Published by); W R M McPhun (Published by); Charles Smith 
& Co (Published by); J Smith (Published by); John Watson 
(Published by), 1826 Production place: Edinburgh; Greenock; 
Paisley; Liverpool; Glasgow; London 1826 1 9 Princeton
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Heath

Northern Looking Glass, vol. 1, no. 15.; [Kisses]; Tom Sheridan 
and the countryman., print; newspaper/periodical, Etched 
caricature magazine of four folio pages, the last covered in 
letterpress text, in the form of a (fortnightly) newspaper; 

illustrations as follows. 23 January 1826 [KISSES] Six couples: 
[1] 'Stealing'. A handsome young officer...; 

newspaper/periodical, Producer: John Anderson (Published 
by); Berthoud & Son (Published by); John Deighton (Published 

by); Dickinson (Published by); H Fores (Published by); Henry 

Gibbs (Published by); Richard Griffin (Published by); R Hart 
(Published by); William Heath (Print made by); T Hislop 

(Published by); George Humphrey (Published by); Andrew 
Hunt (Published by); S Knight (Published by); Alex Marshall 
(Published by); W R M McPhun (Published by); S & J Fuller 

(Published by); Charles Smith & Co (Published by); J Smith 
(Published by); John Watson (Published by), 1826 Production 

place: Edinburgh; Greenock; Paisley; Liverpool; Glasgow; 

Cambridge; London 1826 1 23 Princeton
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Heath

Northern Looking Glass, vol. 1, no. 16.; Radical race.; British 
field sports., print; newspaper/periodical, Caricature magazine 
of four folio pages with etched illustrations on the first three, 
the last letterpress only. 20 February 1826 Etchings as follows: 

Page 1 RADICAL RACE (15318) Hunt's son, fashionably 
dressed as an amateur whip,...; newspaper/periodical, 

Producer: John Anderson (Published by); Berthoud & Son 
(Published by); John Deighton (Published by); Dickinson 

(Published by); H Fores (Published by); Henry Gibbs 

(Published by); Richard Griffin (Published by); R Hart 
(Published by); William Heath (Print made by); T Hislop 

(Published by); George Humphrey (Published by); Andrew 
Hunt (Published by); S Knight (Published by); Alex Marshall 
(Published by); W R M McPhun (Published by); S & J Fuller 

(Published by); Charles Smith & Co (Published by); J Smith 
(Published by); J Sutherland (Published by); John Watson 

(Published by), 1826 Production place: Edinburgh; Greenock; 

Paisley; Liverpool; Glasgow; Cambridge; London 1826 2 20 Princeton
Cockney college, Brougham, in a leather apron and rolled-up 
shirt-sleeves with barrister's wig and gown, hammers on an 

anvil inscribed Public Support at a red-hot iron bar inscribed 
Philosophy, emitting sparks. Behind him (right) is the forge; 
Lord, S W Fores (Published by); William Heath (Print made by), 
1826 etching 1826 2 Fores

British 
Museum

this is done while Heath is 
in Glasgow

A frolic at the Melon Shop in Piccadilly

GA 

2011.00859 1826

CFSV, 

GC021 Princeton Princeton
Birds personified, London: Published by William Cole, 10, 

Newgate Street, [1826?] etching 1826 cole Wolpole Lib
Bless me what a bump!!!,[London]: Pub. by T. McLean 26 
Haymarket ..., [1826?] Lewis Walpole Library, Prints and 
Drawings (Non-Circ): 826.00.00.26+http: / 
/images.library.yale.edu / /=Wolpole Libpr12840 etching 1826 McLean Wolpole Lib
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British cavalrymen carousing Published 1826 Prints, Drawings, 

and Watercolors from the Anne S.K. Brown Military Collection. 
“..One of a pair of original ink and part-wash caricatures signed 
and dated by Heath; drunken lancer..” drawing 1826 brown
British infantry and artillery in battle with Sikhs at Bhurtpore, 

1826 Published 1826 Prints, Drawings, and Watercolors from 
the Anne S.K. Brown Military Collection. “..Original (unfinished) 
wash drawing signed by W. Heath; battle scene showing British 

soldiers..” drawing 1826 brown

Hope told a flattering tale, A grotesque dandy singing, sheet 
music in his left hand, accompanied on the guitar by a lady 
with elaborate bonnet. Etching, William Heath (Print made by); 

Thomas McLean (Published by), 1825-1830

GA 

2011.00896 1826 McLean

Wolpole 
Lib, 

Princeton
Lord Combermere receiving the surrender of Doorjun Saul at 
Bhurtpore Published 1826 Prints, Drawings and Watercolors 

from the Anne S.K. Brown Military Collection. “..Watercolors 
(Paintings)..” watercolor 1826 brown

Recreations London: Pubd. by W. Cole, 10, Newgate Street, 
[1826?] etching 1826 Cole

Heath

The children of the Abbey : a tale by Regina Maria Roche 

(1764?-1845); adapted for youth by a Lady. Glasgow: Printed 

for Richard Griffin & Co. ..., 1826. iv, 212 p., [1] leaf of plates 
(front.) : 1 ill. ; 14 cm. First published in 1796 in four volumes. 

The copperplate frontispiece, drawn and engraved by W. 
Heath, is hand-coloured. etching 1826 griffin v&a

The children of the Abbey : 
a tale by Regina Maria 

Roche 1764?-1845. 
Glasgow: Richard Griffin , 
1826 . The copperplate 
frontispiece, drawn and 

engraved by W. Heath, is 

hand-coloured. Notre 

Dame, Hesburgh Library 
Special Coll. Rare Books 

Small (PR 5233 .R445 C45 
1826 )

Things as they were, 1757 Things as they are, 1827 / London: 
Pubd. Jany. 28th 1827, by S.W. Fores, 41 Piccadilly, [28 Jan. 
1827] etching 1827 1 28 Fores

Wolpole 
Lib, NYPL
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Public characters Gleadah, Joshua, London: Pub. Feb. 1 182[7] 
by S.W. Fores 41, Piccadilly, [1 Feb. 1827?] Lewis Walpole 

Library, 827.02.01.01+ http: / /images.library.yale.edu / 
/=Wolpole Libpr12997  etching 1827 2 1 Fores Wolpole Lib

Henry 
Heath ?

A Parti Carre For a Crown. Published February 28th 1827 by S. 
W. Fores. Piccadilly. etching 1827 2 28 Fores

Things as they were, 1757 Things as they are, 1827 / London: 
Pubd. April 19th 1827 by S.W. Fores etching 1827 4 19 Fores NYPL MEZY-x

Things as they were, 1757 Things as they are, 1827/ London: 

Pubd. by S.W. Fores, 41 Piccadilly, etching 1827 4 19 Fores

National 

Army 

Museum different date?

Things as they were, 1757 Things as they are, 1827 / London: 
Pubd. May 8th 1827 by S.W. Fores etching 1827 5 8 Fores

attributed

The Virginia fishing smack!!!, George IV, dressed as a 

fisherman, sits in a flat-bottomed boat bobbing for eels, his left 
arm round Lady Conyngham, to whom he gives a smacking kiss 

(the last word of the title is in large letters). In his right hand is 
a 'bob', a short..., S W Fores (Published by); William Heath 
(Print made by), 1827 etching 1827 6 26 Fores

British 
Museum, 
v&a no name

attributed

A fishing party, What great enjoyments rise 'from trivial 
things',  Pushed by Knighton and pulled by Lady Conyngham, 

George IV, more corpulent than in other prints, walks in an 
ornate circular stand or support on castors (as used for 

toddling children, cf. BM Satires 7497) towards Virginia Water 
(right),..., S W Fores (Published by); William Heath (Print made 
by), 1827 etching 1827 6 27 Fores

British 
Museum no name

A fishing party,  A later impression of BM Satires 15413 

(uncoloured). A scroll has been clumsily added beside 

Knighton's coat-tails inscribed with his 'places of profit': Clerk 

of Stannaries Recr Genl Duchy of Cornwall, Privy Purse &c &c 
&c. See Diary of H...., S W Fores (Published by); William Heath 

(Print made by), 1827 etching 1827 6 Fores

British 

Museum
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Paul Pry

King Henry IV, George IV, as Falstaff, sits in a high-backed chair 
with a grotesquely fat Doll Tearsheet (Lady Conyngham) on his 

knee. He holds a large glass of wine and looks at her with 
appraising melancholy. She pouts her lips to kiss. Their words 
are..., William Heath (Print made by); Thomas McLean 
(Published by), 1825-1829

GA 
2011.01377 1827 6 McLean

Wolpole 
Lib, 
Princeton

this might be the first time 

he uses ppry. No date, 
George IV as Falstaff with 
lines from Shakespeare's 
Henry 4, 

Places personified London: Published July 9th 1827 by S.W. 
Fores 41 Piccadilly, [9 July 1827] etching 1827 7 9 Fores Wolpole Lib

A Nautical Impromptu. Pub August 22nd 1827 by S. W. Fores 

41 Piccadilly.14 x 10. Original colour with reasonable margins. 

the figures say, (from Left to right).“Why – they say there is 
always a Fool in every Family, & they generally send him to 
sea.”“How the Devil came You to be put into the Navy 

Captain.”“Britons strike home !!!”Not in the B. M. etching 1827 8 22 Fores

Henry 
Heath ?

Nothing Extenuate Nor Aught Set Down in Malice. Published 
28th August 1827 by H. Fores Panton St. Haymarket. etching 1827 8 28 Fores v&a

attributed The Camelopard, or a new hobby etching 1827 8

British 

Museum

no name no publisher 

George IV sits On a giraffe, 
this really happened 

august 13 1827

Can such things be! And ourcome us like a summer's cloud, 
without our special wonder? Vide Mackbeth, In the centre of 
the design a lady stands full-face, wearing a gigantic hat whose 
brim extends beyond her much-inflated sleeves and immensely 

wide skirt. It is trimmed with loops and streamers of ribbon, 

feathers, flowers, and ears of corn, John Fairburn (Published 

by); William Heath (Print made by), 1827 etching 1827 9 4

Fairborn 

[sic]

British 

Museum

j Fairborn legate hill, 

Shakespeare
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Poyais royalty in quad, or the cacique waiting for bail, Gregor 

Macgregor, in exotic uniform, sits in a prison cell, on a block of 
stone, his feet upon straw. He wears a Crown of Straw & Smoke 
[so inscribed], the circlet of straw, the superstructure of 
smoke. On its apex sits a tiny demon blowing..., John Fairburn 

(Published by); William Heath (Print made by), 1827 etching 1827 9 8 Fairburn

British 

Museum

j Fairburn broad way legate 
hill. Gregor Macgregor in 

cell

Divers drivers, Four drivers, each with title in the lower 

border, each holding a characteristic whip. [1] A . Cab . A small 

man, holding a short-lashed whip, and wearing shoes and short 

trousers, says: Crabroller Sir? [2] A . Jarvey . (a, John Fairburn 
(Published by); William Heath (Print made by), 1827 etching 1827 9 12 Fairburn

British 
Museum

j Fairburn Broadway legate 
hill H.W. 

Puff, puff, it is an age of puffing, puff, puff, puff London: Pub. 

Sep. 25 1827 by Thos. McLean etching 1827 9 25 McLean Wolpole Lib

Paul Pry

The two happiest men alive, vide John Bull Sep 30 1827, Below 
the title: A Friend in need is a Friend indeed. George IV, a 
crutch under his left arm, takes Wellington's left arm, looking 

up at him with a pleased smile, which Wellington returns. He 
says: This is not the only time that you have..., William Heath 

(Print made by); Thomas McLean (Published by), 1827 etching 1827 9 30 McLean

British 

Museum

attributed A royal Salute!! or a tyrolese squeeze! etching 1827 9
British 
Museum

no name no publisher 
imprint cropped

Othello. Romeo and Juliet, Two scenes, with animals acting the 
parts of the plays of Shakespeare, the first with a dog about to 

smother a cat, the second with one monkey serenading 

another. September 1827 Etching with hand-colouring, S W 

Fores (Published by); William Heath (Print made by), 1827 etching 1827 9 Fores Wolpole Lib Shakespeare

Romeo and Juliet. Merry Wives of Windsor, Two scenes, with 
animals acting the parts of the plays of Shakespeare, the first 
with two dogs, the second with a pig and two monkeys. 
September 1827 Etching with hand-colouring, S W Fores 
(Published by); William Heath (Print made by), 1827 etching 1827 9 Fores Wolpole Lib Shakespeare
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A Pair of Fashionables, Enough to Turn Any Ones Head. 
Published October 4th 1827 by T. McLean, Haymarket. etching 1827 10 4 McLean

Paul Pry

Old Harry looking out for a warm birth or a peep in to the 
oven!!! Vide morning Herald Thursday Oct 18th 1827, 
Brougham (left), a broom-girl (cf. BM Satires 15416), with 
barrister's wig and bands, stands on the toes of his buckled 

shoes to bend eagerly towards a batch of rolls in a baker's oven 
(right) inscribed in large letters Rolls. He holds two..., William 

Heath (Print made by); Thomas McLean (Published by), 1825-
1830 etching 1827 10 18 McLean v&a

vide moring herald 

Thursday oct 18 1827 [the 
8 is changed to a 9]

Paul Pry

A wellington boot or the head of the army, Wellington's head, 

in profile to the right, projects from a huge spurred boot, 
showing the upper part of his embroidered collar. He wears an 
enormous field-marshal's cocked hat. He has a satisfied smile, 

the eyes turned towards the, Print made by William Heath; 
published by Thomas McLean, 1827

GA 
2011.00872 1827 10 McLean

British 

Museum, 
Princeton

design probably derives 

from gill ray's boot, 
Wellington

Paul Pry

For November 1827. to be continued every month. [below] It is 
the very fashion of the time - shake. Which cannot look more 
hideously / than I have drawn it in my fantasy, vide 

Shakepeare. [London]: Pub. by T. McLean etching 1827 11 McLean

Wolpole 
Lib, 
Princeton,  

v&a

Paul Pry

Sailors on shore at Navarino, A British sailor stands between a 
grateful Greek family (left) and a French sailor arm-in-arm 

with a Russian. The Greeks, in fantastically theatrical Greek 
costume, are man, woman, and child; the woman kneels, 
holding a cross. The man says:..., William Heath (Print made 
by); Thomas McLean (Published by), 1825-1830 etching 1827 11 McLean NYPL

either nov or dec 1827 as 
navarino reached England 
nov 20.

Surgical Operations--or a new method of obtaining subjects etching 1827 12 16 Fores

British 

Museum

carpue was the head of a 

great private school of 

anatomy in dean street. 

j gleadah 
after Heath

1st Foot Guards. Aquatint by J Gleadah after William Heath, 

1827; published by S W Fores, 1827; associated with the 
Grenadier Guards., Prints, 1975-03-40 aquatint 1827 Fores

National 

Army 
Museum

A bill of fare, London: Pubd. Jany. 20th 1827 by S.W. Fores 41 
Piccadilly, etching 1827 Fores Wolpole Lib
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Paul Pry

A Buck and a Doe,  Two men of different types face each other 
in a hostile manner. 1827 Etching with hand-colouring, 

William Heath (Print made by); Thomas McLean (Published 
by), 1827 etching 1827 McLean

Wolpole 

Lib; NYPL, 
Princeton

might be a pair with A Row 
Buck, A Dear

A head For the Cabinet. Heath, William, 1795-1840.; Knights, S., 
[London] : Pubd. ... by S. Knights, Sweetings Alley Royal 

Exchange, 1827 : etching 1827 Knight

A portrait of that excellent old dog Waterloo; Sketches of the 

Kennel,  A thin and alert greyhound stands in profile to the 

right; it has the head of Wellington and a padlocked collar 

inscribed '. . . IV Rex'. Hand-coloured etching, William Heath 
(Print made by); Thomas McLean (Published by), 1825-1830 etching 1827 McLean

Paul Pry
A row[e]buck. a dea[e]r. [text is: A row Buck, A dear; with the 
W and the A crossed out] etching 1827 McLean

NYPL, 
Princeton

no date; might be a pair 

with "A Buck and A Doe, 
1827

British Lancer, Life Guards and Horse Guards officers, c. 1827-

1830 Published 1827-1830 Prints, Drawings and Watercolors 
from the Anne S.K. Brown Military Collection. “..One of a suite 

of 4 small original unsigned wash drawings (probably by H. or 
W. Heath) of uniform..” watercolor 1827 brown

Consequence/ "What are You Staring at Boy?/ did ye never see 
a Heavy Dragoon before. Coloured etching by and after William 

Heath, no date; publisher unknown, published in the 
Haymarket, London, 1827; caricature of a diminutive soldier 
staring at a well-built civilian., Prints, 2004-10-68 etching 1827 Fores

National 
Army 
Museum

Cuckoldum Extraordinary, or, Troopers Mounted a L'Astley'. 

Print satirises the affair between Thomas Garth and Lord 

Astley's wife, Georgiana Caroline Dashwood. Published by J. 

Fairburn, 1827. etching 1827 Fairburn v&a
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Feasting. During. Pleasure., The Duke of St. Albans sits at a 
dinner-table on which is one large dish supporting a giant 

melon, at the apex of which is the head of the Duchess. She 
wears a coronet from which hangs a transparent veil; she looks 
down at her relatively..., William Heath (Print made by), 1825-
1830 etching 1827 pumpkin

British 
Museum a pumpkin st Albans

Geography, or, the use of the globes a practical lesson / 
London: Published by Thos. McLean etching 1827 McLean

Wolpole 
Lib, NYPL MEZY-x

La finale [London]: Pub. by T. McLean 26 Haymarket, [1827?] etching 1827 McLean Wolpole Lib

La poule London: Published by Thos. McLean, 26, Haymarket, 

1827. Lewis Walpole Library, etching 1827 McLean Wolpole Lib

j gleadah 

after Heath

Life Guards. Coloured aquatint by J Gleadah after William 
Heath, 1827; associated with 1st Regiment of Life Guards and 

2nd Regiment of Life Guards., Prints, 1974-05-69-288 aquatint 1827

National 
Army 

Museum

McLean's scraps For albums Hot; Cold; Sweet; Sour; Nice; 
Nasty / London: Published by Thos. McLean etching 1827 McLean Wolpole Lib

I think this matches the 
prints at NYPL dated 1827

McLean's scraps For albums. Worse than a beast and five other 
pictures On One sheet. Hot, cold, sweet, sour, nice, naughty etching 1827 McLean NYPL

I think this matches the 
prints at NYPL dated 1827

McLean's scraps For albums. Worse than a beast and Three 
other pictures On One sheet etching 1827 McLean NYPL MEZY-x

Military Gazette. The Call. Truce. The general's tent etching 1827 McLean

National 
Army 
Museum

by and after henry alken 
and William Heath ca. 
1827??

Mother-in-law," how are you"? [London: T. McLean, 1837] 

Lewis Walpole Library, etching 1827 McLean

Paul Pry

Quadrille - Evening Fashions - Dedicated to the Heads of the 

Nation. La Poule, Two couples in absurd hairstyles and 

fashionable dress dancing. 1827 Etching with hand-colouring, 
William Heath (Print made by); Thomas McLean (Published 
by), 1827 etching 1827 McLean

Princeton, 
v&a

no date, quote from 

Solomon on the Vanity of 

the World by Matthew 
Prior; this was first drawn 
in the Looking-glass no. 11
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Paul Pry

Quadrille. Pl. 4. La Finale. "Sport that wrinkled care derides / 
Fashion showing off besides / Come and triip it as you go / on 

the light fantastick foe" -Milton etching 1827 McLean

NYPL, 

Princeton milton

See - Dan, Burdett (right) and Brougham (left) as chairmen, 

carry (left to right) a bottomless sedan-chair enclosing 

O'Connell, who is forced to walk rapidly, looking from the 

window towards Brougham to say 'Mighty like a walk this after 
all'. He..., William Heath (Print made by); Thomas McLean 
(Published by), 1829 etching 1827 McLean v&a

Caricature of Burdett and 
Brougham carrying a 

bottomless sedan chair 
inside which Daniel 
O'Connell is forced to walk. 

Lettered with title etc. and 

'Published and sold by Paul 

Pry and dedicated to the 
lovers of Caricatures and 
the fine Arts'.

Set of six coloured engravings of Military scenes, 1815 (c); 
probably by and after William Heath; published by Thomas 

McLean, 1827 (c); each with a cut-out title; originally in a 
mourning envelope inscribed: 'Six small coloured engravings 
'Military' 'old''., Prints, 1998-06-80 etching 1827 McLean

National 
Army 
Museum

Heath, Harris, Fores. 

Military Scenes drawn by 
Heath, engraved by Harris 
published by S.W. Fores

Paul Pry
Sketches of irish character no. 3. How to ascertain the length of 
a car driver's conscience; a fact. etching 1827 McLean

NYPL, 
Princeton dated with year only

Paul Pry

Sketches of Irish Character. Exchange no robbery, sketches of 

Irish Character. Pub. by T. McLean 26 Haymarket, [no date?] etching 1827 McLean

Wolpole 
Lib, NYPL, 

Princeton

nice landscape behind the 

figure

Paul Pry
Sketches of Irish character. Pl 1.  an outside jaunting car. 
Sketches of Irish character pl.1 etching 1827 McLean

NYPL, 
Princeton no date

Paul Pry

Sketches of Irish Character. Taking it coolly. [London] : Pub ... 

by T. McLean 26 Haymarket sole publisher of W.H., etching 1827 McLean NYPL

Paul Pry
Style pl. 1. Town. Country [London]: Pub. by T. McLean 26 
Haymarket ..., [1827?] etching 1827 McLean

v&a, 
wolpole lib. comparison in one plate

The London-Windsor Coach, an engraving dated 1827, by 
William Heath (1795-1840) at Anglesey Abbey, Cambridgeshire etching 1827
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The new petty coat administration, George IV (left) dances 

between two men who are possibly the Dukes of Devonshire 
and Clarence (there is some resemblance). The three men are 
led by Lady Conyngham who trips before them with a 
beckoning gesture, gracefully extending a triple..., S W Fores 

(Published by); William Heath (Print made by), 1825-1829 etching 1827 Fores

unsigned The Steam boat.  Pubd. by Thos. McLean, 26, Haymarket., 1827 etching 1827 McLean Princeton year but no signature

Things as they were, things as they are. Coloured engraving by 

William Heath, 1827; published by S W Fores, 1827; associated 
with the Troops of Horse Guards., Prints, 1974-05-69-110 etching 1827 Fores

National 

Army 
Museum

Heath

The March of Intellect, Fantastic scene at a London street 

corner which abuts on open country, the roadway deep in mud. 
A coach and pair advances left to right; the coachman has laid 

down reins and whip to read the Times through spectacles, the 
footman standing..., William Heath (Print made by); George 
Humphrey (Published by), 1828 etching 1828 1 23 Humphrey

NYPL, 

British 
Museum, 
Wolpole Lib Heath engraved, f.a. inv.

this has the print shop 
window. 

Paul Pry

A change in the head of affairs,  George IV sits in an arm-chair, 
a gouty leg resting on a cushion. He is bald, and with a pair of 

tongs hands his (naturalistic) wig (cf. BM Satires No. 14637) to 
Wellington (left) who takes it gingerly. He says: Throw it away. 

I can't get..., William Heath (Print made by); Thomas McLean 
(Published by), 1826-1830 etching 1828 1 McLean

British 
Museum

Paul Pry

A kick up among the whigs,  Wellington, dressed as a Life 

Guards officer, rides a galloping charger over little men made 

of large wigs with small arms and legs. The Wigs (Whigs) flee 

in confusion; some have been thrown violently to the ground. 
One rushes forward with..., William Heath (Print made by); 

Thomas McLean (Published by), 1826-1830 etching 1828 1 McLean

Wolpole 
Lib; British 

Museum Wellington
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Paul Pry

Case of frightful destitution the fatal effects of getting out of 
chancery!!!, Above the design: To a Benevolent Public— Eldon 

as a street-beggar kneels on both knees on straw placed on 
paving-stones, wearing a cap resembling those worn by 
butchers and the rags of a Chancellor's gown over tattered 
breeches. He, Print made by William Heath; published by 

Thomas McLean, 1826-1830 etching 1828 1 McLean

British 
Museum, 

v&a

Political conveyancer, George IV, with a swathed and gouty leg, 

stands in front of the throne, supported by Lady Conyngham 

and a crutch, his arm round her shoulder. Peel stands partly 

hidden by a curtain and immediately behind Wellington, his 
mouthpiece; he..., William Heath (Print made by); Thomas 
McLean (Published by), 1826-1830 etching 1828 1 McLean

Wolpole 
Lib; British 
Museum Wellington

Paul Pry

The prime lobster, Wellington as a giant lobster, his profile 
between the creature's raised claws, stands on the lower joints 

of his tail; from his back (right) hangs a Chancellor of the 
Exchequer's gown (cf. BM Satires No. 15499). On the ground 
(left) are..., William Heath (Print made by); Thomas McLean 

(Published by), 1826-1830 etching 1828 1 McLean

British 

Museum

Wellington. Ppry has his 

hands in the air, 

Paul Pry

The prime=ear of Great Britain, Wellington, in uniform, stands 
in profile to the left, with sword erect. He has enormous ass's 

ears, and to his back the body and hindlegs of an ass are 
attached. With his left hand he holds a Chancellor of the 
Exchequer's gown over the..., William Heath (Print made by); 
Thomas McLean (Published by), 1826-1830 etching 1828 1 McLean

British 
Museum Wellington

Paul Pry

Undertaker in Chief & Cabinet maker to His M____ y. [below] 

The Mute-Ability of Affairs!!! "His honor is nothing but 

nutation; ay, and that from one bad thing to worse." vide 
Shakespeare. Pub by T. McLean 26 Haymarket [no date. 1828-

1830. D=January 1828] etching 1828 1 McLean

British 
Museum, 

v&a Wellington, Shakespeare
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F - a - Esq. - 
Paul Pry

Alas! Poor Johnny!, Wellington, in uniform, bestrides the back 
of John Bull, driving him on hands and knees towards the pit of 

Hell (right), a gulf where tiny demons fly among flames and 
smoke. J. B. is coatless, his clothes tattered and patched; sweat 
drips, Print made by William Heath; George Humphrey 
(Published by), 1828 etching 1828 2 3 humphrey

British 
Museum

Paul Pry

A commanding view of the Wellington hill!!!,  From the apex of 
a conical mound of green on Horse Guards' Parade emerges the 

head of General Lord Hill wearing a plumed cocked hat. Stuck 

in the mound is a large placard: This Hill is Temporary and 

Chiefly composed of loose Stuff so that..., William Heath (Print 
made by); Thomas McLean (Published by), 1825-1830 etching 1828 2 McLean

British 
Museum Wellington

Paul Pry

A political reflection,  George IV as the 'Great Babe' lies asleep 

in his cradle rocked by Lady Conyngham, while Wellington, 
seated before a pier-glass, places the crown on his own head. 

The glass reflects the dark emaciated features of BM Satires 
No. 15520. The..., William Heath (Print made by); Thomas 
McLean (Published by), 1828 etching 1828 2 McLean

British 
Museum

Presenting a bill of indemnification or alarmic items, The 
Sultan (left), angry and imperious, holds out to George IV 

(right) a long scroll: Demands of the Porte—10.000 Purses of 
Gold—400 Ships of War—The Mufty who advised the attack to 

have the Bow String—The Admiral & all the Officers of the..., 
William Heath (Print made by); Thomas McLean (Published 
by), 1825-1830

GA 
2011.00914 1828 2 McLean

Princeton; 
British 
Museum

Paul Pry

The dream, In the centre Codrington and Britannia stand 

together, clouds under their feet and behind them; they gaze 

with horrified reprobation at Wellington, who is asleep on a 

bed (right) while a demoniac head, with staring eyeballs and 
Wellington's..., William Heath (Print made by); Thomas McLean 

(Published by), 1825-1830 etching 1828 2 McLean

British 
Museum, 

v&a

Codrington, wellington in 

bed
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Tho Jones 
Inv. Paul 

Pry

The march of oratory!!! Dedicated to the modern 
Demosthenes., Above the design as an alternative title: Words! 

Words! Words! Shaker ['Hamlet', II. ii]. Brougham in wig and 
gown stands in the House of Commons, in profile to the right, 
speaking with a rhetorical gesture. The Speaker (Manners-
Sutton) on..., William Heath (Print made by); Thomas McLean 

(Published by), 1826-1830 etching 1828 2 McLean

British 

Museum Shakespeare

Paul Pry

The th- - -e in danger, Below the design: There is a Power 

.before the Throne—& a Power behind the Throne—greater 

than the Throne Itself.— Vide L—d K—gs Speech— Wellington 

(left), in uniform and very erect, stands before the King, who, 
very plainly dressed, sits..., William Heath (Print made by); 
Thomas McLean (Published by), 1828 etching 1828 2 McLean

Wolpole 
Lib; British 
Museum

Shakespeare, hamlet 
"words words words"

Paul Pry

What seemed a Head. The image of a Kingly Crown had on, The 

head and shoulders of Wellington, who wears a crown and 
holds up a sword, are surrounded by dark swirling clouds, and 
silhouetted against a background of flame. The face is dark and 

corpselike, with glaring eyeballs and stern..., William Heath 
(Print made by); Thomas McLean (Published by), 1825-1830 etching 1828 2 McLean

British 
Museum Milton's lines about death

Paul Pry

The Devils doings or the cruel radical harpies destroying a 
feast., Above the design: "now by St Paul's the work goes 

bravely on—. The Devil (right), in the foreground and much 
larger than the other figures, stands Asmodeus-like on a house-
top (cf. BM Satires No. 16160), overturning with a long pole a..., 
William Heath (Print made by); Thomas McLean (Published 

by), 1825-1830 etching 1828 3 McLean

British 

Museum

Paul Pry

A dream of retrospection and ambition,  The Duchess of St. 
Albans, heavily moustached, sleeps on a couch, extending her 

left arm to a vision, the latest of a sequence that slants upwards 
from right to left across the design and above the couch. She is 
in night-gown and night-cap,..., William Heath (Print made by); 
George Humphrey (Published by), 1828 etching 1828 4 29 Humphrey

British 
Museum
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Paul Pry

Grand battle of lords spiritual and temporal or political 

courage brought to the test, Mounted on realistic and 
curvetting horses, peers and bishops fight with zest a battle 

whose character is revealed by the weapons and the horses. 
These are petticoated as if for a tournament; below the 

draperies human feet are seen,..., William Heath (Print made 

by); Thomas McLean (Published by), 1825-1830 etching 1828 4 McLean

British 

Museum

Catholic emancipation. 

there is One plate only On 
the central event of the 
parliamentary year, the 
repeal of the test and 

corporation acts. a satire 
On the debates in the Lords 

On 17 and 21 April On the 
Repeal of the Test and 

Corporation Acts, moved 

by Lord Holland. S

Alais after 
Heath British Army no. 1 Officers of the Life Guards engraving 1828 5 1 bell

National 

Army 
Museum

no. 2 in the series 
Gentlemen's Magazine of 

Fashion published by mr. 
bell 1 May 1828 (engraving 

might be aquatint, by W. 
Alais)

Paul Pry

A naughty boy turn'd out of school,  Huskisson, as a schoolboy 
in a fool's cap, kneels before a closed door placarded 

Wellington House Academy, weeping, his hands together in 

prayer. He addresses the schoolmaster, who leans from a 
window over the door holding a large..., William Heath (Print 
made by); Thomas McLean (Published by), 1825-1830 etching 1828 5 McLean

British 
Museum

Album of 19th century satirical prints including [not before 
1885] Lewis Walpole Library Folio 724 885 C6 an 

allegory,[London]: Pub. by T. McLean 26 Haymarket, [May 

1828] etching 1828 5 McLean Wolpole Lib

Paul Pry

An allegory, Nicholas I, in uniform with plumed cocked hat, 
rides (right to left) a gigantic Russian eagle, his sword raised to 

slash. The eagle holds in one of its beaks a round wicker coop 
which it drops over a turkey crouching on a grassy slope, Print 
made by William Heath; published by Thomas McLean, 1830-
1832 etching 1828 5 McLean

British 
Museum Russia
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Paul Pry

Druming out. Or making an example of a mutineer, Wellington, 
in profile to the left, beating a drum, kicks Huskisson, the 

'Mutineer', behind, saying, What? encourage Mutiny—no no, 
decision is my motto come stay out you shall not stay in my 
Corps discipline must be kept up—Attention there..., William 
Heath (Print made by); Thomas McLean (Published by), 1825-

1830 etching 1828 5 McLean

British 

Museum
The descent of the Great Bear or the mussulmans in a 
quandary, A huge bear (left), the Tsar, strides across the river 

Pruth to the Moldavian shore, where are little Turkish soldiers 

encased in mussel-shells. The Russian side is snow-covered, 

the other sandy. The bear has the loose trousers and the long..., 
William Heath (Print made by); Thomas McLean (Published 
by), 1828 etching 1828 5 McLean

British 
Museum

Paul Pry

The March of Intellect, Above the design: '"Lord how this world 
improves as we grow older.' A complicated design, foreground, 

middle distance, and sky filled with incidents, chiefly on 
applications of steam. In the foreground is a street-vendor's 
table spread with..., William Heath (Print made by); Thomas 

McLean (Published by), 1829 etching 1828 5 McLean

NYPL, 
British 

Museum, 
Wolpole 
Lib, 

Princeton no date On the print

not later than July 1829. This 
has steam horse velocity and 
the grand vacuum tube direct 

to Bengal.

Paul Pry

The March of Intellect. No. 2. pub by t. McLean. Balloon 

brigade…*** etching 1828 5 McLean NYPL

George gives it same date 

as no.1

Paul Pry

Coming out of church, Two bishops make a barrier across a 

church doorway by holding out between them a collecting-
plate. They lean against the flanking pillars, extending their 
legs obstructively across the pavement. The one on the left, tall, 
slim, aquiline,, Print made by William Heath; published by 

Thomas McLean, 1825-1830 etching 1828 6 McLean

NYPL; 
British 

Museum MEZY-x

Cribbage [London]: Pub. July 23, 1823 by G. Humphrey, etching 1828 7 23

Humphrey 

? Wolpole Lib  
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Paul Pry

A 40sh freeholder's only expedient for the salvation of boby 

[sic] & soul,  The freeholder, a ragged Irish peasant, stands full-
face, between a bloated priest (left) and a fashionably dressed 
young man; both tug at his coat-collar. The obese priest, who 
wears robes, with a large cross from neck to knee, holds up a..., 

William Heath (Print made by); Thomas McLean (Published 
by), 1827-1830 etching 1828 7 McLean

Wolpole 

Lib, British 
Museum no date

Paul Pry

An independant freeholder rejoicing at the triumph of the man 

of the papal, An Irish peasant capers delightedly; he has shaggy 

hair with a ribbon tied round it, coarse features, and wildly 

glaring eyes. His legs are bare except for one broken shoe and a 
twist of rope; a green scarf across his shoulders holds his, Print 
made by William Heath; published by Thomas McLean, 1827-

1830 etching 1828 7 McLean

British 

Museum

is a violent protestant print 
by Heath On the menace of 

the clare election

Paul Pry

A draught of the old well-, August 1828. Above the design: 

Cheltenham—see the conquering Hero comes!! Below the title: 
Ah help, in this extremest need,—If water-gods are deities 
indeed—vide Dryden. the little P. P. of the signature says: its a 

very moving sight. c. August 1828. Wellington went to 
Cheltenham For his health in mid-August, returning much 

better. Diary of Lady Shelley, 1913, ii. 180. For the effects of the 

waters cf. No. 14558. the pl. (with a different title) appears in 
No. 15859. etching 1828 8 McLean

British 
Museum Wellington

Paul Pry

March of the liberator., After the title: Tis the times, plague 
when Madmen lead the Blind Shakspear—['Lear', IV. i]. Below 

the design as a second title: "Bent He Seems. On Desperate 

revenge, which shall rebound upon his own rebellious 

head—Milton. O'Connell, a..., William Heath (Print made by); 

Thomas McLean (Published by), 1827-1830 etching 1828 8 McLean

British 

Museum
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Paul Pry

Pitch in the hole, George IV (right), holding a wide-brimmed 

straw hat, leans forward, with childish eagerness, to throw a 
stream of small disks into a hole. Lady Conyngham, hands on 
thighs, bends over the hole, saying, Thats a good Pitch. She 
wears a..., William Heath (Print made by); Thomas McLean 

(Published by), 1825-1830 etching 1828 8 McLean

British 

Museum

Paul Pry

Poor Billy, Above the design as alternative title: Another 
Mistake!!! The Duke of Clarence trudges along (right to left) 

looking towards the spectator with sulky melancholy. He wears 

a sailor's blue jacket, check shirt, and striped white trousers 

with..., William Heath (Print made by); Thomas McLean 
(Published by), 1825-1830 etching 1828 8 McLean

British 
Museum

Paul Pry

The high & mighty queen recieving an address from the most 
loyal subjects in the world, Donna Maria (right), an infant 

wearing a clumsy crown surmounted by a cross, stands on the 
foot-rest of a tall high-chair in delighted excitement at Punch 
who performs for her benefit. Punch, seated in front of his little 

stage (left),..., William Heath (Print made by); Thomas McLean 
(Published by), 1827-1829 etching 1828 9 McLean

British 
Museum

Paul Pry

The nest in danger -, An angry Turkey stands in a nest in a tree, 
defending three eggs, all inscribed Greece, from a bear which 

clings precariously to a branch and stares at them avidly. Along 
the front of the nest is a barricade of vicious thorns. On one egg 
is..., William Heath (Print made by); Thomas McLean 
(Published by), 1828 etching 1828 9 McLean

British 
Museum

Paul Pry

Modesty & Grace. Pub by T. McLean 26 Haymarket Where 

Caricaturers are daily Published [no date; d=October 1828] etching 1828 10 McLean

British 

Museum
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attributed

The charleys in grief or the funeral of the city watch boxe's, 
Four aged and decrepit watchmen, much burlesqued, carry a 

coffin-like watch-box, base foremost; two others walk in front 
with lanterns and mourning-scarves on poles, others follow, 
two and two, weeping: all have rattles, lanterns, and..., William 
Heath (Print made by); Thomas McLean (Published by), 1828-

1830 etching 1828 10 McLean

Princeton, 
British 

Museum Shakespeare no name or symbol

Paul Pry

A russe,  A huge turbaned head, that of the Sultan, fills the left 

half of the design. It scowls fiercely, gripping in a row of 

projecting teeth, large in proportion to the head, the tails of the 

Tsar's coat, from the pocket of which projects a..., William 
Heath (Print made by); Thomas McLean (Published by), 1828

GA 
2011.00863 1828 12 McLean

Princeton; 

British 

Museum, 
AGO Princeton

Paul Pry

The Cooper's Adz!! Versus the Lancet!! Pub Decr 29, 1828 by, J. 

Fairburn. Broadway Ludgate hill London etching 1828 12 Fairburn

British 

Museum

Paul Pry

The feast near eateon [a and second e crossed through] or 
master George and his little visitor, Above the design as an 
alternative title: Children will be Children— The King, dressed 

as a little boy, faces the Queen of Portugal across a small table 
covered with sweetmeats. He half-rises from his arm-chair to 

hand across the table a..., William Heath (Print made by); 

Thomas McLean (Published by), 1827-1829 etching 1828 12 McLean

British 

Museum

Paul Pry

The promenade or a sketch for Windsor - plate1st, The little 
Queen of Portugal, walking on tiptoe to reach George IV's arm, 
accompanies him through a lane of courtiers. They walk 

diagonally (left to right) towards the picture-plane, the gouty 

King using a crutch, and having a swathed left..., William Heath 

(Print made by); Thomas McLean (Published by), 1827-1829 etching 1828 12 McLean

British 

Museum Wellington
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Heath

A Grand Moving or Peristrephic Panorama of the Battle of 
Navarin, Fought on the 20th October, 1827, in the Harbour of 

Navarin, in the Morea, between the Fleets of England, France & 
Russia Combined against Those of Turkey and Egypt; Together 
with Connected Views of the Principal Events and Latest 
Struggles of the Greeks with the Turks and Egyptians ... and A 

Variety of Interesting Views in Greece, Painted by the 
Proprietor and W. Heath panorama 1828   marshall NYPL

book Hull, - J Hutchinson. 
Battle Oct 1827, panorama 

probably not finished until 
1828.

Sic Transit Gloria - Decimi, A sequence of four designs, each 

with title and border. [1] Peeping Tom's from Coventry. Scene 

on a staircase; ladies in ball-dress ascending are rudely stared 

at by officers of the Tenth Hussars, who lounge insolently 
against the..., S W Fores (Published by); William Heath (Print 
made by), 1824 etching 1828   Fores

British 
Museum

Heath 15th (The King's) Regiment Light Dragoons Hussars, 1827. etching 1828 Heath

National 
Army 

Museum

coloured etching by and 
after william Heath, no 

date. No. 2 in the series of 9 
plates in Costume of the 
British Army published by 

William Heath, Manor 
Grove, King's Road, 

Chelsea, 1828

This is also the address for 

Historical Institute of the 
National and Universal 
Exhibition. Count Ante of 

Milauo, Gen. Sec., 3, Manor 
Grove, King's Road, Chelsea, 

S.W.

2nd Regiment, Life Guards Published 1828 Prints, Drawings, 
and Watercolors from the Anne S.K. Brown Military Collection. 
“..12mo, unbound; in red cloth case, red leather label stamped 
gold "W. Heath. British Uniforms. c..”watercolor » watercolors watercolor 1828 brown

Paul Pry A Bird's Eye View**** etching 1828 McLean NYPL

no date. a map of europe 

and ruffia. 

Paul Pry

A Desert imitation of modern fashion. Turn a Tumbler upside 
down. the foot for a hat a cork for a crown. Some grapes for 

trimmings will give an air and as for sleeves have ready a pear. 
Wher join'd to gather [sic] tis sure to tell. a picture true of a 
modern belle. ppry says "what have we got here by Jove what 
we are all fond of a lass & a glass. by service to you gents. tis 
but a frail fair after all." etching 1828 McLean

NYPL, 
Princeton, 
AGO

no date *PPry figure has a 
wine glass***
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Paul Pry

A disappointment - D--n me she's a black one. Published by 
Thomas McLean 1827-1830 (circa). Dandified suitor lifts veil 

of black woman in fashionable clothing sleeping on garden 
seat. c.1828. Inscription Content: Lettered with title and Paul 
Pry figure and 'Del. et Sculp.' and publication details 'Pub by 
Thos McLean Haymarket' etching 1828 McLean

British 
Museum

A LIFE GUARD, 1828 (c). Coloured etching by and after William 
Heath, published by Thomas McLean, 26 Haymarket, 1828; full-

length figure study, standing in an archway., Prints, 1998-06-60 etching 1828 McLean

National 
Army 

Museum

Paul Pry A Little Rheum -atick *** etching 1828 McLean NYPL MEZY-x

Paul Pry

A scene in the honey moon or conjugal felicity, The Duke (left) 
and Duchess of St. Albans stand facing each other; the little 

Duke staggering under an ornamental basket which supports a 
side of bacon, inscribed Best Wiltshire. The Duchess holds on 

her shoulder a cutter in which are...Print made by William 
Heath; published by Thomas McLean, 1825-1830 etching 1828 McLean

British 
Museum

Paul Pry

A snug birth [sic] in a shower. [the man says] "Devilish glad we 

met you. Umbrellas are a great bore ant the Joey." etching 1828 McLean

v&a, NYPL, 

Princeton no date

Paul Pry

A trip to Margate. By Paul Pry Esq. Six plates with many 

vignettes etching 1828 McLean NYPL

same in McLean evenings' 

amusements

Paul Pry

A view of the grand barge. Presented by the Dutch - S - to his 

Grace, The Duke and Duchess of St. Albans are rowed on the 
Thames in the six-oared cutter (see BM Satires No. 15600): 
they approach (?) Richmond Bridge (right). The Duchess sits 
under the awning on the side of the boat, her vast posterior, 

like a, Print made by William Heath; published by Thomas 

McLean, 1825-1830 etching 1828 McLean

British 

Museum Shakespeare

Paul Pry

An alarming discovery shewing the fatal effect of useing 

cosmetics, A male servant standing with arms raised in alarm 
at seeing his master on a couch with whiskers dyed pea green. 
c.1829 Etching with hand-colouring, Print made by William 
Heath; published by Thomas McLean, 1829 etching 1828 McLean

Wolpole 
Lib, NYPL
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an Irish funeral etching 1828 McLean NYPL
not in British Museum. No 
date

Ancient and modern lancers, A man in armour, his visor up, 
showing fiercely glaring eyes and a heavy moustache, stands 
(1left) holding a massive tilting-lance and wearing a long cross-
hiked sword. His armour bristles with spikes, and is worn over 

wide slashed, Print made by William Heath; published by 
Thomas McLean, 1825-1830 etching 1828 McLean

National 

Army 
Museum

arithmetic. Multiplication table…. Second print below: 
compound division (has no name but must be a set) etching 1828 McLean NYPL

not in British Museum. No 
date

Paul Pry

At home again Abroad; At home /, [London]: Published by T. 

McLean, 26 Haymarket ..., [1829?] etching 1828 McLean

Wolpole 

Lib, NYPL

Paul Pry

Barney the cooper or the head of the guy's performing his last 
operation, Cooper, dressed much as in BM Satires No. 15571, 

confronts a giant lancet supported on arms and legs (much 
smaller than his own). With a large knife inscribed 'My Uncles' 

he slashes with savage gloom a big purse tied round the lancet,, 
Print made by William Heath; published by Thomas McLean, 
1825-1830 etching 1828 McLean

British 
Museum

Heath

Cornelius Webbe, The posthumous papers: facetious and 
fanciful / of a person lately about town. With 6 full-page 

illustrations by W. Heath, London : William Sams, 1828 book 1828 sams huntington
Costume of the British Army. Folio of eight coloured etchings 

by, after and published by William Heath, 1828; associated 
with the 7th Dragoon Guards, 15th Hussars, 60th Rifles, 42nd 
Highlanders, 79th Highlanders and 2nd Life Guards., Prints, 
1977-11-81 etching 1828 Heath

National 
Army 
Museum

Paul Pry

Cribbage, A middle-aged pair play cribbage at a round card-

table on which stands a shaded (Argand) lamp. He (left) wears 

old-fashioned dress, with a small pigtail, and has a bottle-nose. 
She wears a grotesque erection of puffed silk and big, erect, 

Print made by William Heath; published by Thomas McLean, 
1825-1830

GA 
2011.00885 1828 McLean

British 
Museum, 

Princeton, 
NYPL

this might be a different 

print from Yale with 
another date
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Paul Pry

Does the harp of Rosa slumber, An old woman with her harp 
huddles in a doorway. c.1829 Etching with hand-colouring, 

Print made by William Heath; published by Thomas McLean, 
1829 etching 1828 McLean NYPL no date

Paul Pry
Don’t say nay, charming Judy Flanagan. [man in print says:] 
"Och murdther ye divil aisey now." etching 1828 McLean

NYPL, 
Princeton

no date, character speaks 
in Scottish accent

shortshank
s

Enough to Make: An Angel Swear or Real Birds Plucking the 
Sham. [part two of "Full dress for 1828] etching 1828 McLean Princeton

parody or pirated after 
"full dress for 1828"

Paul Pry
Fish, flesh, fowl [London]: Pub. by T. McLean, 26 Haymarket ..., 
[1832?] etching 1828 McLean

Wolpole 
Lib, NYPL MEZY-x

Paul Pry

For November 1829. to be continued every month. It is the 
very fashion of the time - Shaks - which cannot look more 
hideously than I have drawn it in my fantasy. Vide Shakespere etching 1828 McLean NYPL no date ppry

Paul Pry

Full dress for 1828, Dedicated to the Feather'd Race. To be 

continued. [below] To see our feather'd nymph appear / in all 
her flaunting glittering gear. / Tis like some goddess from the 
sky / descended ready cut and dry. [Paul Pry says:] Soe often 

heard Fine feathers make fine Birds. etching 1828 McLean

NYPL, 

Princeton no date, 
Paul Pry Going down to a watering place etching 1828 McLean NYPL MEZY-x

Paul Pry

Going to Downing Street - a sketch -, Wellington rides in profile 

to the left, stooping near-sightedly to read a sheaf of official 
papers while his horse walks. Under his left arm are other 
papers. He wears top-hat, tight trousers, and a blue cape which 
covers the animal's..., William Heath (Print made by); Thomas 

McLean (Published by), 1827-1829 etching 1828 McLean

British 

Museum Wellington

Greedy old Nickford eating oysters, A diabolical figure 
representing Crockford gorges on oysters, leaning over a 

shallow 'Pickle Tub' on a rough wooden stool. He holds knife in 
the right hand, and with the left tips a large oyster into his 
cavernous mouth. He has glaring..., William Heath (Print made 
by); Thomas McLean (Published by), 1825-1830 1828
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Paul Pry
I say Where the devil are You going to? Ask my bum [London]: 
Pub. by T. McLean etching 1828 McLean

Wolpole 
Lib, NYPL MEZY-x

Heath

Illustrations of Heraldry, A series of seven caricatures in their 

original printed brown paper folder, consisting of a 
frontispiece and six unnumbered plates, each containing 

between five and seven small vignettes each illustrating some 
heraldic term: London, Thomas..., William Heath (Print made 
by); Thomas McLean (Published by), 1828 etching 1828 McLean yale

yale has this as a book 
similar to good dinners and 
rustic sketches; paper 

binding and stab sewn. The 
cover title is slightly 

different: Illustrations to 
Heraldry. Seven plates. By 

William Heath. London: 

published by Thomas 
m'Lean 26 Haymarket. 

1828. price twelve 
shillings. bound later? the 
date is at the end

title page: illustrations of 

Heraldry by William Heath. 
London Published by Tho 
McLean 26 haymarket 1828. 

Paul Pry

Imperial bears Greece or a peep into futurity., A bear (right), 
wearing Cossack trousers and an imperial crown surmounted 

by a double-headed eagle, runs off to the right. He carries a 

piece of mountainous country inscribed Greece on which 
kneels a tiny Greek in profile to the left,..., William Heath (Print 

made by); Thomas McLean (Published by), 1828 etching 1828 McLean

Wolpole 
Lib; British 

Museum

Innocent amusement. Pitch in the hole.
GA 
2011.00897 1828

CFSV, 
GC021 Princeton Princeton

Paul Pry

It wur lucky I got shelter at all. Thought would destroy his 

Paradise where ignorance is bliss!! Tis folly to be wise. etching 1828 McLean

NYPL, 

Princeton no date

Jolliffes & gentlemen, A conical kiln, inscribed 'Surrey Lime 

Kilns', fills the greater part of the design; it is topped by a wide 

chimney which emits black smoke. On it sits a man (the High 
Sheriff) wearing the gaiters and wide-brimmed hat of a 
country..., William Heath (Print made by), 1828-1832 1828

British 
Museum
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Paul Pry

Looking at an ass, Passers-by have suddenly stopped, and all 
face the picture-plane, staring at something (outside the 

picture) with intense interest, amusement, or horror. Most of 
the gazers are themselves absurd, notably the dandies, with 
projecting curls,..., William Heath (Print made by); Thomas 
McLean (Published by), 1825-1830 etching 1828 McLean

Wolpole 
Lib, NYPL, 
Princeton

in the crowd is the heavy 
swell, who appears 
frequently in these pictures

Paul Pry

Magazin de modes. [Paul Pry figure says: ) Hope I don't intrude, 
just look'd in to see the New style left my umbrella in the 

corner, Prodigious!!! … signed with an umbrella alone** Paul 

Pry is standing inside the shop in the print** etching 1828 McLean

NYPL, 

Princeton ***

Paul Pry

Majesty & grace, The little Queen of Portugal, as a child of two 
or three, stands on tiptoe to grasp the nose of Wellington 
(right) who bows low and supports her raised arm. In her right 

hand she brandishes a rattle. Over her childish frock is a long 
train,..., William Heath (Print made by); Thomas McLean 

(Published by), 1828

GA 

2011.00902 1828

CFSV, 

GC021 Princeton NYPL. Big nose, not pc

Paul Pry

Making decent or preparing for St Georges day, The Duchess of 

St. Albans sits before a glass which reflects her face, shaving 
her upper lip. Her hair is elaborately dressed, with a Spanish 

comb and jewels, her dress is comparatively simple. The Duke 
(right), wearing the gold-laced..., William Heath (Print made 

by); Thomas McLean (Published by), 1825-1830 etching 1828 McLean

British 
Museum, 

v&A

Duchess of St. Albans sits 

before a glass which 
reflects her face, shaving 

her upper lip.

 

Melancholy loss of the medal, A magistrate sits behind his table 
listening intently to the angry harangue of a naval officer 
(right) who faces the accused (left), demure-looking, plainly-

dressed woman, wearing a checked apron tucked round her 

waist, but evidently a..., William Heath (Print made by), 1825-

1830 etching 1828

Wolpole 

Lib, British 

Museum
Paul Pry Miss-Ann-thropy London: Published by Thos. McLean etching 1828 McLean NYPL no date

Modern Military gallantry a sketch near the new palace / 
[London]: Pub. by T. McLean etching 1828 McLean Wolpole Lib
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Paul Pry

Modern Peeping Tom's who deserve to be sent to Coventry !!!, 

Dandified rakes peering closely at women who promenade on 
their husbands' arms. c.1829 Hand-coloured etching, William 
Heath (Print made by); Thomas McLean (Published by), 1829 etching 1828 McLean

Wolpole 
Lib, NYPL, 
Princeton no date ppry symbol

Paul Pry

Monster soup commonly called Thames water, being a correct 
representation of that precious stuff doled out to us!!!, Above 
the design as alternative title: Microcosm, dedicated to the 

London Water Companies, Brought Forth All Monstrous, All 

Prodigious Thigs [sic], Hydras, and Gorgons, and Chimeras 

Dire. Vide Milton. ['Paradise Lost', ii.] An..., William Heath 
(Print made by); Thomas McLean (Published by), 1828 etching 1828 McLean

NYPL, 

Princeton, 
AGO milton, no date

Paul Pry

Much ado about nothing!!!, A standing woman dwarfed by the 

enormous dress and hat that she is wearing. 1828 Etching with 
hand-colouring, William Heath (Print made by); Thomas 

McLean (Published by), 1828 etching 1828 McLean

Wolpole 
Lib, 

Princeton Shakespeare; only the year

Necessity London: Published by Thos. McLean, 26, Haymarket, 

1828. only the year 1828 McLean

NYPL, 

Wolpole Lib MEZY-x
Novels, romances, tales, tx. Old mortality. only the year 1828 McLean NYPL MEZY-x

Paul Pry Phrenology no. 1. Sketches of Science. Bless me what a bump. etching 1828 McLean NYPL no date

Paul Pry

Pug-nacity, Two ape-women, dressed in the height of the 
fashion, with enormous ribbon-trimmed hats, are fighting, but 
have been torn apart by ape-watchmen. Each is held round the 
waist by a watchman, but extends menacing claws. A third 

watchman,..., William Heath (Print made by); Thomas McLean 

(Published by), 1825-1830 etching 1828 McLean

NYPL, 

Wolpole Lib MEZY-x

Paul Pry

Returned from the ball, Young woman dressed in her ballgown 

half-reclines on a settee in her bedroom while her elderly maid 
yawns with tiredness. Hand-coloured etching, William Heath 
(Print made by); Thomas McLean (Published by), 1829 etching 1828 McLean NYPL

pared with the Bustle!!! 
Photograph the Ppry figure 
on both****

Paul Pry Style - pl. 1. Town. Country. etching 1828 McLean
NYPL, 
Princeton no date ppry
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Heath Symptoms of dissipation . Morning noon night etching 1828 Humphrey NYPL etched by Heath/ inv by e.A.

Heath The Battle of Navarino drawing 1828
Maritime 
Museum

linen-backed; wash, blue; 
pen & ink, black Sheet: 595 x 910 mm

Paul Pry

The bustle!!!, A pretty young lady at her toilet, looking over her 
left shoulder in the direction of her large frilled bustle, the 

mirror and other accoutrements including a large bonnet to 
left; behind at right, a grotesque maid fashionably attired 

holds..., William Heath (Print made by); Thomas McLean 
(Published by), 1825-1830 etching 1828 McLean

British 

Museum, 
Princeton

pared with Returned from 
the Ball

Paul Pry
The dress circle. This is all very well For the folks in the front 
seats. [London]: Pub. by T. McLean, 26 Haymarket, [1829?] etching 1828 McLean

Wolpole 

Lib; 
Princeton no date ppry

william 
and henry 
Heath

The Gentleman's Magazine of Fashions. Fancy Costumes and 

Regimentals of the British Army. Bound volume of 14 coloured 
etchings by W. Alais and H. ridley after William and Henry 

Heath 1828-1829 contains issues for June and October 1828 
and March, May, June, September, October, November, and 
december 1829 etching 1828

gentleman'
s 

National 
Army 
Museum

smith, G.

the magic purse, horn, and girdle : a new fairy tale / illustrated 

with elegant engravings from original drawings, by W. Heath. 
London : Published by G. Stevens, No. 10, Borough-Road, 

Southwark, 1818 (Printed by Hay and Turner, Newcastle-
street, Strand) [16] p., Cotsen Children's Library (CTSN) Call 
number: Pams / Eng 19 / Box 067 23168 etching 1828

hay and 
turner Princeton Princeton

Paul Pry

The March of Bonnetism. [five captions]. The Skeleton. 

Covering. Trimmings. Trying-on. Dreadful Catastrophe. Mad 

Mr. Patent Bonnet Suspender has an account of the lightness of 

the roof suddenly give way - several of the young ladies remain 
crushed beneath ... [London]: Pub. by T. McLean 26 Haymarket 

..., [no date?] etching 1828 McLean

Wolpole 
Lib, NYPL, 

Princeton no date
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unsigned

The march of intellect, Four designs, each with border in which 
the words spoken are etched. [1] A wagoner walks beside his 

wagon, absorbed in a book, while the four horses and the 
wagon, with a screaming woman leaning from under the tilt, 
plunge over a cliff..., William Heath (Print made by); Thomas 
McLean (Published by), 1828 etching 1828 McLean

British 
Museum, 
NYPL, 
Princeton dated with year only

Paul Pry

The March of Morality, Satire: London street scene with a 
beadle brandishing a cane at statues of Cupid and Venus which 

street vendors are hastily clothing; in the background the shop 

window of McLean filled with caricatures of nudes including 

the Hottentot Venus..., William Heath (Print made by); Thomas 
McLean (Published by) Ethnic name: San; Khoikhoi, 1827-1829 etching 1828 McLean

NYPL, 

Wolpole 

lib., 
Princeton no date

The mute [e crossed through] - ability of affairs!!!, Above the 
design as a second title: Undertaker in Chief & Cabinet Maker 

to His M——y. Wellington, dressed in black as a mute at a 
funeral, stands stiffly, head turned in profile to the right with 
an expression of wary and defensive..., William Heath (Print 

made by); Thomas McLean (Published by), 1826-1830 etching 1828 McLean

British 

Museum

Paul Pry

The presentation of Dollalolla accompanied by the mighty 

thumb, The Duchess of St. Albans, stout, bejewelled, over-
dressed, and overpowering, sails towards the throne, leading 

her small husband, who hurries beside her, in quasi-
Elizabethan dress with two falcons on his arm. The King stands 
in front of..., William Heath (Print made by); Thomas McLean 
(Published by), 1825-1830 etching 1828 McLean

British 
Museum Wellington

Paul Pry

The Quack doctors confessions on his death bed, The doctor 

lies contorted in his death-agony, under the curtains of his bed, 

watched by an elderly, spectacled, and debased-looking nurse. 
Beside him on a table are a large stoppered bottle of Liquor 

Potassæ and Distilled Water— with two..., William Heath (Print 
made by), 1825-1830 etching 1828

Wolpole 
Lib, British 

Museum, 
wellcome

very long subtitle. Venereal 
infection…
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The royal salute!! Or a Tyrolese squeeze!!!, Four Tyrolean 
minstrels (right) stand together (right) singing, while their 

female performer, wearing peasant costume, takes a flying leap 
towards the King to kiss him, her arms round his neck. He 
draws back, arms flung wide. On the left..., William Heath (Print 
made by), 1825-1830 1828

British 
Museum

Paul Pry

The saveall or - economy -, Wellington, in his blue coat and 
white trousers, stands in profile to the left between Apsley 

House (right) and the Triumphal Arch on Constitution Hill still 

with some scaffolding (built by Decimus Burton in 1828 and 

afterwards temporarily..., William Heath (Print made by); 
Thomas McLean (Published by), 1827-1829 etching 1828 McLean

British 
Museum Wellington

Paul Pry The Seasons. Summer. Spring. Autumn. Winter. etching 1828 McLean NYPL no date

attributed The Wish Granted.  [above design]”I’d be a butterfly,” [no date]. etching 1828 McLean Princeton
no date, same carpet as 
other prints

Heath

To the King this work of the costume of the British army is with 

his Majesty's most gracious permission humbly dedicated / book 1828 Heath brown

Chelsea : Drawn, etch'd & 
published by Wm. Heath, 
Manor Grove, King's Road, 

1828

Paul Pry
Unpleasant occurrences, pl. 1st. You dropp'd this here 
thingumbob marm - Oh dear it's my bustle. etching 1828 McLean

NYPL, 

Princeton, 
v&a no date ppry

Watercolour drawing by William Heath, 1828; associated with 
the 1st Life Guards., Drawings and Watercolours, 1974-05-69-
67 watercolor 1828

National 
Army 
Museum

Paul Pry

We have the exhibition to examine. (vide shaks, Much Ado 
About Nothing) Ah if only one could see [P Pry figure 

speaking]. Pub. by T. McLean, 26 Haymarket, [no date?] etching 1828 McLean

NYPL, 

Wolpole 
Lib, 

Princeton

vide shaks much ado about 
nothing and ah if One could 

but see

Paul Pry

Wellington and Peel in the roles of the body-snatchers Burke 

and Hare suffocating Mrs Docherty For sale to Dr. Knox; 
representing the extinguishing by Wellington and Peel of the 
Constitution of 1688 by Catholic Emancipation. Coloured 
etching by W. Heath, 1829.: T. McLean, 1829 

GA 
2011.00935 1828 McLean

NYPL, 
Princeton no date ppry
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Paul Pry Where are you going my pretty maid etching 1828 McLean ago no date

Paul Pry

Another xample or the fatal effects of useing too much foolscap, 

Lord Anglesey, in hussar uniform, runs forward (right to left), 
looking sourly over his shoulder at Wellington, who is 
indicated by an aquiline nose projecting from the right margin, 
and by words floating towards Anglesey: 'cannot allow any, 

Print made by William Heath; published by Thomas McLean, 
1828-1830 etching 1829 1 McLean

British 
Museum Wellington

Paul Pry

Keeping the child quiet, Brougham, in wig and gown, supports 

on his knee a puppet-like O'Connell who looks very ill and 

wears a long, shroudlike infant's robe and cap, and holds a 

rattle and bells marked 'MP'. Brougham holds a spoon towards 
the child's mouth,..., William Heath (Print made by); Thomas 
McLean (Published by), 1829 etching 1829 2 24 McLean v&a

Paul Pry

Doing homage, After the title: "—Thus they, in lowliest plight, 
repentant bow—Mil[ton]. The Pope sits in a Gothic chair 

whose back is at an angle with the picture plane: Wellington, in 
profile to the right, kneels at his feet, supporting the Pope's 
right, Print made by William Heath; published by Thomas 

McLean, 1828-1830 etching 1829 2 McLean

Wolpole 
Lib, British 

Museum

Paul Pry

D'ont you remember the 5th of November, Wellington and Peel 
as "guys", tied back to back, bestride a broken chair on which 

they are being carried to bonfire or gibbet. Both wear tall 
conical caps surmounted by a cross and bound with (green) 
ribbon. From Wellington's wrist hangs a, Print made by 
William Heath; published by Thomas McLean, 1828-1830 etching 1829 2 McLean

Wolpole 
Lib, British 
Museum

Paul Pry

John Bull asking a few questions of orator mum, After the title: 

'Shall I vouchsafe your worship a word or two, Shakspea . .' 
['Merry Wives', II. ii]. John Bull (left), an obese citizen with 

grog-blossom nose, and Wellington, very thin and dressed as a 
mute at a funeral (as in BM Satires..., William Heath (Print 
made by); Thomas McLean (Published by), 1828-1830 etching 1829 2 McLean

British 
Museum Wellington, Shakespeare
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Paul Pry

John Bull in perplexity or ascendancy versus union, After the 

title: 'His progress, they said depended on Ascendancy; and 
this, they told him, was Ascendancy—and consequently the 
only thing that could do him good. Westminster Review N° 19.' 
John Bull, a stout gentleman (the first appearance..., William 

Heath (Print made by); Thomas McLean (Published by), 1828-
1830 etching 1829 2 McLean

British 

Museum, 
Princeton Princeton

Paul Pry

The speech, The throne (right), on a circular dais, stands on a 

rock, Rock of Protestant Ascendancy, which projects into the 

sea. Across a narrow channel is a corner of Ireland (left), a 

green mound, on which stands O'Connell, in wig and gown. 
From a..., William Heath (Print made by); Thomas McLean 
(Published by), 1828-1830 etching 1829 2 McLean

British 
Museum, 
Princeton Princeton

Paul Pry

Waist and extravagance [London]: Pub. March 2d [?] 1829 by T. 

McLean, etching 1829 3 2 McLean

Wolpole 
Lib, v&a, 

NYPL

Paul Pry

The Peel Thrown Away or One mans Meat Is Another mans 

Poison. Published March 7th 1829 by T McLean 26 Haymarket. etching 1829 3 7 McLean
Paul Pry A sketch of the Great Agi-Tater etching 1829 3 8 McLean Princeton Princeton

Paul Pry A Mistake etching 1829 3 10 McLean
British 
Museum

Paul Pry

Protestant descendency, a pull at the Church, An ancient Gothic 
church in the middle distance stands on a grassy hill inscribed 
'Protestant Ascendency'; under the hill (left) is a cave, 'Cave of 

Catholic Ascendency', in which are barrels of 'Gun . Pow[der]'. 

A fat bare-footed friar..., William Heath (Print made by); 

Thomas McLean (Published by), 1829 etching 1829 3 19 McLean

British 
Museum, 

Library of 

Congress, 

AGO pirated by Gans

Paul Pry

A New Situation. "Bless me Mary - is that you - where do you 

live now? If you please mam - I don’t live no where now, I'm 
married. etching 1829 3 20 McLean NYPL
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Heath

Sketch of a general officer commanding the insurgent troops 

on the 9th of Novr 1830, Below the title: 'This dangerous 
person was captured with the whole of his Army—Arms 
Ammunition—Military chest Stores—&c The Prisoners 9 in 
number have been march'd to the treadmill— the City remains 

tranquil'. A thin and very ragged man,..., William Heath (Print 
made by); Thomas McLean (Published by), 1830 etching 1829 3 20 McLean

British 
Museum riots On nov 9

Paul Pry

Sketches by travellers. pl 4. Dutch steamers on the frozen 

Zuyder Zee -; Sketches by travellers Plate 4th., Skating scene 

with grotesquely caricatured Dutch skaters; at front, a man 
(left) in voluminous breeches and with widely splayed legs, 
hands in pockets, smoking a long pipe and with his hat jammed 

over his eyes, skating purposefully to left,..., William Heath 
(Print made by); Thomas McLean (Published by), 1822-1840 etching 1829 3 20

Paul Pry sketches by travellers. Pl. 1. Tiger Hunting is a delightful sport etching 1829 3 20 McLean
Paul Pry sketches by travellers. Pl. 2. India is the finest country etching 1829 3 20

Paul Pry

Sketches by travellers. Pl. 3d. Going to bed in Germany, Above 
the design, Sketches by Travellers Plate .3d. An English 

traveller in shirt and night-cap lies on a massive striped duvet 

clutching a blanket from which his bare feet project. He turns 
in angry astonishment to look down at another..., William 
Heath (Print made by); Thomas McLean (Published by), 1825-
1830 etching 1829 3 20

Paul Pry

sketches by travellers. Pl. 5. Tempting of fer. an eskemaux 

tickling his lady's fancy etching 1829 3 20
Paul Pry sketches by travellers. Pl. 6. a chinese set-up etching 1829 3 20 McLean NYPL  

Paul Pry

Dressing for the house on the March 1829, Lyndhurst stands 
beside a dressing-table (left), in shirt-sleeves, wearing his 
Chancellor's wig. He puts one hand into the arm-hole of a coat 
which a footman in livery holds out, saying, 'Your Lordship's 
Coat is become very threadbare for..., William Heath (Print 
made by); Thomas McLean (Published by), 1829

GA 
2011.00886 1829 3 24 McLean Princeton Princeton
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Heath

The Great Boa Tippet 1829, Below the title: 'Still ye have 
predilection for the Serpent—'. A lady, consciously alluring, 

walks mincingly (left to right) on pavement, a long serpent 
coiled round her neck and having an apple in its mouth; her 
enormous hat has a..., William Heath (Print made by); Thomas 
McLean (Published by), 1829 etching 1829 3 29 McLean NYPL

why is this 1831? V&A also 
has it signed william Heath 
and the date is 0 changed 
to 9 [1820 1829]

Paul Pry

A labourer in the good cause,  Eldon stands with his shirt-
sleeves rolled up, carrying a great stack of petitions under each 
arm. On his head is a porter's knot made of a pair of green bags 

(emblem of 'Old Bags', see BM Satires No. 12883); on this rests 

a third pile of..., William Heath (Print made by); Thomas 

McLean (Published by), 1828-1830 etching 1829 3 McLean Wolpole Lib no date ppry

Paul Pry
A Lecture On Heads as delivered by Marshals Wellington & 
Blucher etching 1829 3 McLean

British 
Museum reissue

Paul Pry
Burking poor old Mrs Constitution Aged 141, , S Gans 
(Published by); William Heath (Print made by), 1829 etching 1829 3 Gans

Wolpole 
Lib, 

this is a pirated version. 
Probably post dated  

Paul Pry

Dissolution of the association, Erin, alluring and provocative, 

half kneels, half reclines, on a bed, pushing back the avidly 
amorous Wellington, who takes her by the waist. She says: 'If I 

should let you first, | Wouldn't you call me silly—fool. | Marry 
me first and then, Print made by William Heath; published by 
Thomas McLean, 1828-1830 etching 1829 3 McLean

British 
Museum

artist's signature [Paul 
Pry], text within image and 

publication line: "Pub by T 
McLean 26 Haymarket 

Where political & other 
Caricatuers are daily 
publishing"

Paul Pry

How To Keep One’s Place. AD. 1833.Published March 1829 by 

T. McLean 26 Haymarket. etching 1829 3 McLean

Paul Pry

Leaving the House of Lords through the assembled commons, 
Above the design: 'A Scene in Palace Yard.' Wellington, in 
civilian dress, gallops across a cobbled space, leaving behind an 

angry proletarian crowd, some of whom have been thrown 
down. He stoops, and though he does not turn his head, his..., 

William Heath (Print made by); Thomas McLean (Published 
by), 1829 etching 1829 3 McLean
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Paul Pry

Portrait of a noble duke. Below the design: '"I should think this 

head possest some talent For Military affairs." Phrenological 
Lecture.' a head of Wellington in profile to the left, composed of 
Military emblems. Over the Duke's Military uniform is draped 
the gold-embroidered gown of the Chancellor of the Exchequer 

as in BM Satires No. 15499, &c. March 1829? the print may 
reflect Sir R. Inglis's attack On Emancipation (5 Mar.): "The 

noble duke, unrivalled as he is, and, above all men successful in 
directing the energies of brute force, has never learned to 

calculate the powers and the resistance of opinion." etching 1829 3 McLean

British 
Museum, 

AGO Wellington

Paul Pry

Rats in the barn. Or Iohn Bulls famous old dog Billy astonishing 
the varment, A fat and gross John Bull, a yokel in a smock, 
stoops forward to cheer on a terrier with the head of Eldon 

who grips in his teeth a rat with the (terrified) head of 
Wellington: 'Thats right Old Boy. give it em what they thought 

you had lost..., William Heath (Print made by); Thomas McLean 
(Published by), 1827-1830

GA 
2011.01378 1829 3 McLean

Wolpole 

Lib, 
Princeton

"Pub by T. McLean 26 
Haymarket Political & 

other Caricatuers Daily 
Pub" Robert peel

Paul Pry

The field of Battersea, Wellington (left), with a huge lobster's 

claw for (profile) head and neck (cf. BM Satires No. 15500), 
fires at Winchilsea (right) who makes himself as narrow as 

possible, standing on tiptoe and firing into the air. Wellington, 

whose bullet..., William Heath (Print made by); Thomas 
McLean (Published by), 1829 etching 1829 3 McLean

British 
Museum Wellington
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Paul Pry

Thomas Leatherbreeches the Somersetshire - Grimaldi 

receiving an answer to his letter, Lethbridge, dressed as a 

clown, staggers back with flexed knees, and a fixed and 
terrified stare. In his right hand he holds up a halter labelled 

'No Popery'; in the left is a letter: 'Sir We Just Trouble with a 
Line—which we sincerely hope..., William Heath (Print made 
by); Thomas McLean (Published by), 1828-1830 etching 1829 3 McLean

Thomas 
Buckler 
Lethbridge

Sir Thomas Buckler 

Lethbridge (1778-1849), M.P. 
For Somerset, had taken a 
prominent part in a 
Devonshire protest against 

concessions to Catholics in 
January; On 6 Feb., he 

announced that his opinions 
were unchanged. On 6 Mar. 

he explained that he now 

supported Emancipation, 
believing that the measure 

was necessary and that the 
feeling in the country was 
altered. 

Paul Pry

A sketch of the row in Parliment Street, A pugilistic encounter 
between two old market-women who are Eldon (left) and 

Wellington (right). Eldon is much the stouter and more 

purposeful, facing his enemy grimly and aggressively. He has a 
basket of oranges (emblem of the Orange, Print made by 

William Heath; published by Thomas McLean, 1828-1830

GA 

2011.00868 1829 4 McLean

Wolpole 
Lib, 

Princeton
A startling interogation [sic] [London]: Pub. April 1829 by T. 
McLean, 26 Haymarket ..., [Apr.1829] etching 1829 4 McLean Wolpole Lib

Paul Pry

Burking poor old Mrs Constitution Aged 141, Probably a copy 

of BM Satires No. 15707.A, antedated to conceal the piracy. 

Peel and Wellington, as Hare and Burke, murder an old woman 

(the Mrs. Docherty of the trial). Peel, seated on a heap of straw, 

grips her between his legs, McLean (Published by); William 

Heath (Print made by), 1829 etching 1829 4 McLean

wellcome 

inst april 1829

Burke and Hare suffocating 

Mrs Docherty for sale to Dr. 

Knox; satirizing Wellington and 

Peel extinguishing the 

Constitution for Catholic 

Emancipation.

Paul Pry

Burking poor old Mrs Constitution. Aged 141, Either the 
original (as is probable, 15933) or a close copy of BM Satires 
No. 15707, with the same inscriptions. April 1829 Hand-
coloured etching, Print made by William Heath; published by 
Thomas McLean, 1829

GA 
2011.00878 1829 4 McLean Princeton Wellington Robert peel
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D--nd unpleasant situation this… making a retreat etching 1829 4 McLean NYPL national army Museum
Dr Arther & his man Bob giving Iohn Bull a bolus. a close copy 

of BM Satires 15714, with altered publication line, and 'Paul 
Pry' signature. "(Paul Pry) Esqr", text within image and 
publication line: "Published, by S. Gans, Southampton Street, 
Strand." etching 1829 4 Gans copy Robert peel

Paul Pry

Dr. Arther & his man Bob giving John Bull a Bolus. [above] 
Quacks from Church St. [ John Bull lies On the ground 
supported by Peel, whilst Wellington rams a large paper into 

his mouth. satire On Catholic Emancipation. Signed with the 

artist's emblem.] Lettered with title etc. and Quacks from 

Church St. Pub. April 1829 by T McLean 26 Haymarket Political 
& other Caricatures daily pub. etching 1829 4 McLean v&a arthur and Bob Robert peel

Heath

Drill. Why You infernal rascal, how dare you stand there 
making such horrible ugly faces! - make the fly leave my Nose 
alone serjeant. etching 1829 4 McLean

NYPL, 

national 
army 
Museum

this is very different 
lettering drawn & etched 

by W. Heath. Pub april 
1829 by T McLean (copy?) 
or plate for a book?

Paul Pry

Finis, The King sits at a round library table, concealed by a 
curtain except for one leg from the knee, and his hands, one 

holding a pen, poised above the 'Catholic Rel[ief] Bill', a long 
document, partly held up by Peel, who kneels. Close behind..., 

William Heath (Print made by); Thomas McLean (Published 
by), 1829

GA 
2011.00889 1829 4 McLean Princeton Princeton

It a pity You noting to do, but look at me. Did You never see a 

ladys gentleman a fore eh? [London]: Pub. by T. McLean etching 1829 4 McLean Wolpole Lib

Paul Pry

Lady day at court. O happy dat o joyous hour, George IV, in 

military uniform with trousers and sash, stands with arms 

extended, surrounded by bejewelled ladies. There are two 
groups in the foreground: on the left the Duchess of St. Albans, 
moustached and more exuberantly bedecked and..., William 
Heath (Print made by); Thomas McLean (Published by), 1829 etching 1829 4 McLean

British 
Museum
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Making a Retreat, A soldier, both of whose legs have been 
blown off, makes his retreat from an enemy hussar by means of 

a pair of crutches. April 1829 Etching with hand-colouring, 
William Heath (Print made by); Thomas McLean (Published 
by), 1829 etching 1829 4 McLean Wolpole Lib

Paul Pry

Minervas favourite Bird!!!Published April 1829 by T. McLean 
26, Haymarket.10¼ x 14¼. Original colour, with reasonable 
margins, very slight marks. Lord Eldon is pictured as a grumpy 

Owl. Above the image is the word “Retirement”. This relates to 

his failed opposition to Catholic Relief. B. M. 15739. etching 1829 4 McLean

Paul Pry

Morning Nigth [sic], Two designs, side by side, each with a 
second title in the upper border: [1] 'Scene, in the Island of 
Jersey.' Wellington, in uniform, sits on a sofa beside Lady 

Jersey, addressing her, hand on heart: 'And will your Ladyship 
ever remain..., William Heath (Print made by); Thomas McLean 

(Published by), 1828-1830 etching 1829 4 McLean Wolpole Lib
New panorama, a startling interogation [i.e. interrogation] 
Heath, William, 1795-1840.; McLean, Thomas. [London] (26 

Haymarket) : Published by T. McLean, 1829 etching 1829 4 McLean NYPL MEZY-x

Paul Pry

Old Nic the covey wot drives the Bexley van, One of a set, see 
BM Satires No. 15731, &c. A portrait intended for Nicholas 

Vansittart, Lord Bexley, as a coachman, whip in hand, wearing 
(single) caped greatcoat, broad-brimmed hat, and top-boots. In 
his right hand he holds a small book,..., William Heath (Print 
made by); Thomas McLean (Published by), 1829

GA 
2011.00913 1829 4 McLean Princeton

one of a set about coaching, 
with a man wot…

Paul Pry Porro unum est necessarium" etching 1829 4 McLean

British 

Museum

his ambition will lead him 
to attempt that One thing, 

vide napoleon bonaparte's 

prophecy. 
Quacks from Church St. Dr. Arther & his man Bob giving John 

Bull a bolus / [London]: Pub. April 1829, by T. McLean, 26 
Haymarket, [1829] etching 1829 4 McLean Wolpole Lib
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Paul Pry

Receiving absolution for past heresies. Pl.2, A Cardinal-Legate 

with attendant clergy, extends his left arm to give absolution to 
Lyndhurst, Peel, and Wellington. The two former kneel before 
the throne, their hands together as if in prayer. Lyndhurst, 
more abject, has the Purse of the..., William Heath (Print made 

by); Thomas McLean (Published by), 1828-1830 etching 1829 4 McLean

British 

Museum

Paul Pry

Sketches of Character no. 1 ; Vot are you staring at? Spooney - 

is there any thing perticular about a Coachman, Plate 1 of a 

series: a coachman holding a tankard of beer addresses the 

viewer. c.1829 Etching with hand-colouring, William Heath 
(Print made by); Thomas McLean (Published by), 1829 etching 1829 4 McLean NYPL no date

Paul Pry

Sketches of Character no. 2 ; I haxes parden Marm, Boots if you 

please, Plate 2 of a series: a chimney-sweep touching his 
forelock addresses the viewer. c.1829 Etching with hand-

colouring, William Heath (Print made by); Thomas McLean 
(Published by), 1829 etching 1829 4 McLean NYPL

no date. No. 1 turf 
characters

Paul Pry

Sketches of Character no. 3. Do you please to have your bed 

warn'd sir? etching 1829 4 McLean

NYPL, 

Princeton no date

Paul Pry

Sketches of Character no. 4 ; You never ketches me a woyaging 

no more. I've had a nuf on it., Plate 4 of a series: a sailor on 
shore addresses the viewer. c.1829 Etching with hand-

colouring, William Heath (Print made by); Thomas McLean 
(Published by), 1829 etching 1829 4 McLean

NYPL, 

wolpole lib, 
British 

Museum, 
Princeton no date

Paul Pry

Sketches of Character no. 5 ; The Landlady at your service Sir, 

You will find your bed well air'd as I slept in it my self last 

night, Plate 5 of a series: a vast woman with apron addresses 

the viewer. c.1829 Etching with hand-colouring, William Heath 
(Print made by); Thomas McLean (Published by), 1829 etching 1829 4 McLean

NYPL, 
Princeton no date

Paul Pry

Sketches of Character no. 6 - the outside passenger. No, 6. Very 
cold outside eh? Why I'm a perfect icicle don't I look the 
picture of misery -- if you have any small beer waiter I'll take a 
glass, never mind my luggage, I can carry it myself. etching 1829 4 McLean

NYPL, 
Princeton no date
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Paul Pry

Sketches of Character no. 7 ; The most uncomfortablest, I vos 

hever hin six hinsides ..., Plate 7 of a series: a fat inside 
passenger with coat and bags stands and addresses the viewer. 
c.1829 Etching with hand-colouring, William Heath (Print 
made by); Thomas McLean (Published by), 1829 etching 1829 4 McLean NYPL no date

Paul Pry

Sketches of Character no. 9 Footman pl. 9th. It a Pity you 
Noting to do, but look at Me. Did You Never See a ladys 
Gentleman a fore eh? April 1829 etching 1829 4 McLean

NYPL, 
Princeton only print in series dated

Paul Pry

The cad to the man wot drives the sovereign [London] : Pub. ... 

by T. Mcfat, 26 Strawmarket [i.e. T. McLean, 26 Haymarket], 

1829 

GA 

2011.00922 1829 4 McLean

Princeton, 

v&a

Peel is tout or handyman-
conductor to the coach 
driven by Wellington. For 

Peel as rat-catcher, i.e. 
inducer of M.P.'s to 

abandon their convictions, 
cf. No. 15682. Peel figures 
as 'cad'¹ and rat-catcher in 

many subsequent prints.1. 
'Cad' as 'low fellow' 

(analogies with the 

Scottish caddie) dates from 
1831, 'O.E.D.' It appears 
from the prints that cad 
was first a coach tout, who, 

transferred to the omnibus, 

became its conductor. Wellington

Paul Pry

The guard wot looks arter the sovereign, See BM Satires No. 

15731. Lady Conyngham stands directed to the left, feet apart, 
dressed as in BM Satires No. 15720; she amusingly combines 
the ultra-feminine with masculine attributes and stance. She is 
immensely fat and wide with small..., William Heath (Print 
made by); Thomas McLean (Published by), 1829

GA 
2011.00927 1829 4 McLean Princeton

one of a set of coaching 
portraits with the man wot 
drives the sovereign Wellington
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Paul Pry

The man wot drives the sovereign, Wellington stands in profile 

to the right, dressed as the driver of a mail-coach, holding his 
whip and (as way-bill) a paper resembling the 'Gazette', 
headed 'Bill' [i.e. for Catholic Relief]. His (gloved) left hand 

touches the broad brim..., William Heath (Print made by); 
Thomas McLean (Published by), 1829

GA 
2011.01381 1829 4 McLean

one of a set of coaching 

portraits either suggested 
by or the basis of . the 
cockney wording of the 
title was still more widely 

imiteded. the subject is the 
duke's pressure On the 

king to induce him to 
accept emancipation. Sir W 

Fraser calls them 

"probably the most 
popular caricatures that 

came Out in relation to the 
duke" from words On 
Wellington 1900 p.169. a 

sequel is hb's new state 
omnibus Wellington

Paul Pry

The slap up swell wot drives when hever he likes, See BM 

Satires No. 15731, &c. George IV stands with legs apart, head 
turned in profile to the right, hands in the pockets of a 

greatcoat on which is a nosegay: rose, thistle, and shamrock. 
He wears a wide-brimmed hat as in prints of the..., William 
Heath (Print made by); Thomas McLean (Published by), 1829

GA 
2011.00932 1829 4 McLean Princeton

one of a set of coaching 
portraits with the man wot 
drives the sovereign Wellington

Why you infernal rascal - how dare you stand there making 

such horrible ugly faces! - Make the fly leave ny nose alone 
Serjeant, A sergeant addresses a line of soldiers on parade, one 

of whom is being stung on the nose by a bee. April 1830 

Etching with hand-colouring, William Heath (Print made by); 
Thomas McLean (Published by), 1830 etching 1829 4 McLean

National 

Army 
Museum
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Paul Pry

The boy thats lost his place entirely, O'Connell stands full-face, 

with a glum expression, a shillelagh in one hand, a knotted 
handkerchief-bundle in the other. Above his head: 'I ll get lave 
to walk back again—aney how.' In place of the usual barrister's 
dress he wears a green..., William Heath (Print made by); 

Thomas McLean (Published by), 1829 etching 1829 5 20 McLean

British 

Museum

Paul Pry

A slap at the Charleys or a Tom & Jerry lark, After the title: 

'vide New Poliece Bill?' Peel, the "Cad" of BM Satires No. 15734, 

but with a certain raffish elegance (as "Jerry"), puts to flight a 

band of elderly night-watchmen, one of whom he smites on the 
jaw like an expert boxer; the, Print made by William Heath; 
published by Thomas McLean, 1829

GA 
2011.00870 1829 5 26 McLean Princeton Princeton

Paul Pry

One of the tenth, Above the design: 'Hyde Park May 27 1829 
Sketched at the Review'. After the title: 'When I was an Infant 

gossips would say—when I grew older, I'de be a soldier. &c.' A 
lady in the uniform of the Tenth (Royal) Hussars, except for a 
flowing..., William Heath (Print made by); Thomas McLean 

(Published by), 1829 etching 1829 5 28 McLean

National 
Army 

Museum

lady Londonderry with 

moustache and uniform

Paul Pry

Oh what a falling off was there, After the title: 'fully accow 
[crossed out and replaced with a 'u'] —tred the Hero lay.' 

Above the design: 'Review—PI 2.' Wellington, sword in hand, 
falls from his horse, his white trousers crashing into a patch of 
cow-dung. He wears (in..., William Heath (Print made by); 
Thomas McLean (Published by), 1829 etching 1829 5 29 McLean

British 
Museum Wellington

Paul Pry

A few illustrations for Mr Warbertons Bill,  Ten vignettes 

arranged round a central and larger vignette (No. 6). [1] 'The 
Rich.' Three coffins, decorated with coronet, &c, in a vault lit by 

a slanting beam from a barred window. [2] 'What the poor 
mans Grave used to be—' A country..., William Heath (Print 
made by); Thomas McLean (Published by), 1829 etching 1829 5 30 McLean

British 
Museum
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Paul Pry

Searching an English ship in the Dardanelles, The title 

continues '—or our faithful Ally shewing his respect for the 
British Flag.' Russian sailors on the deck of a British ship 
maltreat English seamen and carry off British Goods from the 
hold, &c. The Russians, burly and bearded, with..., William 

Heath (Print made by); Thomas McLean (Published by), 1829 etching 1829 5 30 McLean

British 

Museum

Paul Pry

The man wots got the whip hand of 'em all, A hand printing-

press of metal (a Stanhope Press), supported on the stout legs 

of a man in breeches which seem to belong to a John Bull, puts 

to flight mere pigmy humans: two flee to the right, one 
propelled by a kick from a huge buckled..., William Heath (Print 
made by); Thomas McLean (Published by), 1829 etching 1829 5 30 McLean

Princeton, 
AGO

Stanhope press and shoes 

of Eldon. Note the picture 
of the print the man wot 
drives the sovreign

Paul Pry

A Misconception,  An elderly aunt starts back thinking that her 

niece is pregnant; in fact it is only her bustle out of position. 
May 1829 Etching with hand-colouring, William Heath (Print 
made by); Thomas McLean (Published by), 1829 etching 1829 5 McLean

Wolpole 
Lib; NYPL MEZY-x

Paul Pry

A quartette in character,  A close copy of BM Satires No. 15746, 
with the 'P. P.' signature (see No. 15933) and the imprint. May 

1829 Hand-coloured etching, S Gans (Published by); William 
Heath (Print made by), 1829 etching 1829 5 gans

British 
Museum

Paul Pry

A quartette in character,  The four mail-coach characters of BM 
Satires No. 15731, &c, reduced in scale, stand together. The 
King, posed exactly as in BM Satires No. 15732, is on the left, 

addressing Wellington: 'Jarvey Jarvey—'. Wellington, as in BM 

Satires No...., William Heath (Print made by); Thomas McLean 

(Published by), 1829 etching 1829 5 McLean

Wellington, goes with the 

series man wot …

Paul Pry

An ice-o-lated being. Plate 1st. Winter. No hope arose of being 
freed./ I cast my last look up the sky/ And there between me 
and the sun / I saw the expecting raven fly."  May 1829 etching 1829 5 McLean

NYPL, 
Princeton MEZY-x
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Paul Pry

An illustration of the old proverb - between two stools - &c &c-, 

O'Connell, in back view, throws up arms and legs as his two 
three-legged stools topple outwards. One (left) is of rough-
hewn wood, very solid, inscribed '1688 Constructed of English 
Oak' [see BM Satires No. 15707, &c.]. The other (right) is, Print 

made by William Heath; published by Thomas McLean, 1829 etching 1829 5 McLean

British 

Museum O'Connell, Shakespeare

Paul Pry

French Salutation. English Salutation, Two designs side by side, 

both of an acci¬dental meeting of pedestrians. [1] The two 

Frenchmen register delighted astonishment with theatrical 

gestures and are extravagantly dressed, foppish in contrasted 
ways, one very thin, the other..., William Heath (Print made by); 
Thomas McLean (Published by), 1829 etching 1829 5 McLean

Wolpole 
Lib, NYPL, 
Princeton Princeton scrapbook

Paul Pry

Oath's unnecessary previous to taking a seat in the house, 

Above the design: 'A Scene at Batt's' [Hotel, cf. BM Satires No. 
15666]. O'Connell, with his gown looped over his arm, stands 
in a carpeted corridor, addressing a waiter: 'Waiter you Will 

oblige me mightily by showing me the way to the..., William 
Heath (Print made by); Thomas McLean (Published by), 1829 etching 1829 5 McLean

British 
Museum no date

Paul Pry

Retirement. Minerva's favourite bird!!!, Above the design, as 
alternative title: 'Retirement'. A close-up of a hawk-like owl 

with the fiercely scowling head of Eldon. Its talons grip the 
edge of a hole in an ancient oak, whose interior, framed in bark 
and oak-leaves, forms a..., William Heath (Print made by); 
Thomas McLean (Published by), 1829 etching 1829 5 McLean Princeton Princeton

Paul Pry

RUN NEIGHBOURS RUN – St AL---NS IS QUADRILLING IT. 

Published by T. McLean 26 Haymarket May 1829.14 x 10¼. 

Original colour with reasonable margins. the Duchess of St. 
Albans leads the dancing with an unidentified naval of ficer. B. 

M. 15936. etching 1829 5 McLean Princeton
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Paul Pry

Sketches of character, the Waterman. A view if the River Styx, A 
waterman with wooden legs on the banks of a river hails a 

potential passenger. May 1829 Etching with hand-colouring, 
William Heath (Print made by); Thomas McLean (Published 
by), 1829 etching 1829 5 McLean

NYPL, 
Princeton

Paul Pry

The fashion behind but not behind the fashion. [at the top] 

1829 "T'is thus to follow the mode" beaumont & Fletcher. 
[London] : Pub May 1829 by T. McLean, 26 Haymarket sole 
publisher of P. Pry caricatures, 1829 etching 1829 5 McLean

Princeton, 
NYPL

Paul Pry

Parish characters. Caleb Quotem the Parish factotum he is all, 

he is evry[sic] thing, the Parish could not go On without him, he 
has more trades than hairs in his wig / [London]: Pub. June 1st, 
1829 by S. Gans 15 Southampton St. Strand ..., [1 June 1829] etching 1829 6 1 Gans Wolpole Lib pirated edition, Wellington

Paul Pry

Take care of your pockets - a hint for the Orthodox, Above the 
design: '"Take heed, have open eyes; for thieves do foot abroad 

[sic]. Shakespeare' ['Merry Wives', II. i] 'Render unto Seizer 
those things which are Seizers.' A bishop (right), wearing 

apron and shovel-hat, brandy-faced and..., William Heath (Print 
made by); Thomas McLean (Published by), 1829 etching 1829 6 2 McLean Wolpole Lib Wellington, Shakespeare

"(Paul Pry) Esq. [W. Heath.] / 
Pub June 2d by T. McLean 26 

Haymarket Sole Publisher of 
Paul Pry Caricatures"

Showing the difference between the man and the of ficer and 

great contrast there is! / [London]: Pub. March 30, 1831, For 
W. Heath at 56 Quadrant Regent Street, [30 Mar. 1831] etching 1829 6 4 McLean Wolpole Lib

published For William 
Heath**

Paul Pry

John Bull & the arch-itect wot build's the arches - &c - &c - &c - 
&c -, Below the design: 'The Architect. Glory consists in the 

designment and Idea of the work; his ambition should be to 
make the form triumph over the Matter—'. John Nash stands 

between the two wings (elongated) of the reconstructed 

Buckingham..., William Heath (Print made by); Thomas McLean 

(Published by), 1829 etching 1829 6 5 McLean

Wolpole 

Lib, British 

Museum
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Paul Pry

The testimonial - to be erected in the Phenix Park Dublin, The 

Pope, seated on the shoulders of Wellington and Peel, forms 
the principal part of a towering erection on grassy ground. The 
base is a giant volume, lettered 'Constitution'; on this lies a lion 
whose mane frames the (melancholy) face of..., William Heath 

(Print made by); Thomas McLean (Published by), 1829 etching 1829 6 5 McLean
Parish Characters in Ten Plates by Paul Pry Esq.; One of the 
select Vestry!!!, Plate 7: Lady Conyngham looking vast with a 

half-moon in her hair as Diana. 12 June 1829 Hand-coloured 

etching, William Heath (Print made by); Thomas McLean 

(Published by), 1829 etching 1829 6 12 McLean

Paul Pry

Parish characters. Attorney in General to the Parish the Scarlet 

gentleman. Heath, William, 1795-1840.; MacLean, Thomas, 
Libraries etching 1829 6 12 McLean

Wolpole 
Lib, British 

Museum, 
AGO

part of the set Parish 
characters, 10 plates

Paul Pry
Parish characters. Caleb Quotem the Parish factotum. 
Published June 12th 1829 by T. McLean 26 Haymarket. etching 1829 6 12 McLean

British 
Museum

part of the set Parish 

characters, 10 plates, 
Wellington

Paul Pry

Parish Characters. Dusty Bob - the Parish dustman Heath, 

William, 1795-1840.; MacLean, Thomas,[London] : Pub... by T. 
McLean, 26 Haymarket - sole publisher of P. Pry's Caricatures - 

none are original without McLean's name, 1829 etching 1829 6 12 McLean

British 

Museum

part of the set Parish 

characters, 10 plates

Paul Pry

Parish characters. Leo Sacks - One of the Charity Crabs. 
Published June 12th 1829 by T. McLean 26 Haymarket. 9½ x 

13. Original colour and set into a McLean album sheet and thus 
trimmed onto /within the plate mark. Goulburn, Chancellor of 

the Exchequer, dressed as a charity schoolboy. etching 1829 6 12 McLean

British 

Museum

part of the set Parish 

characters, 10 plates

Paul Pry

Parish characters. Master Dogberry the Parish watchman June 
12, 1829. Pub... by T. McLean 26 Haymarket sole publisher of P. 

Pry Caricatures, none are original without McLean's name, 
1829 etching 1829 6 12 McLean

British 
Museum

part of the set Parish 
characters, 10 plates Shakespeare
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Parish characters. Master Fang the Parish beadle look at me - 

don't see - don't see - I'm the Beadle of Parish : "He - Sir that 
takes pity On decayed men- and gives them suits of durance; he 
that sets up his rest to do more exploits with his mace - than a 
Morris pike - Vide Shakespeare.: Pub... by T. McLean, 26 

Haymarket – sole publisher of P. Pry's Caricatures - None are 
original without McLean's name, 1829 etching 1829 6 12 McLean

Parish characters. Mr Primate. the Church Warden. Published 
June 12th 1829 by T. McLean 26 Haymarket. etching 1829 6 12 McLean

Paul Pry

Parish Characters. Mr. George king - the Parish overseer "and 

ratolorum too, and a gentleman born - who writes himself 
armigero," in any bill. warrant. quittance : or, obligato - 
[Shakespeare ?]. Published June 12th 1829 by T. McLean 26 

Haymarket. etching 1829 6 12 McLean

British 

Museum Wellington

Parish characters. One of the Poor Employed to Mend the High 
Ways. .Published June 12th 1829 by T. McLean 26 Haymarket. etching 1829 6 12 McLean

Paul Pry

The Parish overseer  [P Pry says:] from a hint of W.R.V.'s.  Pub. 
by T. McLean 26 Haymarket caricature daily publishing, [no 

date?] etching 1829 6 12 McLean

Wolpole 

Lib, 
Princeton, 

NYPL

Paul Pry

Actor of all work, Above the design 'All The Worlds A Stage &c 

S-' Wellington sits behind a small cloth-covered table flanked 
by eight other representations of himself, as depicted in recent 
caricatures, apparently all by W. Heath. The arrangement is, 
Print made by William Heath; published by Thomas McLean, 

1829 etching 1829 6 15 McLean

British 

Museum

Paul Pry

Recruiting party, Below the design (as a second title) : 'Nows 

Your Time My Lads—Whigs & Tories—Christians. Jews & 

Turks—no distinction made.' Wellington, as a recruiting 

sergeant, stands very erect to salute George IV (left) while he 
drops a large coin..., William Heath (Print made by); Thomas 
McLean (Published by), 1829

GA 
2011.00916 1829 6 20 McLean

Princeton; 
NYPL Princeton
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Paul Pry
Lot 1. To be sold with all his trappings that splendid charger 
"Arthur"… at top: Lot 1 etching 1829 6 22 McLean

British 
Museum

Henry Heath design etched 

by William Heath***. Pair 
with to be sold without 
researve… Four prints Wellington

Paul Pry
Lot 2. To be sold without resrve to the highest bidder - that 
famous rat tailed cob-bob. Got by merchant…at top Lot 2 etching 1829 6 22 McLean

British 
Museum

Paul Pry A. Dalme--tian. Booking the colonel etching 1829 6 26 McLean

no date. No. 1 turf 

characters

Paul Pry

Lot 3. To be sold at the next meeting, if not previously disposed 

of - by private contract… at top: Lot 3 etching 1829 6 29 McLean

Henry Heath design etched 
by William Heath***. Pair 
with to be sold without 

researve… Four prints

Paul Pry

To be sold with his engagements [...], The title continues: 'got 

by Jack-Painter out of Nothing by Placeman and Dam The 
Expence is very quick at turning and well calculated to ride to 

the Dogs.' Above the design 'LOT 3'. A sleek black racehorse, its 
mane neatly braided, stands..., William Heath (Print made by); 

Thomas McLean (Published by), 1829 etching 1829 6 29 McLean

British 

Museum ?Henry Heath also

Paul Pry

Modern oddities by P.Pry Esq. Pl. 1st, A young lady wearing a 

dress with ballooning sleeves. 30 June 1829 Hand-coloured 
etching, William Heath (Print made by); Thomas McLean 
(Published by), 1829 etching 1829 6 30 McLean

NYPL, 
Princeton, 
wolpole lib

written in capital letters: 
none are original without 
this publication Shakespeare

Paul Pry

The horticultural fate dedicated to the Rainer family. "The 

kindly dw drops form the higher tree./ And wets the little 
plants that nestle underneath. Spencer). / "Our gayness and 

our gear are all besmirch'd" -shak-  [London]: Pub. June 30, 

1829, by T. McLean, 26 Haymarket ..., sole publisher of P Prys 

caricatures etching 1829 6 30 McLean

Wolpole 

Lib, NYPL, 

Princeton

quotes from Shakespeare 

and Spencer add to 

absurdity
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Paul Pry

Knock and ye shall enter, An archaic iron-studded door, with 

posts and lintel of solid but ancient oak, represents the door of 
the 'COMMONS' [inscription on lintel]. Above: '"They of Rome 
are enter'd in our Counsels Sh.' ['Coriolanus', I. ii]. An old-
clothes' man..., William Heath (Print made by); Thomas McLean 

(Published by), 1828-1830 etching 1829 6 McLean Shakespeare

Paul Pry

The best friend in the world!!!, A flattering portrait of George 
IV, standing full-face, head in profile to the left, right hand on 

hip, top-hat in his left hand. Behind his head is a large gold 

disk, a huge sovereign inscribed '[G]eorgius IV Dei Grati[a]'. He 

wears..., William Heath (Print made by); Thomas McLean 
(Published by), 1828-1830 etching 1829 6 McLean

British 
Museum

Little Cupid's a mischievous boy, Cupid sits on a fence while a 
yokel makes eyes at a country girl with a yoke over her 

shoulders. 2 July 1829 Etching with hand-colouring, William 
Heath (Print made by); Thomas McLean (Published by), 1829 etching 1829 7 2 McLean

Wolpole 
Lib, NYPL

Paul Pry

P-Pry's address to the public, Paul Pry (see BM Satires No. 

15138), with the features of Liston, stands directed to the right, 
bending forward and raising his top-hat, his right hand resting 

on the handle of his umbrella. He wears the usual blue coat, 
striped red and..., William Heath (Print made by); Thomas 

McLean (Published by), 1829 etching 1829 7 6 McLean self portrait

william 

Heath

The beau monde. "Our modern ladies heads are fill'd with 
Bows", [London]: Pub. July 6, 1829, by T. McLean, 26 

Haymarket ..., etching 1829 7 6 McLean

Wolpole 
Lib, NYPL, 
Princeton, 

AGO

 "sole publisher of Mr 
Heath etchings". This is the 
first print with Heath's 

name spelled out

Hat-boxes [London]: Pub. July 14, 1829, by T. McLean, 26 

Haymarket ..., [14 July 1829 etching 1829 7 14 McLean Wolpole Lib
william 

Heath Opera reminiscences. To be continued. Pl.2. [bottom] Hat Boxes etching 1829 7 14 McLean Princeton
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Opera reminiscences - 1829 - to be continued, Desdemona, 

Otello, dedicated to the admirers of William Shakespeare 
Heath, William,; McLean, T. Publication:[London, England] : 

Pub. by T. McLean, 1829 etching 1829 7 15 McLean

above opera 

reminiscences. To be 
continued 1. within border 
Desdemona Otello. July 15; 
3. Rodrigo Desdemona 

otello. Che fiery punto e 
questo. July 18, 1829. 2. hat 

boxes. July 14, 1829

Opera reminiscences, Che fiero punto ée questo! Rodrigo, 

Desdemona, and Othello Heath, William,; McLean, T. 
Publication: [London, England] : Pub. by T. McLean, 1829 No etching 1829 7 18 McLean

Paul Pry

State of the giraffe, The King's giraffe hangs limply from a sling 
which is suspended from a cross-beam supported on two 
uprights. George IV and Lady Conyngham push hard at a 

windlass to hoist up their pet. He has thrown off his coat and 

rolled up his..., William Heath (Print made by); Thomas McLean 
(Published by), 1828-1830 etching 1829 7 McLean

v&a, 
Princeton

see also state of England, 

Below the design: 'Little 
hope is now entertaind of 
the recovery of the 

Giraffe—since the last 
attack he is unable to rise 

without the assistance of 

Slings—every attention is 
paid him but tis fear'd 
without effect—Morning 
papers.' The little P.P. of 

the signature says: 'I 

supose we shall have to 
pay for stuffing him next.' 

Paul Pry The toilet of a Modern belle. Inflating a lady etching 1829 7 Gans NYPL this is pirated

Fine crusted port. Vin ordinaire. August 1829 etching 1829 8 Gans NYPL might be a pirated
The moors. [London]: Pub. Sep. 16, 1829, by T. McLean, 26 
Haymarket ..., [16 Sept. 1829] etching 1829 9 16 McLean Wolpole Lib
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Heath 

The Moors. Plate 2nd, Men holding guns sinking into a bog with 
dogs and grouse in the background. 16 September 1829 Hand-

coloured etching, William Heath (Print made by); Thomas 
McLean (Published by), 1829 etching 1829 9 16 McLean NYPL MEZY-x

Heath
The Moors, pl. 3. had any sport? Shot a grouse. a gross I don’t 
see but one. the moors pl. 3 etching 1829 9 18 McLean NYPL MEZY-x

Paul Pry

Good humour, Street scene. Wellington, in his top-hat, blue 
coat and white trousers, stares through a double eye-glass, 
much amused, at caricatures of himself (by Heath) in the 

window of McLean's shop. He is surrounded by a crowd of men 

and boys, who..., William Heath (Print made by); Thomas 

McLean (Published by), 1829 etching 1829 9 22 McLean Wellington

Heath
pastoral shepherd Where is your pipe? I Left un at home marm 
cause I got no bacco. etching 1829 9 24 McLean NYPL MEZY-x

Heath

Peeling a charley, Above the design: 'Michaelmas Day 1829 or 

the last Watchman—' Peel kicks a lean old watchman behind, 
and drags from his shoulders his patched and tattered coat. 
Just behind him (right) is a big bonfire in which a watch-box 

and battered..., William Heath (Print made by); Thomas 
McLean (Published by), 1829 etching 1829 9 29 McLean

British 
Museum

this might be the first time 
he uses William Heath Shakespeare

Heath

Head and tail or a crown piece and a sovereign, Lady 
Conyngham, immensely fat, and broadened by inflated sleeves 

and skirt, walks away from the picture-plane. The King 
advances from the right and takes her right hand. The back of 
her head is covered by a large '5s.' piece, showing the..., 
William Heath (Print made by); Thomas McLean (Published 

by), 1829 etching 1829 9 30 McLean

Heath

Political billiards, European sovereigns (wearing crowns) and 
others, watch a game of billiards between the Tsar, the 

principal figure, and the Sultan. Nicholas (left), a dandy in 
uniform, is about to make a stroke which will inevitably pocket 
the Turkish ball;..., William Heath (Print made by); Thomas 
McLean (Published by), 1829 etching 1829 9 30 McLean

British 
Museum  Wellington
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Heath

Cabrio-let or Shelter versus pelter, Horse drawn cab in pouring 
rain; nose protrudes from black shelter of cab and inquires: 

"Driver - Does it rain now?". Sept. 1829 Hand-coloured etching, 
Print made by William Heath; published by Thomas McLean, 
1829 etching 1829 9 McLean NYPL MEZY-x
Cost of a Waterloo medal, A French and a British soldier sit 

with a rough-hewn ale-house table between them. The 
Frenchman (left) lounges over the table, looking over his 
shoulder to hold out his Legion of Honour medal. He wears 

ornate hussar uniform with a furred, Print made by William 

Heath; published by Thomas McLean, 1829 etching 1829 10 1 McLean NYPL MEZY-x

Heath

Take up your bed and walk!!!, Wellington, in his blue coat and 
white trousers, walks (right to left), carrying a camp bed, 
supported on his head by a porter's knot. The metal bed has 

neatly arranged bed-clothes, and is covered by a low tent-
canopy. The Duke's left hand..., William Heath (Print made by); 

Thomas McLean (Published by), 1829 etching 1829 10 1 McLean

British 

Museum Wellington
The highland light cart. Sketches by travellers pt. 7tth. I'm 
thinking yere lordship find the ride vary easy? etching 1829 10 2 McLean NYPL MEZY-x

Heath

The last day or the fall of the charleys, Peel, crouching 

recklessly on sloping grass on a cliff edge, kicks into space the 
last of a crowd of old watchmen who fall headlong with their 

lanterns, rattles, and staves. He flourishes a large rattle 
inscribed 'New Police' in each hand,..., William Heath (Print 
made by); Thomas McLean (Published by), 1829 etching 1829 10 3 McLean

Pub Oct-3rd 1829 by T 

McLean 26 Haymarket sole 
Publisher of W.H-s 
Etchings"

Heath

Daring & impudent robbery!!!, Two foot-pads attack John Bull, 

who is an obese and gouty "cit", supported on crutches and 

incapable of resistance. Wellington (left), wearing the jacket 
and round cap of a soldier with his own white trousers, seizes 

his coat-collar, and, Print made by William Heath; published by 
Thomas McLean, 1829 etching 1829 10 6 McLean
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Heath

household servants in six plates. Coplinda Lindhursta the cook; 

Household servants in six plates - by William Heath, Lyndhurst 
stands by a fierce kitchen fire (right) holding a ladle made out 
of the Mace, and holding up a pair of double eye-glasses, 
looking fixedly at the spectator. He wears a white cap with long 

lappets resembling the Chancellor's wig,, Print made by 
William Heath; published by Thomas McLean, 1829 etching 1829 10 10 McLean

Heath Household-servants in six plates. Georgena the ladys maid etching 1829 10 10 McLean

Heath

Household-Servants in six plates. Mrs double U the 

housekeeper etching 1829 10 10 McLean Wellington

Heath
Household-Servants in six plates. Old mother scarlet-ta the 
laundress etching 1829 10 10 McLean

Heath
Household-Servants in six plates. Robertena peelena the maid 
of all work etching 1829 10 10 McLean

Heath Household-Servants in six plates. the lady of the house etching 1829 10 10 McLean a set about lady conyngham

Heath

The omni-buss [London]: Pub. Oct. 15th, 1829, by T. McLean, 

26 Haymarket, [1829]Lewis Walpole Library, 829.10.15.01+ 0 etching 1829 10 15 McLean Wolpole Lib Wellington

Heath
Theatrical characters. No.1 'The manager'. Number 1 of the 
series 'Theatrical Characters in Ten Plates b etching 1829 10 26 McLean v&a

Heath

The Cries of Westminster. [below] Newcastle salmon - delicate 
salmon, Above the design: 'No. 1 The Cries of Westminster by 
William Heath—'. A portrait of M. T. Sadler (1780-1835), 
looking older than his age, with grey hair and frontal baldness. 

He walks in profile to the left, with a shallow tub on his head..., 

William Heath (Print made by); Thomas McLean (Published 
by), 1829 etching 1829 10 28 McLean

British 
Museum

Heath Theatrical characters in ten plates. No. 3 Prima donna etching 1829 10 29 McLean

Heath
Theatrical characters in ten plates. No. 4 One of the audience 
going into the theatre etching 1829 10 29 McLean

Heath
Theatrical characters in ten plates. No.2 This young gentleman 
is engaged… etching 1829 10 29 McLean
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Heath

Theatrical characters. No. 5 Stage manager and Prompter'. 

Number 5 of the series 'Theatrical Characters in Ten Plates by etching 1829 10 29 McLean v&a Wellington, Shakespeare

Heath
Theatrical characters in ten plates. No.6 the gentleman from 
the Dublin company… etching 1829 11 2 McLean

Heath

Theatrical characters in ten plates. No. 7 This gentleman is 

engaged… etching 1829 11 5 McLean

Heath

Theatrical characters. No.8 'Scene Painter and Property man'. 

Number 1 of the series 'Theatrical Characters in etching 1829 11 5 McLean v&a
Shewing the Figure - Dress of 1829, A fat and a thin man in 

fashionable costume. 8 November 1829 Etching with hand-

colouring, William Heath (Print made by); Thomas McLean 
(Published by), 1829 etching 1829 11 8 McLean

British 
Museum

Paul Pry

Sketches of fashion no. 1 . Showing the difference between 
beasts & babies, Above the design: 'Sketches of Fashion Plate 

1st'. A group of dandies stand close together as if displaying 
their dress. The three centre figures are heavily bearded, 
whiskered, and moustached, with, bunches of curls projecting 

from under..., William Heath (Print made by); Thomas McLean 
(Published by), 1829 etching 1829 11 8 McLean

British 
Museum

Heath

Theatrical characters. No. 9 Master Tommy Bray. the 
Somersetshire Grimaldi—series: Theatrical Characters in ten 

plates etching 1829 11 8 McLean

Thomas 
Buckler 

Lethbridge long subtitle

Heath Theatrical characters in ten plates. No.10 This old Lady was… etching 1829 11 9 McLean

Heath

Sketches of the Kennel. a portrait of that excellent old Dog 

waterloo etching 1829 11 16 McLean  Wellington

Heath sketches of the kennel. Bob tail the turnspit!! etching 1829 11 16 McLean Robert peel

Heath sketches of the Kennel. Chance the Favourite Setter etching 1829 11 16 McLean

Heath sketches of the Kennel. the Pointers Two very clever dogs etching 1829 11 16 McLean
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A- scarlet being- being scarlet,  The apex of a tall plant with red 
flowers, intended for a scarlet runner, supports the head of 

Scarlett, in wig and bands, in profile to the left, his eyes a slit 
between closed lids. The plant grows from the summit of a hill 
or mound,..., William Heath (Print made by); Thomas McLean 
(Published by), 1829 etching 1829 11 20 McLean

Heath

And if I have got a pension have I not right to it?, Wellington, 
older than his years, stands in profile to the r., in the dress of a 

Chelsea pensioner (as in BM Satires No. 16360), with a 

Waterloo medal. In his cocked hat is a sprig of laurel. His red 

coat with blue facings covers his knees,, Print made by William 
Heath; published by Thomas McLean, 1829 etching 1829 11 20 McLean

NYPL, 

national 

army 
Museum

h ridley

British Army No 16 1st and 2nd Regiment of Dragoon Guards. 

Coloured etched aquatint by H Ridley after William Heath, 
1829., Prints, 1960-12-154 aquatint 1829 12 1 bell

National 

Army 
Museum

published in The 
Gentleman's Magazine of 

Fashion by Mr. Bell, 3 
Cleveland Row 1 dec 1829

Heath Natural history. Royal Zoological Garden - Pl 1st.

GA 

2011.00910 1829 12 15 McLean Princeton Princeton

The Siamese youths-- after a few years residence in England 
[London]: Pub. Dec. 19, 1829, by T. McLean, 26 Haymarket ..., 

[19 Dec. 1829] Lewis Walpole Library, 829.12.19.01+ http: / 
/images.library.yale.edu /walpoleweb 
/oneitemg.asp?itemid=Wolpole Libpr13345  etching 1829 12 19 McLean

Wolpole 
Lib, NYPL, 
wellcome

styles of driving. Ple. 1. come Out of the way or I'll cut vheet of 

f!!! Wolliam Heath ed. of the looking glass pub dec. 20 1929 etching 1829 12 20 McLean

Wolpole 

Lib, NYPL MEZY-x

Heath

Bad luck to you. Shooting the pigs in Dublin. That is to say 

shipping For England. a Fact and facts, like pigs, are stubborn 

things. etching 1829 12 23 McLean NYPL ed. of the Looking Glass
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Heath 6th or Inniskilling Dragoons Marching Order etching 1829 bell

National 

Army 
Museum

no date; no. 12 British 

Army, left hand portion of 
no. 21 in the series 
Gentleman's Magazine of 
Fashions, 1828-1894 [sic]. 

published by Mr. Bell, 3 
Cleveland Row, ca. 1829

A Chinese set-to;[London]: Pub. Marc[h] 2d 1829 by T. McLean, 

26 Haymarket ..., [2 Mar. 1829] Lewis Walpole Library, 

829.03.02.02+ http: / /images.library.yale.edu /walpoleweb 
/oneitemg.asp?itemid=Wolpole Libpr13284  etching 1829 McLean Wolpole Lib

Paul Pry
A correct view of the new machine For winding up the ladies 
[London]: Pub. by T. McLean, 26 Haymarket ..., [1829?] etching 1829 McLean

Wolpole 

Lib, NYPL, 
Princeton MEZY-x

A dalme-tian. Booking the Colonel,  Above the design: 'N° 1 
Turf-Characters—Quoth Hudibrass I smell a RATxxxxx'. Below 

the title: 'This sketck [sic] is dedicated to the Greeks' [i.e. card-
sharpers, see BM Satires No. 14399, &c.]. A thin man in riding 

dress with top-hat and..., William Heath (Print made by); 
Thomas McLean (Published by), 1829 etching 1829 McLean

British 
Museum

A futuristic vision: the advance of technology leads to rapid 
transport, sophisticated tastes among the masses, 
mechanization, and extravagant building projects. Coloured 

etching by W. Heath, 1829. Heath, William, 1795-1840. 

Publication: London (26 Haymarket) : Thos. McLean, 1829 etching 1829 McLean

Paul Pry

A la mode 1829. Abroad pl.1,  Fashionable couples parading in 

France. Hand-coloured etching, William Heath (Print made by); 
Thomas McLean (Published by), 1829 etching 1829 McLean

NYPL, 
Princeton MEZY-x
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Paul Pry

A la mode 1829. At home pl.2,  Fashionable couples entering a 

salon in England. Hand-coloured etching, William Heath (Print 
made by); Thomas McLean (Published by), 1829 etching 1829 McLean

NYPL, 
Princeton

not in British Museum. No 
date

Paul Pry A la mode. abroad no. 1. a la mode 1828 etching 1829 McLean NYPL with at home a la mode set

Paul Pry A la mode. at home no. 2 a la mode 1828 etching 1829 McLean NYPL MEZY-x
A Life Guard. Coloured aquatint by and after William Heath, 
1829; published by Thomas McLean, 1829; associated with the 

Life Guards., Prints, 1974-05-69-112 aquatint 1829 McLean

National 
Army 

Museum 2nd edition?

sharpshoot
er

A man wot drives the sovereign,  A close copy of BM Satires 
15731, apparently by 'Sharpshooter', the P. P. signature 
imitated, imprint: Pub. by E. King, Chancery-lane; a copy of the 

print by William Heath. April 1829 Hand-coloured etching, 
William Heath (After); E King (Published by), 1829 1829 king

British 
Museum copy

Paul Pry

A new way of gaining admittance to a lady's chamber,  A man in 

military dress peeps out an enormous 'Patent Bonnet Box', 
which has been rolled on castors into a lady's room; the much 

overdressed maid exclaims 'Lork me Lady if here an't the 
Captin -'; he excitedly explains, 'Did not expect to..., William 

Heath (Print made by); Thomas McLean (Published by), 1825-
1830

GA 
2011.00860 1829 McLean

Wolpole 
Lib, 

Princeton, 
NYPL no date ppry

Paul Pry
A point of law London: Pub. by T. McLean, 26 Haymarket, 
[1829?] 

GA 
2011.00862 1829 McLean

Wolpole 
Lib, 
Princeton, 
NYPL no date ppry

 

A scene in Palace Yard. Leaving the House of Lords - through 

the assembled commons.

GA 

2011.00865 1829

CFSV, 

GC021 Princeton Princeton
A short-legged Dog with the head of Sir Robert Peel stands 

with its paws On a roller which winds a chain to work an 

invisible spit. Etching with border by William Heath, 1829. 
Heath, William, 1795-1840. Publication: [London] (26 
Haymarket) : T. McLean, 1829 etching 1829 McLean
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Paul Pry

A trifling misunderstanding, or, a Military tea party effects of a 
field education / London: Pub. by T. McLean, 26 Haymarket, 

[1829?

GA 

2011.00871 1829 McLean

Wolpole 
Lib, NYPL, 

Princeton

NYPL has no date at all*; 

one thinks 1830

Paul Pry

An election ball, A dandy takes the hand of the plain daughter 

of a grotesquely fat mother; with ballroom beyond. c.1829 
Hand-coloured etching, Print made by William Heath; 

published by Thomas McLean, 1829 etching 1829 McLean

Wolpole 
Lib; NYPL, 

Princeton British Museum ca. 1829

Paul Pry

An officer of the ARTILLERY CORPS UNATTACHED. Coloured 

etching by and after 'Paul Pry' (William Heath), 1+B157829 (c); 

published by T McLean, London, 1929 (c); caricature of an 

artillery of ficer looking astonished as his head becomes 
'unattached' from his body, being blown of f at the neck, a pun 
On army terminology; associated with Royal Artillery., Prints, 

1984-06-41 etching 1829 McLean

National 
Army 

Museum

no date*. Caricature of an 

artillery officer looking 

astonished as his head 

becomes 'unattached' form 
his body, being blown off at 
eh neck, a pun on army 

terminology

Paul Pry

Another unsafe house!!!, A view of the door and flanking 

windows of Crockford's, St. James's Street. Down the steps 
strides Crockford, with the head and jaws of a shark, a cloven 

hoof below his trouser. He hurries towards John Bull, a 
countrified fellow in gaiters, Print made by William Heath; 
published by Thomas McLean, 1828 etching 1829 McLean Wolpole Lib no date ppry

The palatial rooms On the 

west of St. James's Street 
(here depicted) were used as 

a club only; the gaming room 
was in a small adjoining 

house On the south, in order 
that an indictment would not 

affect the Club itself. Fraser, 
'Words On Wellington', 1900, 
pp. 64

Bob tail the turnspit!!! No 3, See No. 15907. A stout, 

nondescript, short-legged dog with Peel's head stands with its 

fore-paws on a roller which winds a chain to work an 
(invisible) spit. On the wooden stand supporting the roller is 

inscribed 'Free Trade—Police'. He, Print made by William 
Heath; published by Thomas McLean, 1829 etching 1829 McLean
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Paul Pry

Can't you look the other way now, An attractive buxom woman 

on a chaise longue who is tying on her shoe, addresses the 
viewer. c.1829 Etching with hand-colouring, Print made by 
William Heath; published by Thomas McLean, 1829 etching 1829 McLean v&a no date

Chance - the favourite setter; Sketches of the Kennel, No.4: See 
No. 15907. A setter with the head of Lyndhurst sits on the 
woolsack, directed to the left and looking to the right through 

glasses which he holds to his eyes with the left paw. He wears 

bands and short wig with black patch, Print made by William 

Heath; published by Thomas McLean, 1829 etching 1829 McLean

Paul Pry

Contrasts, pl. 1st. Ancient and Modern lancers. Pub by T 

McLean 26 Haymarket Where political & other caricatuers are 
daily publishing . [no date, d= 1828?]

GA 
2011.00882 1829 McLean

British 
Museum, 

Princeton , 
NYPL

there are Three plates: 

gentlemen, lancers, ladies. 
All 1829. NYPL has all three

Contrasts, pl. 3d. Ancient and Modern gentlemen. 1729-1829.
GA 
2011.00883 1829 McLean

Princeton; 

Wolpole 
Lib, NYPL Princeton

Contrasts. Pl. 2nd Ancient and Modern gentlemen, [London]: 
Pub. by T. McLean, etching 1829 McLean

Wolpole 
Lib, NYPL 

Dr Arther & his man Bob giving Iohn Bull a bolus, A close copy 
of BM Satires 15714, with altered publication line, and 'Paul 

Pry' signature. Hand-coloured etching, S Gans (Published by); 
William Heath (After), 1829 1829

Heath

Elizabeth Conyngham (née Denison), Marchioness Conyngham 

by William Heath, hand-coloured etching, published 1829, npg etching 1829 npg

Paul Pry

Ganging the Kirk. Sketches of Scottish Character, Two women 
in fine clothes walking through muddy streets in bare feet. 

c.1829 Etching with hand-colouring, William Heath (Print 
made by); Thomas McLean (Published by), 1829 etching 1829 McLean

Wolpole 

Lib, NYPL, 
Princeton

no date.  P Pry says " Lord 

love you. This may be seen 
every Sunday in Glasgow" 

Might be during his stay, 
painting a panorama
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Paul Pry

Greedy old Nickford eating oysters, leaving the poor devils 

from minor hells in a starving condition

GA 

2011.00893 1829 McLean

British 
Museum, 

Princeton no date ppry

Heath
Heath's Military Sketches. Drawn and engraved by W. Heath 
published for W. Heath London etching 1829 Heath

Henry Berthoud, No. 65, 
Regent's Quadrant, Piccadilly,

Heath's oddities, no. 36 Heath, William, 1795-1840, artist. 

London : W. Spooner 259 Regent St., 1829-1840? In: Ben and 
Beatrice Goldstein Foundation collection etching 1829 spooner
Household Servants, Reduced copies, not reversed, of BM 

Satires Nos. 15878-83, arranged in two rows, having the same 
titles and inscriptions, with one or two minor errors of 

transcription. c. October 1829 Hand-coloured etching, William 
Heath (After); E King (Published by), 1829 etching 1829 king

British 
Museum copy

La finale; Quadrilles, Plate 4: Two couples dancing, with four 

lines of song by Milton below. c.1829 Hand-coloured etching, 
William Heath (Print made by); Thomas McLean (Published 

by), 1829 etching 1829 McLean

British 

Museum

Paul Pry

Mermaids at Brighton, Women in long flannel garments (cf. BM 
Satires No. 14099) and caps, drawn with comic realism, stand 
(knee-deep), splash, or float in the sea, close to two bathing-

machines (left). Two fat old bathing-women carry a frightened 
invalidish..., William Heath (Print made by); Thomas McLean 

(Published by), 1825-1830 etching 1829 McLean NYPL MEZY-x

Paul Pry

Modern aquatics, Above the design: 'Above Bridge N° 1'. A 
Thames wherry passes close to the wall of a riverside tavern, 
and is about to go under a high timber bridge. The two 

oarsmen have immense artificial-looking whiskers and curled 

hair, cf. BM Satires..., William Heath (Print made by); Thomas 

McLean (Published by), 1825-1830 etching 1829 McLean Princeton no date ppry
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Paul Pry

Modern Military gallantry, Keep Outside - Oh Dear it is so 
Dirty..., 1830 (c). Coloured etching by 'Paul Pry' (William 

Heath), published by J McLean, 26 Haymarket, as No86 in the 
series Modern Military Gallantry, 1830 (c); caricature of a 
Grenadier Guard sending away an elegant young lady, followed 
by an old lady, from the steps of Buckingham Palace., Prints, 

1998-06-52 etching 1829 McLean

National 
Army 

Museum

Modern Military gallantry. 

No. 86

Paul Pry Morning noon night [three female figures] etching 1829 McLean

NYPL, 

Princeton no date 

Paul Pry Morning noon night [three male figures] etching 1829 McLean

NYPL, 

Princeton no date

Paul Pry

Morning Noon Night, Three stages of a dandy: [1] He sits in an 
arm-chair, in a flowered dressing-gown, reading the 'Literary 
Gazette' [Jerdan's weekly review], and negligently dangling a 

coffee-cup. His whiskers, like his hair, are in curl-papers. [2] 
He..., William Heath (Print made by); Thomas McLean 

(Published by), 1829 etching 1829 McLean

Princeton 

NYPL no date On the print. Ppry
Mr. Primate - the Churchwarden Bishop- is composed of 
oranges - wine sugar of other good things - very palatable but 

mostly gets to the head & makes some folks see double.: Pub... 
by T. McLean, 26 Haymarket 829 etching 1829 McLean

Paul Pry

No Genius, Two street cleaners discuss the performance of a 

new recruit. c.1828 Etching with hand-colouring, William 
Heath (Print made by); Thomas McLean (Published by), 1828 etching 1829 McLean

Wolpole 
Lib, 

Princeton 
(2), NYPL no date On the print. Ppry

Henry 
Heath

Now This Here Is Just Wot I Likes! Published 1829 by S. Gans. 
Southampton Street.10¼ x 14. Original colour with thread 

margins. Slight damage at top but outside image. Above the 

image is “Rural Enjoyment. N0. 4”.A family of ‘cits’ are having a 

picnic. the lady On the Left says, “Lauk how hot the Sun is to my 
back". Not in the B. M. etching 1829 Gans this is pirated

Paul Pry

Oh yes believe me, Love has eyes, A kneeling man kneels to 
protest his love to a standing woman, both with large eyes, as a 
horrified man emerges from behind a screen. c.1828 Etching 
with hand-colouring, William Heath (Print made by); Thomas 
McLean (Published by), 1828 etching 1829 McLean

NYPL, 
Wolpole Lib MEZY-x
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Paul Pry

On guard, off guard, Guarded / [London]: Pub. by Tho. McLean, 

Haymarket, [1829?] etching 1829 McLean

Wolpole 
Lib, NYPL, 

Princeton no date

Paul Pry

Saying Boh to a Goose, A woman with arms akimbo facing 

forward and saying 'Boh'. c.1828 Etching with hand-colouring, 
William Heath (Print made by); Thomas McLean (Published 

by), 1828 etching 1829 McLean

Wolpole 
Lib, v&a, 

NYPL NYPL no date
Paul Pry Sketches of Character. What would you give to see it eh? etching 1829 McLean NYPL no date

Paul Pry

Stratagem better than force, An old woman and two little 

sweeps try in vain to move an ass (left) laden with a big bag of 

soot. One boy tugs at the head, the other puts a thorn branch 
under the tail, the woman thrashes it furiously with a broom. 
On the right a..., William Heath (Print made by); Thomas 

McLean (Published by), 1825-1830

GA 

2011.00919 1829 McLean

Wolpole 
Lib, 
Princeton, 

NYPL no date ppry

Paul Pry

Termination of the row in Parliament Street. Plate 2d, The end 

of the fight, see BM Satires No. 15721. Eldon has been knocked 
out; his head resting on the knee of John Bull, who shouts into 

his ear: 'Come I say Mother Baggs—hold up your head—you've 
shown good pluck and hav'nt deceived your..., William Heath 

(Print made by); Thomas McLean (Published by), 1825-1830 etching 1829 McLean

Paul Pry

The cad to the man wot drives the opposition.[London] : Pub. 

by J. Fairburn Broadway Ludgate Hill,1829 etching 1829 Fairburn pirated

william 

and henry 

Heath

The Gentleman's Magazine of Fashions. Fancy Costumes and 
Regimentals of the British Army. Bound volume of 16 coloured 
etchings by W. Alais and H. ridley after William and Henry 

Heath 1829. Consists of volume 4 no. 9-18 january to october 

1829 etching 1829

gentleman'

s 

National 

Army 

Museum

Paul Pry

The glorious 18th of June, Two officers in full dress uniform 

stagger arm-in-arm (right to left) in tipsy joviality. One is a Life 
Guard or dragoon in plumed helmet, the other a hussar. Their 
tunics are unbuttoned, their belts awry, trousers unstrapped. 
They are..., William Heath (Print made by); Thomas McLean 
(Published by), 1825-1830

GA 
2011.00926 1829 McLean

British 
Museum no date ppry
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The Household Cavalry. Coloured lithograph after William 
Heath, 1829; associated with the 1st Life Guards., Prints, 1976-

03-42 etching 1829

National 
Army 

Museum
The lady of the house, Lady Conyngham sits as if at a dressing-

table on a stool or ottoman. Her left hand touches a broad roll 
of hair which rises above the parted ringlets framing her face. 

With her right hand she takes a pin from the royal crown, 
which serves..., William Heath (Print made by); Thomas 
McLean (Published by), 1829 1829 McLean

British 
Museum

Paul Pry

The M. P. marching at the head of his 300 jontlemen!!!, 

O'Connell (unrecognizable) marches jauntily to a door on the 

extreme right, over which is a board inscribed 'St Ste[phens] 
To Trespassers Men-Traps—Constantly Set—Beware'; he is 
followed by an Irish mob, yelling and flourishing shillelaghs...., 

William Heath (Print made by); Thomas McLean (Published 
by), 1825-1830 etching 1829 McLean NYPL no date

Seymour The March of Intellect. 6 plates. 1829. etching 1829 NYPL

Paul Pry

The North Pole discovered or better luck than Capt. Parry, An 

elderly parson sits on a chair with its back broken off, reading a 
letter to an Irish woman who dances in delight, arms extended, 

her chair overturned. He reads: 'Be aisey now, and I'll tell ye all 
about it. he writes—Dear Mother our..., William Heath (Print 

made by); Thomas McLean (Published by), 1828-1830

GA 

2011.00930 1829 McLean

Princeton, 

NYPL no date On the print. Ppry
The omni - buss, Wellington, dressed much as in BM Satires No. 
15731, drives the new vehicle, with its team of three abreast, 
down a boggy slope inscribed 'National Debt', flicking his long 

lash with great skill. The animals have human heads; in the 

middle..., William Heath (Print made by); Thomas McLean 

(Published by), 1829 1829
The park 1830. it is to show how fashion rules. I have tried my 

graving tools On this little group of fools. etching 1829 McLean NYPL MEZY-x
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The pointers- two very clever dogs- No 5, See No. 15907. In the 

foreground a heavily built pointer with the head, barrister's 
wig and bands of Scarlett, lifts a paw towards a clump of leaves 
inscribed Libel. Behind is a slimmer animal, with Sugden's 
head (see BM Satires No. 15821)...., William Heath (Print made 

by); Thomas McLean (Published by), 1829 etching 1829 McLean

Heath

Theatrical characters: in ten plates ([London] : T. McLean, 

1829) 10 leaves of plates : chiefly col. ill. ; 41 cm. book 1829 McLean v&a reissued as a book

Paul Pry

This statue of Roman Cement has been erected at the cost of 

the 40s Freeholders. Above the design as an alternative title: 

'The Noblest Roman of them All!' a statue of Wellington in 
Roman armour, but wearing the Order of the Golden Fleece and 
a medal, stands On a column, formed of an erect cannon and 

having the inscription 'Cannon . Law', the upper part (muzzle) 
only being visible. etching 1829 McLean Wellington
Tiger-hunting is a delightful sport whilst You hunt him but not 
half so pleasant When he takes it into his head to hunt you! / 
[London]: Pub. by T. McLean, etching 1829 McLean Wolpole Lib

To be sold at the next meeting if not previously disposed of by 

private contract [...], The title continues: 'the well known old 
Race Horse Old ''John by Hesitator" out of Prejudice" Dam 

Trial.by.Jury—has never been Sold before & is believed to have 
some game in him still—It is said the Chief Patron of the Sport, 
has taken him..., Henry Heath (After); William Heath (Print 
made by); Thomas McLean (Published by), 1829 1829 McLean

British 
Museum

To be sold without reserve to the highest bidder [...], See BM 

Satires No. 15814. The title continues: 'got by Merchant" out of 
Query" by Expediency"—is known to the Sporting World for 

his quickness in turning) the halter will go with the Lot.' Above, 
'Lot .2.' A clumsy ill-bred cob with Peel's..., Henry Heath (After); 
William Heath (Print made by); Thomas McLean (Published 
by), 1829 1829 McLean

British 
Museum
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Wellington and Peel in the roles of the body-snatchers Burke 

and Hare suffocating Mrs Docherty For sale to Dr. Knox; 
representing the extinguishing by Wellington and Peel of the 
Constitution of 1688 by Catholic Emancipation. Coloured 
etching by W. Heath, 1829.: T. McLean, 1829 etching 1829 McLean

Heath What a treat!
GA 
2011.00841 1829

CFSV, 
GC021 Princeton Princeton

Winter. An Ice-o-lated Being, A frozen skater sits on a fence in 

the middle of a river into which he has fallen, surrounded by 

floes of ice. May 1829 Etching with hand-colouring, William 
Heath (Print made by); Thomas McLean (Published by), 1829 1829
You dropp'd this here thingumbob marm. O'h dear it's my 

bustle.; Unpleasant occurrences, Plate 1: A working class man 
picks up the bustle that has dropped from the rear of a 

fashionably dressed young woman. c.1829 Hand-coloured 
etching, William Heath (Print made by); Thomas McLean 
(Published by), 1829 1829

Heath
Gin. Let's have tother ker vor ten Gin-an-glory -- leads to the 
grave -- as Milton ses. etching 1830 1 1 McLean NYPL

Let's have tother ker vor ten gin-an-glory leads to the grave as 

Milton ses / [London]: Pub. Jan 1, 1830, by T. McLean etching 1830 1 1 McLean Wolpole Lib
Heath Porter. I makes a pint not to drink nothin stronger. etching 1830 1 1 McLean NYPL

The Looking Glass No. 1; Advertisements; The rat-iocinater or 

infallible trap, periodical, Etched caricature magazine of four 

pages on two leaves, in the form of a (monthly) newspaper; 

illustrations as follows. 1 January 1830 Page 1. 
ADVERTISEMENTS (16446) A series of mock advertisements, 

including: 'Sale by auction |...; newspaper/periodical, William 
Heath (Print made by); Thomas McLean (Published by), 1830 1830 1 1
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Heath

Farmer giles's establishment!!! Christmas 1829, Above the 

design 'Plate 3d'. A despairing farmer sits on a clumsy stool in a 
prison cell; he has shrunken legs and a broad torso, signs of 
former prosperity, and holds a paper: 'This is to inform you the 
Children have been recd into the..., William Heath (Print made 

by); Thomas McLean (Published by), 1830 etching 1830 1 9 McLean

Wolpole 
Lib, British 

Museum

Three plates. 1800 pub jan 
10, 1830; 1816 pub jan 

1830; 1829 pub jan 9 1930

Heath

Farmer Giles's establishment. Christmas 1816 / [London]: Pub. 

Jan. 1830 by T. McLean, 26 Haymarket, [Jan. 1830] 

GA 

2011.00888 1830 1 9 McLean Wolpole Lib

Heath

Farmer Giles's establishment. Christmas day 1800 / [London]: 

Pub. Jany. 10, 1830, by T. McLean, 26 Haymarket ..., [10 Jan. 

1830] etching 1830 1 10 McLean Wolpole Lib

Heath

Foreign smuggler [London]: Pub. Jan., 1831 For William Heath, 

56 Quadrant Regent Str., [Jan. 1831] etching 1830 1 10 Heath

Henry Berthoud, No. 65, 

Regent's Quadrant, Piccadilly,
Free trade - Westminster review - January, 1830 - N°XXIII, 
Scene in a menagerie. The most prominent animals are 

monkeys, each leaning from his own cage to grab (and spill) 
the food-bowl of his neighbour. A tapir and other creatures 

appear dimly in the bottom row of cages. The back wall (left) 
is..., William Heath (Print made by); Thomas McLean 

(Published by), 1830

GA 

2011.00890 1830 1 10

CFSV, 

GC021 Princeton Princeton

Heath

Dipping a rush light, Wellington, in apron and over-sleeves, is 

about to plunge into a trough of Greece an elongated candle 
inscribed 'Leo—1st', which is topped by the smiling head of 
Prince Leopold wearing a coronet or small crown. Jan 26 1830 
Hand-coloured, Print made by William Heath; published by 

Thomas McLean, 1830 etching 1830 1 26 McLean greece

Heath

The misfortune of having short legs or the flower of the flock 

loseing his stick! Vide city police, A man, grossly fat, short, and 

almost spherical, tries to step from the pavement into a cab, 
against the passenger's seat of which leans a tasselled cane. 
The ragged driver, seated beside the empty hooded seat, leans 
towards the fat man,..., William Heath (Print made by); Thomas 
McLean (Published by), 1830 etching 1830 1 26 McLean Wolpole Lib
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The man wot violates the grave, A close copy of BM 
Satires16011, with a false address that parodies that of McLean 

at 26 Haymarket. Jan 30 1830 Hand-coloured etching, William 
Heath (After), 1830 1830 1 30 fake

Heath

The man wot violates the grave, The Duke of Cumberland steps 

from a grave, carrying an elegant and willing lady in evening 
dress, her head concealed behind that of the Duke against 
which her cheek is pressed. Above the design: 'It's very hard 

these sort of men can't let a..., William Heath (Print made by); 

Thomas McLean (Published by), 1830 etching 1830 1 30 McLean

The Looking Glass Heath, William, 1795-1840. Publication: 

London : T. Mac Lean, 1830-1836 etching 1830 1 McLean Princeton

McLean revived the 
publication with Heath as 
illustrator For only issues. 

Note, no. 4 includes "The 
March of Humanity". No. 21 

has Seymour's March of 
Intellect. No. 25 has 
Seymour's Christmas before 

our yeomen were chill'd by 
fashion or the March of 

Intellect.
Alas ther is no happiness on this side the grave!!!, A later state 

of BM Satires 16012 with alternative title above the design: 
'The Resurrectionist' [15942, &c.]. Feb 1 1830 Hand-coloured 
etching, Print made by William Heath; published by Thomas 
McLean, 1830 etching 1830 2 1 McLean

British 
Museum

The galoppade, Plate 1: Line of gentlemen with ladies opposite 

doing a violent jig in a ballroom. 1 February 1830 Hand-

coloured etching, William Heath (Print made by); Thomas 
McLean (Published by), 1830 says pl. 1st 1830 2 1 McLean

Wolpole 
Lib, NYPL ed. of the Looking glass
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The Looking Glass No. 2.; State of trade | the manufacturer; 
Hunting intelligence | Subscription pack, print; 

newspaper/periodical, Etched caricature magazine of four 
pages on two leaves, in the form of a (monthly) newspaper; 
illustrations as follows. 1 February 1830 Page 1. STATE OF 
TRADE | THE MANUFACTURER (16014) A well-dressed man in 

riding-breeches stands... 1830 2 1

Heath

The Resurrectionist. Alas ther is no happiness On this side the 

grave!!! etching 1830 2 1 McLean NYPL then come my love to this.

Heath

There never was such times!!!, Above the design: 'Speech the 

first 1830'. Wellington, wearing a crown-like ducal coronet 

with royal robes and trunk-hose, sits regally (see BM Satires 
No. 15774, &c), his spectacled head in profile to the right, 
addressing a lean and..., William Heath (Print made by); 

Thomas McLean (Published by), 1830 etching 1830 2 7 McLean

Heath

A vision, Above the design, spaced to indicate the subjects: 
'Past' 'Present'. Two phases in Wellington's career, framed in 
clouds. [1] On the left, as a dignified officer in the prime of life, 

wearing the collar of the Garter and holding a baton, he, Print 
made by William Heath; published by Thomas McLean, 1830 etching 1830 2 9 McLean NYPL

free trade and national 
debt is crushing the people

Heath

There is none so blind as him who will not see, Above the 

design, as alternative title: 'Blind Mans Buff—with the poor'. 
Wellington, in civilian dress but wearing a military medal, 
stands with closed eyes, bending forward and extending his 
arms, surrounded by ragged and starving men and..., William 

Heath (Print made by); Thomas McLean (Published by), 1830 etching 1830 2 12 McLean

British 

Museum

Heath

The Lord of misrule!!!, Wellington, dressed as a court jester, 

stands jauntily in profile to the left. He holds a jester's bauble 
or tall baton, topped with the head of Peel in a fool's cap and 

bells. His left hand is on his hip, holding a plumed hat, and he..., 
William Heath (Print made by); Thomas McLean (Published 
by), 1830 etching 1830 2 15 McLean Wellington
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Heath

Offended dignity. Ball dresses / [London]: Pub. Feb. 23, 1830, 

by W. McLean, 26 Haymarket, [23 Feb. 1830] Lewis Walpole 
Library, 830.02.23.01+ http: / /images.library.yale.edu 
/walpoleweb /oneitemg.asp?itemid=Wolpole Libpr13470  etching 1830 2 23 McLean

NYPL, 
Wolpole Lib MEZY-x

British smuggler, [London]: Pub. Feb. 25, 1830 For W. Heath at 
56 Quadrant Regent St., [25 Feb. 1830] etching 1830 2 25 Heath Wolpole Lib

Henry Berthoud, No. 65, 
Regent's Quadrant, Piccadilly,

Alas ther is no happiness on this side the grave!!!, In the centre 

of the design is an open grave from which a hand raises a wand 

topped by miniature antlers. It divides Lady Graves (left), 
youthful and handsome, from Cumberland, in the uniform of 
the Royal Horse Guards (Blues). They advance, Print made by 

William Heath; published by Thomas McLean, 1830 etching 1830 2 McLean

British 

Museum

Heath

The orang outang - the beast that violates every thing., The 
Duke of Cumberland, with the heavy muscular body and talons 

of a giant ape (as in BM Satires No. 16035), walks to the left, 
gripping the wrist of an elegant feminine arm which projects 

from the right margin, and to which he turns a..., William Heath 
(Print made by), 1828-1832 etching 1830 2 McLean

The Looking Glass No. 3; Want places; Sketches from the 

zoological gardens. 2, print; newspaper/periodical, Etched 
caricature magazine of four pages on two leaves, in the form of 
a (monthly) newspaper; illustrations as follows. 1 March 1830 
Page 1. WANT PLACES (16051) [1] Brougham, as the broom-

girl, see No. 14769, &c, stands in profile to... 

newspaper/periodical, Producer: William Heath (Print made 

by); Thomas McLean (Published by), 1830 1830 3 1
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Heath

The Londonderry Labourer or new employment for the tenth, 

Another version of BM Satires No. 16053. Londonderry uses a 
heart-shaped spade, and cries 'Round coals', looking to the 
right. A labourer in a loose jacket, and with thin ill-shaped legs, 
in contrast with the handsome officer, who is a..., William 

Heath (Print made by); Thomas McLean (Published by), 1830 etching 1830 3 2 McLean

British 

Museum

Heath

A comfortable thing to be king of Greece,  Prince Leopold sits 

enthroned, flanked by his new subjects; he wears uniform with 

a crown, and sits on a two-tiered circular dais in a chair of 

state, the seat of which is covered with giant thorns. Punctured 
and frightened, he grasps the..., William Heath (Print made by); 
Thomas McLean (Published by), 1830 etching 1830 3 6 McLean

British 
Museum greece

Heath

View of the Sabine farm at Chiswick, Joseph Sabine walks 

slowly in profile to the left, holding out his hat for alms; in his 
right hand is a hoe, to the head of which is tied a cabbage (like 
Peel's in BM Satires No. 16355), and over his fashionable dress 

he wears a gardener's..., William Heath (Print made by); 
Thomas McLean (Published by), 1830 etching 1830 3 10 McLean

British 
Museum

Blessing of cheap cider, [London]: Pub. March 20, 1830, by T. 

McLean, 26 Haymarket, [20 Mar. 1830] etching 1830 3 20 McLean Wolpole Lib

Heath

Poor Mr Bull in a pretty situation, After the title: 'For the Rain it 
raineth every day'. Below the design as a second title: 
'Raining—Cats—Dogs-—&—Pitchforks with the Prongs 

downward It must be the fault of the Weather—for when it 

rains—it rains Taxes—& when it shines—it..., William Heath 

(Print made by); Thomas McLean (Published by), 1830 etching 1830 3 20 McLean AGO
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Heath

A change in the peel or Bob Major shifted to Bob Minor,  A giant 

heron (left) is about to snip off a dangling length of bell-rope 
inscribed 'Bathurst—Dundas'; from its beak issue the words 
'£900-saved'. This tilts a dangling bell on which is the face of 
Peel looking gloomily towards the bird's..., William Heath 

(Print made by); Thomas McLean (Published by), 1830 etching 1830 3 28 McLean npg

Heath

The dumps!!!, Wellington (left) and Peel (right) sit on chairs, 
each looking over his shoulder at the other. On a cloth-covered 

table between them is a paper headed 'Pensions'. Wellington: 

'How many did you say Robert?' Peel, registering melancholy,..., 

William Heath (Print made by); Thomas McLean (Published 
by), 1830 etching 1830 3 29 McLean Robert peel

Heath

Retrenchment, Above the design: '—Dock-yards—'. Wellington 
(right), wearing very smart uniform with cocked hat and the 

ribbon and collar of the Garter, with white breeches and 
tasselled boots, pursues a shipwright and takes the chips from 
a bundle slung..., William Heath (Print made by); Thomas 

McLean (Published by), 1828-1832 etching 1830 3 McLean

British 

Museum no date 

The Looking Glass No. 4; Metropolitan political union; Wall 
chalker to the above union -, print; newspaper/periodical, 

Etched caricature magazine of four pages on two leaves, in the 
form of a (monthly) newspaper; illustrations as follows. 1 April 
1830 Page 1. METROPOLITAN POLITICAL UNION (16079) 
O'Connell leans over a railing, addressing a braying crowd... 1830 4 1

Heath

The Worst of Short Petticoats is the the Fellows Look at ones 

legs so!!! etching 1830 4 8 McLean NYPL

Heath

The old proprietors advice, Prince Leopold (right), in uniform, 

puts his head through a glassless aperture in a window in the 
door of his 'Grecian Establish[ment]—Co[burg]', to look 
intently at a fat Turk who stands in profile to the right, 
elaborately dressed and..., William Heath (Print made by); 
Thomas McLean (Published by), 1830 etching 1830 4 10 McLean Wellington
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The Looking Glass No. 5.; Fashionable fabrics; The First of May.. 

Jack in the green -, print; newspaper/periodical, Etched 
caricature magazine of four pages on two leaves, in the form of 
a (monthly) newspaper; illustrations as follows. 1 May 1830 
Page 1. FASHIONABLE FABRICS (16484) Two columns. [1] 

'The Quiet Cut'. A dandified man in top-hat,... 1830 5 1

Heath

That old thief wants to run away with my bread and butter, A 

skeleton, draped in black, stoops over a cupboard (right), 

crisping greedy fingers, towards a roll of 'Butter' and a large 

loaf of 'Bread' which fill the two shelves. Wellington stands 
behind it (left) in an attitude which echoes that of..., William 
Heath (Print made by); Thomas McLean (Published by), 1830 etching 1830 5 8 McLean

Heath

The worst of short petticoats is that the fellows look at ones 

legs so!!! London: Pub. April 8, 1830, by T. McLean, 26 
Haymarket, [8 Apr.1830] Lewis Walpole Library, 
830.04.08.01+ http: / /images.library.yale.edu /walpoleweb 

/oneitemg.asp?itemid=Wolpole Libpr13475  etching 1830 5 8 McLean Wolpole Lib

Heath

D--n it Sir - I wish you would blow your nose. Blow it yourself - 

it is as near you - as it is to me [big nose] etching 1830 5 12 McLean NYPL

Heath

Nose]ology, or, a wipe at the olfactories [London]: Pub. May 12, 

1830 by T. McLean, 26 Haymarket, sole publisher of W. Heath's 
etchings, [12 May 1830] etching 1830 5 12 McLean Wolpole Lib

Heath

Punishment drill, Wellington, dressed as a smart private in the 
Grenadiers (as (e.g.) in BM Satires No. 15768), wearing a huge 

bearskin, plods in profile to the left through a swamp, painfully 

lifting a dripping trousered leg heavily plastered with mud, 

and..., William Heath (Print made by); Thomas McLean 
(Published by), 1830 etching 1830 5 15 McLean

British 
Museum

copy separate copies, One 
Heath One Paul pry

Since I saw You last, there is a change!!! Shakspear [London]: 
Pub. by T. McLean etching 1830 5 15 McLean Wolpole Lib
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Heath

Who'll have a crown - now's your time, A stout John Bull in top-

boots, with a hideously blunt profile, offers on a cushion to 
Prince Leopold a crown made of bristling daggers; behind him 
stand a tall, grotesque, and startled Frenchman and a sly 
Russian in bulky trousers. Leopold..., William Heath (Print 

made by); Thomas McLean (Published by), 1830 etching 1830 5 29 McLean

why there was a crown of 

fered him; and being of 
fered him, he put it by with 
the back of his hand, thus; 
vide Julius caesar, 

Shakespeare

Heath

The sign manual!!!, Wellington sits in profile to the right, 
signing a document, his pen resting on 'A' [for 'Arthur']. Facing 

the small table is the King's empty chair; curtains regally flank 

Wellington's chair and table. The Duke: 'Sign for you 

now—sign for..., William Heath (Print made by); Thomas 
McLean (Published by), 1830 etching 1830 5 30 McLean

Wellington. Subtitle: here 
is the hand and seal of the 

duke; you know the 

character I doubt not and 

the signet . Vide measure 
for measure Shakespeare

Heath

Paradise lost, or the retreat from the Sabine farm, Sabine, as 
Adam, wearing furry skins over bare arms and legs, is pushed 

weeping from the gate of the 'Horticultural Garden' by a burly 
whiskered angel (right), with a flaming sword. Sabine looks 
down shedding tears; he exclaims: 'By G—!..., William Heath 

(Print made by); Thomas McLean (Published by), 1830 etching 1830 5 31 McLean

British 

Museum

Milton's lines, along with 

Sabine farm

Heath

Paradise regained. Or taking possession of the new Sabine 

farm-, Sabine, dressed as in BM Satires No. 16418, stands, with 
hands prayerfully together, turning his head in profile with 

melancholy expectation towards a tall rustic gate inscribed 
'Zoological Garden' (left), from the top of which a squatting..., 
William Heath (Print made by); Thomas McLean (Published 
by), 1830 etching 1830 5 31 McLean

British 
Museum pair with paradise… Milton

Alas I am a great sinner, a wicked sinner,[London]: Pub. May, 

1830 by T. McLean, Haymarket, [May 1830] etching 1830 5 McLean Wolpole Lib
Down with such a nose - Shakspeare,  A man with a broken 
nose standing in profile to the right. c.1830 Etching with hand-

colouring, William Heath (Print made by); Thomas McLean 
(Published by), 1830 etching 1830 5 McLean Wolpole Lib
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Heath

Drunkards on Duty],  Two designs side by side, signature and 
imprint repeated under each. [1] An officer, drunk and 

dishevelled, his uniform unbuttoned, his scabbard empty, and 
his sabretache swinging from his neck, supports himself 
against a lamp-post..., William Heath (Print made by); Thomas 
McLean (Published by), 1830 etching 1830 5 McLean

British 
Museum

I smell a rat [London]: Pub. May 1830 by T. McLean, 26 
Haymarket, [May 1830] etching 1830 5 McLean

Just looking Out For something to stay my stomach till dinner 
time [London]: Pub. May, 1830 by T. McLean etching 1830 5 McLean Wolpole Lib

That sentinel's as drunk as a beast ..., Two scenes on one plate 
with spoken lines below: on the left a drunken grenadier 
identifies a donkey as a sentry, on the right a drunken 

policeman addresses a pump as though it were a "young 
woman...in liquor" May 1830 Etching with..., William Heath 

(Print made by); Thomas McLean (Published by), 1830 etching 1830 5 McLean NYPL

I think this goes with Cost 

of a waterloo medal
They call me Conkey for short, A man with a sinister 
expression and hooked nose standing in profile to the left. 

c.1830 Etching with hand-colouring, William Heath (Print 
made by); Thomas McLean (Published by), 1830 etching 1830 5 McLean Wolpole Lib
The Looking Glass No. 6.; Fashion - No. 1; June 1st., print; 
newspaper/periodical, Etched caricature magazine of four 

pages on two leaves, in the form of a (monthly) newspaper; 
illustrations as follows. 1 June 1830 Page 1. FASHION - NO. 1 
(16489) A dandy, wearing breeches and top-boots, stands full-
face with his hands...; newspaper/periodical, Producer: 

William Heath (Print made by); Thomas McLean (Published 

by), 1830 1830 6 1

Heath

A sketch of Gee's farm, the seat of blinking Billy, Lord William 

Pitt Lennox, young, handsome, and fashionable, stands on 
tiptoe, shading his eyes and looking to the left. In his left hand 
is an open and empty bird-cage; a tray of food hangs down, 
spilling its contents. He wears a, Print made by William Heath; 
published by Thomas McLean, 1830 etching 1830 6 9 McLean

British 
Museum
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Heath

The jolly waterman and his fair ["ir" crossed through, 

substituted with "re"] !!!, The Duke of Clarence rows a Thames 
wherry vigorously towards waterside stairs on which 
Wellington stands defensively. The latter, holding a boat-hook, 
says, 'Come Keep off—you are not coming in here'; he wears 

red with a badged sleeve, as..., William Heath (Print made by); 
Thomas McLean (Published by), 1830 etching 1830 6 11 McLean Wellington
There's some people as never looks ginteel if You dresses em 

ever so fine [London]: Pub. June 12, 1830, For W. Heaths, 56 

Quadrant Regent Street, [12 June 1830] etching 1830 6 12 Heath Wolpole Lib

Henry Berthoud, No. 65, 

Regent's Quadrant, Piccadilly,

Heath

A moving scene on the road to Slane,  The Conyngham family 
moves from Windsor Castle (right) to 'Slane Castle' (lefy), their 

Irish seat, which is depicted as a hovel and is placarded 'Man-
Traps—Pigs beware'. The spherical Lady Conyngham wheels a 

barrow heaped with kettle..., William Heath (Print made by); 
Thomas McLean (Published by), 1830 etching 1830 6 29 McLean

British 
Museum

conyngham family leaving 
Windsor

Heath

The new preventive man on the look out, William IV, dressed 
as a sailor or coastguard, with pistols in his belt, stands with 

his back to the sea, hands on hips, saying reflectively, 'There's 
been a precious Gang of Smugglers about this Coast for a long 

time past—but I'll keep a..., William Heath (Print made by); 
Thomas McLean (Published by), 1830 etching 1830 6 30 McLean

National 

Army 
Museum

A moving scene on the road to Stanes Packing up - Had sly 

Ulysses at the sack - of Troy, brought thee his pedlar's pack. 

Two reduced anonymous copies of plates by William Heath, 

etched on a single plate; published by E. King. c.1830 etching 1830 6 King

british 

Museum fake
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Heath

Sporting characters N°2 The trojan, After the title: 'As far as 

toucheth the [my] particular Dread Priam {vide Shakspeare)' 
["Troilus and Cressida", II. ii]. A W. L. portrait of a fashionably 
dressed man directed to the right holding out a 'Betting Book'. 
Above: 'It's all..., William Heath (Print made by); Thomas 

McLean (Published by), 1830 etching 1830 6 McLean

British 

Museum

Shakespeare Troilus and 

Cressida

Heath

Packing up!!!, In a room filled with bales, chests, and plunder 
the Conyngham family prepare to depart. Lord Conyngham 

(left), in shirt-sleeves but elegant, tugs at the cord of an 

enormous bundle. Lady Conyngham struggles with the lock of 

a..., William Heath (Print made by); Thomas McLean (Published 
by), 1830 etching 1830 7 1 McLean

conyngham family leaving 
Windsor. Subtitle: had sly 

Ulysses at the sack -- of 

Troy brought thee his 

pedler's pack - vide 
clearsland [?]

The Looking Glass No. 7; Extension of the new police; The turf - 

showing the difference 'twixt looser & winner, print; 
newspaper/periodical, Etched caricature magazine of four 

pages on two leaves, in the form of a (monthly) newspaper; 
illustrations as follows. 1 July 1830 Page 1. EXTENSION OF 
THE NEW POLICE (16144) A stout John Bull in top-boots, 

cudgel in hand, fiercely...; newspaper/periodical, Producer: 
William Heath (Print made by); Thomas McLean (Published 

by), 1830 1830 7 1

Heath

The back way, Lady Conyngham crawls from under the rough 
penthouse roof of a pigsty built against a wall of Windsor 
Castle, to the astonishment of a ringed hog (left). Under her 

arm is a large sack of plunder; her daughter creeps behind her. 

She says to..., William Heath (Print made by); Thomas McLean 

(Published by), 1830 etching 1830 7 2 McLean

"let's shift away; there's 
warrant in the theft which 
steals itself - shakspeare 
"not contented with her 

broad highway Delishts for 

change, thro private paths 

to stray"
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William 

Heath

The deepôt [first e crossed through], Lady Conyngham, hands 

on hips, looks over her right shoulder to say with a scornful 
frown: 'Do you think I care for the opinions of any of you'. She 
stands between curtains framing the curved shelves of a 
treasure closet or turret, laden..., William Heath (Print made 

by); Thomas McLean (Published by), 1830 etching 1830 7 5 McLean

"What piles of wealth hath 
she accumulated to her 
own portion" figure says 
"do ou think I care for the 

opinions of any of you"

Heath

Looking grave on the new appointment, The Duke of 

Cumberland stands in profile to the left, under trees bordering 

the river. He reads a paper: 'Gazette—Sussex— Ranger of 

Windsor Forest— Cumberland Lodge &c &c'. His right fingers 
touch his bald head, in a gesture of concentrated..., William 
Heath (Print made by); Thomas McLean (Published by), 1830 etching 1830 7 6 McLean

Heath

Design for a regency, Duchess of Kent sits regally on the throne, 

holding the orb, and turning her head to watch Princess 
Victoria, who sits (left) on Prince Leopold's knee, holding the 
sceptre (in the form of a hand of Justice, 12247) and, Print 

made by William Heath; published by Thomas McLean, 1830 etching 1830 7 8 McLean Wolpole Lib

Heath

Election squibs and crackers. General Election. No. 1 election 

squibs and crackers For 1830 etching 1830 7 8 McLean

Heath

The new landlords first orders - open the park for the people 
quick I say - Shakspeare, William IV, in admiral's uniform, 
stands facing a railing and two workmen, who are Peel and 
Wellington. With an imperious gesture he says: 'Come I say my 

hearties—you must pull them rails down again I'm not going to 

shut out my tenants—so..., William Heath (Print made by); 

Thomas McLean (Published by), 1830 etching 1830 7 15 McLean

British 

Museum Wellington
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Heath

All among the Hottentots - capering a shore, William IV, 

dressed as a sailor in loose striped trousers, capers in the 
centre of a semicircle of Ministers, who are black except for 
their faces, and only partially draped. Peel and Scarlett dance 
together on the left, Lyndhurst and, Print made by William 

Heath; published by Thomas McLean, 1830 etching 1830 7 19 McLean Wellington

Heath

How to get made an MP!!!, The borough patron, a paunchy 

fellow, holding hat and bag, faces the candidate (right), who 

proffers a bag of '£5.000'. Round his neck is a rope fastened to 

similar ropes round the necks of electors (left) with (blue) 
election favours in..., William Heath (Print made by); Thomas 
McLean (Published by), 1830 etching 1830 7 19 McLean

British 
Museum

general election prints 
reflect the growing hatred 
of the monination borough

Heath

The new randan, William IV sculls a skiff or wherry under the 
arch of a bridge, between Peel (stroke) and Wellington (bow), 

each with a single oar. The King says: 'Come look a head'. 
Wellington: 'Bound apprentice to a waterman I larnt a bit to 
row'. Peel..., William Heath (Print made by); Thomas McLean 

(Published by), 1830 etching 1830 7 21 McLean Wolpole Lib

Heath

Hokie Pokie Wankie Fum - the King of the Cannibal Islands, 
John Bull is spitted over a fire to make a cannibal feast. 

Ministers, black except for faces as in BM Satires No. 16171, 
but wearing only loin-cloths, crouch over a large shallow pan 
into which drips J. B.'s fat. The pan is lined with..., William 
Heath (Print made by); Thomas McLean (Published by), 1830 etching 1830 7 22 McLean

British 
Museum

john bull is victimized by 
the corn laws and free 
trade For the benefit of tax 
eaters.

A moving scene On the road to Stanes. Packing up - Had sly 

Ulysses at the sack - of Troy, brought thee his pedlar's pack. 

Two reduced anonymous copies of plates by William Heath 
(BM Satires No. 16140 and 16143), etched On a single plate; 

"Pub by E King Chancery Lane" etching 1830 7 King
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A pair of spectacles easily seen through,  In two upright oval 

frames, part of a giant pair of spectacles, stand the members 
for Westminster. Burdett (left), his head in profile to the right, 
makes a speech: 'Shall we listen to the Rabble out of doors vide 
the C[a- crossed out]a..., William Heath (Print made by); 

Thomas McLean (Published by), 1830 1830 7 McLean

British 

Museum

Heath

Ballad singer's. Wellington, bare-headed and wearing the 
Military tunic (a corporal's) of the old soldier, plays his flute, 

while Peel, a buxom woman, bawls a ballad: 'The Pride of all 

nature is Sweet Willey O!', extending a brimless hat For alms. 

"Pub July 1830 by T. McLean 26 Haymarket - Election 
Caricatures executed - For Gentlemen in 3 Hourse [sic]. the 
song had been applied to Pitt, cf. No. 9203. the ballad-singer 

was traditionally One of the most degraded of London street 
characters. etching 1830 7 McLean

British 
Museum election caricatures

Heath

Election Squibs & crackers no. 5. Canvassing. Men are April 
When they Woo your Vote - December When they have got it-

[London]: Pub. July 1830 by T. McLean etching 1830 7 McLean Wolpole Lib

"W. Heath / Pub. July 1830 
by T. McLean 26 

Haymarket -Election 
Caricatures executed -for 

Gentlemen in 3 Hours".

Heath

Election Squibs and Crackers For 1830. a Pair of Spectacles 
Easily seen through no. 3 election squibs and crackers For 
1830. dedicated to the Independent election of Westminster etching 1830 7 McLean

British 
Museum

pub by T McLean 26 
Haymarket [July] election 
caricatures executed For 
gentlemen in 3 hours

General election, After the title: 'Dedicated to Electors in 

General—the difference between One-hour after the return & 

one Month after.' Two designs side by side: [1] The successful 
candidate, elderly and fashionable, in top-boots, his hat on the 

ground,..., William Heath (Print made by); Thomas McLean 
(Published by), 1830 1830 7 McLean

British 
Museum
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Heath

Going home to get the breakfast ready, After the title: 'The 

Jackall is the lion's purveyor—Jack of all Trades'. Above the 
design, as a second title: 'The Review—'. Wellington, in plain 
uniform, wearing a huge bearskin, rides past a dense crowd 
outside the south-west corner of..., William Heath (Print made 

by); Thomas McLean (Published by), 1830 etching 1830 7 McLean

British 

Museum

Heath

French affairs no. 1. Ordnance Againt [sic] the liberty of the 

Press. Evil On itself shall back recoil - Milton etching 1830 8 2 McLean

British 

Museum

Heath

Reading the French papers, Below the title: 'Scarlet Looking 

Blue'. Scarlett, in wig and gown, sits in a chair in profile to the 

right reading a newspaper on which only the words 'Liberty 
Press' stand out. Much agitated, he puts a hand inside his 
collar, and 'Whew'..., William Heath (Print made by); Thomas 

McLean (Published by), 1830 etching 1830 8 3 McLean

British 

Museum

Heath

A scene before the Hotel de Ville - the day after the glorious 
battle on the 28th of July, from a sketch done on the spot by an 
officer, A very young soldier wearing a lancer helmet and a 

belted white blouse over his civilian dress, with sword and 
musket, stands over a dead Royalist officer; he inspects with 

reflective melancholy the cross of the...Print made by William 

Heath; published by Thomas McLean, 1830 etching 1830 8 8 McLean

British 

Museum

Heath

French affairs N°2 Storming the Tuileries - Patriots who for 
sacred freedom stood, The Patriots are led by a man wearing 
cocked hat and white blouse or shirt over his dress, holding up 

his sword and a tricolour flag: they are regular soldiers, partly-

armed artisans and women, some with musket or sword, some 

with pikes...., William Heath (Print made by); Thomas McLean 

(Published by), 1829-1831 etching 1830 8 8 McLean

British 

Museum
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William 
Heath

IT’S a NICE THING TO BE a SOLDIER NOW a DAYS. Published 

20th (August) by T. McLean 26 Haymarket.9½ x 13½. Original 
colour and trimmed to the border. an old, and soft, horizontal 
fold. One of a number of prints about the French revolution of 
1830 and the fighting in the streets of Paris. B. M. 16225. etching 1830 8 20 McLean

Heath street fighting. It's a nice thing to be a soldier now a days etching 1830 8 20 McLean
British 
Museum

Heath

The new shaver or the downfal of mustachoes!!!, William IV as 

a barber, wearing an apron and short jacket over naval 

uniform, stands over a dandified officer, turning up his chin 
and holding up a razor marked with crown, anchor, and 'W.R'. 
The shavee clasps his hands and looks up, the..., William Heath 

(Print made by); Thomas McLean (Published by), 1830 etching 1830 8 21 McLean

British 

Museum

Heath

Refuge for the destitute!!!, Wellington, in civilian dress, sits on 

'Arther's Seat' [cf. BM Satires No. 15780], a grassy height 
abutting on a narrow channel; he beckons across the water to a 
group of French fugitives (left), and points to 'Holyrood House', 

saying..., William Heath (Print made by); Thomas McLean 
(Published by), 1830 etching 1830 8 26 McLean Wellington

Heath An English essay On the polignac-system!! etching 1830 8 McLean

British 

Museum liberty of press

Heath
Election squibs & crackers no. 6. Covent garden Saturday 31 
July 1830. transit Gloria mundi etching 1830 8 McLean

British 
Museum

Heath

French affairs no 3 / Mad dog - mad dog -, A dog (right), shaved 

in the French manner, with the head of Charles X and with a 

battered kettle tied to its tail, flees before a crowd of men, 

women, and children with tricolour flags and armed with 

pitchforks, &c. He looks back in terror..., William Heath (Print 
made by); Thomas McLean (Published by), 1830 etching 1830 8 McLean

British 
Museum Charles X
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Heath

Jolliffes & gentlemen, Scene on a timber platform in open 
country. A lank man in black (? Denison) with a birch-rod, 

inscribed 'Reform', thrashes Col. Jolliffe, who is in Life Guards 
uniform and is held on the shoulders of another man in 
uniform. Jolliffe cries..., William Heath (Print made by), 1828-
1832 etching 1830 8 McLean

British 
Museum

surrey election. Heath's 
advertisement On first 
general election print

Heath

We sons of Mars - Wot lives on brandy and cigars, Two soldiers 
in uniform in a room, one with empty bottle, the other lighting 
a cigar from the candle. 10 September 1830 Etching with hand-

colouring, William Heath (Print made by); Thomas McLean 

(Published by), 1830 etching 1830 9 10 McLean NYPL

Heath

The separation or the grey mare the better horse, After the 
title: 'Did you not hear—a buzzing of a Separation between 

them. Shak.' ['Henry VIII', II. i misquoted.] A Flemish broom-
girl, in peasant costume (a familiar London figure), wearing a 

cap with a tricolour cockade stands on the..., William Heath 
(Print made by); Thomas McLean (Published by), 1830 etching 1830 10 4 McLean

British 
Museum riot On aug 25

A Dutch light infantry man On the retreat London: Pub. Oct. 

5th, 1830, by T. McLean, 26 Haymarket, [5 Oct. 1830] etching 1830 10 5 McLean Wolpole Lib

Heath Europe. Plate 1st. Blowing up the Fire etching 1830 10 8 McLean
British 
Museum

The first print 

unfavourable to the 
Revolution of July and its 

consequences, see No. 
16238, &c.

A Classical Teacher. – the Schoolmaster is abroad. Published 

October 15th 1830 by T. McLean 26 Haymarket.14 x 10. “Ah – 

You come about the Advertisment – I want a Gentlemen to 
teach the Classics as far a Homer & Virgil.” “Yes Sir – but how 

far might Homer and Virgil be from Town as my friends live in 
London – and I should not like to teach the Classics farther 
than Hammersmith, Turnham Green or at the utmost distance 
not farther than Brentford – Sir.” Vide Henry Brougham. etching 1830 10 15 McLean

Wolpole 
Lib; NYPL MEZY-x
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Tri-color'd drinkers [London]: Pub. Oct. 27, 1830, by T. 

McLean, 26 Haymarket, [27 Oct.1830] Lewis Walpole Library, 
830.10.27.01+ http: / /images.library.yale.edu /walpoleweb 
/oneitemg.asp?itemid=Wolpole Libpr13503  etching 1830 10 27 McLean

NYPL, 
Wolpole Lib MEZY-x

Dining On air. Premiditated [sic] dining; Dining by chance. 

below: hunger the worst sauce. hunger nothing to do with it. 
hunger the best sauce... / [London]: Pub. Oct. 29, 1830, by T. 
McLean, etching 1830 10 29 McLean

Wolpole 
Lib; NYPL

introducing the chimney 
sweep

Paul Pry

Pie--ty!!! We shall find the little dear at his studies - you can't 

think how fond he is of his Bible - he will be a Bishop some day. 

--O cry here comes Granny. [a version of the boy in the pantry 
joke] etching 1830 10 30 McLean NYPL
Pleasant itimation [sic], Above the design: 'Alarming state of 

the times—'. Wellington sits in an arm-chair in profile to the 
left, reading a letter: 'Your Grace You Intend giving a Dinner on 
monday—Mind it will be the last you ever shall give—'. He 

looks startled..., William Heath (Print made by); Thomas 
McLean (Published by), 1830 etching 1830 11 9 McLean Princeton Wellington

Heath

Alarming!!! Revolution in the city Lord Majors day and no 
dinner, An obese elderly "cit" in old-fashioned court dress with 

laced coat, flowered waistcoat, and sword, stands full-face, 
head sunk in his shoulders, fingers spread deprecatingly. He is 

brandy-faced and goggle-eyed, and asks: 'Wots to become of, 
Print made by William Heath; published by Thomas McLean, 
1830 etching 1830 11 10 McLean

British 
Museum

Heath

The city don-key or raw head and bloody bones, Above the 
design: '"A soldier—and afraid. for shame—There never was 

such times'. A donkey (left) in a furred gown and a tall conical 

cap trimmed with bells, 'Keys patent foolscap', approaches Peel 

and Wellington on its hind legs. It brays:..., William Heath 
(Print made by); Thomas McLean (Published by), 1830 etching 1830 11 12 McLean

British 
Museum
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Heath

Sir Bob Binnet the new baronet!!!, Below the title: 'on his 
favourite Charger—'. Peel bestrides the curved back of a plump 

and sleek rat on its hind legs, his right hand holding the rat's 
long erect tail. He wears armour to the hips, with mailed 
gauntlets, and a helmet with..., William Heath (Print made by); 
Thomas McLean (Published by), 1830 etching 1830 11 14 McLean
It's a wulgar herror of the Dukes wot business had he to 
meddle with that ere Don Key, A bellman stands addressing the 
viewer. 17 November 1830 Etching with hand-colouring, 

William Heath (Print made by); Thomas McLean (Published 

by), 1830 1830 11 17 McLean

British 

Museum

Heath

Thou can'st not add-minister unto a mind diseased,  
Wellington, wearing a top-hat, stands in profile to the left with 
folded arms, staring before him with fixed and gloomy 

intensity. Nov 18 1830 Etching, William Heath (Print made by); 
Thomas McLean (Published by), 1830 etching 1830 11 18 McLean

British 
Museum

rapidly drawn comment On 
the defeat of the ministry. 

Title from Macbeth 
Shakespeare, Wellington

Heath
This ere pair of Left of f vellingtons to be sold wery cheap. I 
wish to G--d that sombody would buy us - Byron etching 1830 11 26 McLean

British 
Museum

This ere pair of left off vellingtons to be sold wery cheap, The 

heads of Peel (left) and the Duke (right) emerge from two 
Wellington boots, looking at each other with reflective 

melancholy. Above the design: 'I wish to G—d that sombody 
would buy Us—Byron'. See BM Satires No. 16333, &c. Nov 26..., 

William Heath (Print made by); Thomas McLean (Published 
by), 1830 1830 11 26 McLean

British 
Museum

Heath

His honor the beadle driving the wagabonds out of the 
parish!!!, A travesty of Wilkie's 'The Parish Beadle'. William IV 

(right) as the beadle, holding a tall mace topped by a crown and 

wearing gold-laced cocked hat and coat, drives out the ex-

Ministers: Peel is the "cad" of BM Satires No. 15734, &c., but..., 
William Heath (Print made by); Thomas McLean (Published 

by), 1830 etching 1830 11 28 McLean

British 

Museum

Heath
Sayings and doings. No .1. the Gentle [member] For York is up - 
with well appointed powers - Shakespeare etching 1830 11 28 McLean

British 
Museum
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Heath

The two coveys wots driv-out of their city-wation, Wellington, 

dressed as an ex-stage-coach-man, his greatcoat (see BM 
Satires No. 15731) mud-spattered and ragged, stands in profile 
to the right, holding an ass by a rope-halter. He speaks to Peel 
who is the cad of BM Satires No. 15734, but..., William Heath 

(Print made by); Thomas McLean (Published by), 1830 etching 1830 11 30 McLean

British 

Museum

Heath

Jumping over the broomstick, After the title: '—Measter be 

Yorkshire too'. Brougham, in Chancellor's wig and gown, takes 

a wild leap over a broom whose stick is inscribed 'Consistency', 

on to the 'Woolsack' (right) on which he puts his right foot. He 
turns his head in..., William Heath (Print made by); Thomas 
McLean (Published by), 1830 etching 1830 11 McLean

British 
Museum

Shakespeare inscription 
from midsummer nights 
dream

Heath A pot of X-X. a cool tankard For John etching 1830 12 1 McLean
British 
Museum

da locum meliorbus [sic]. 
the pair give place to 

others, as a aresult of the 
city ass's false alarm. 

William 
Heath

The Lord Harry Playing the Deuce with the six and Eight Penny 
Gentry. Published Dec. 6 1830 by T. McLean 26 Haymarket. etching 1830 12 6 McLean

British 
Museum

Heath

The - cobblers - last, Wellington, dressed as a cobbler, with 
leather apron and rolled-up shirt-sleeves and a flat round cap, 

stands with legs astride on a boarded floor. His right arm is 
raised oratorically, in his left hand he holds a strap with a 
menacing..., William Heath (Print made by); Thomas McLean 
(Published by), 1825-1835 etching 1830 12 16 McLean

British 
Museum Wellington

Heath

The civil list!!!, A Chelsea Pensioner and an old sailor, both with 
two wooden stumps for legs, and a starving countryman stand 

together in the foreground (left), discussing a winding stream 

of countless gaily dressed women (right) on the opposite side 

of a..., William Heath (Print made by); Thomas McLean 
(Published by), 1830 etching 1830 12 24 McLean

British 
Museum
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Heath

Take care of yourselves there. [below] Swing!!!, Above the 

design: 'Take care of yourselves there'. A pretty meretricious-
looking woman swings high in a rope-swing tied to a tree, her 
feet being higher than her head. She is décolletée and wears 
transparent lace-fronted stockings with..., William Heath (Print 

made by); Thomas McLean (Published by), 1830 etching 1830 12 30 McLean NYPL

The Colors On a march. 79 Reg. Lithograph by and after 

William Heath, 1830; published by William Heath, 30 Dec 

1830; associated with the 79th Regiment., Prints, 1987-11-26 etching 1830 12 30 Heath

National 

Army 

Museum

Henry Berthoud, No. 65, 

Regent's Quadrant, Piccadilly,

Heath

Slane - when thieves fall out amongst themselves - Hudibras., 
Above the design: 'The Settling day must come'. Sir William 
'Knighton' (left), identified by a labelled medicine-bottle in his 

pocket, bends menacingly and stiffly towards Lady 
Conyngham; in his right hand he grasps his cane, his left arm..., 

William Heath (Print made by); Thomas McLean (Published 
by), 1830 etching 1830   McLean

British 
Museum

Heath

11th commandment; get all you can - keep what you get - give 
away nothing. London : T. McLean, May, 1830. In this 

caricature, a hunch-backed Jew in tattered clothes is identified 
as a moneylender by the bond which protrudes from his pocket. etching 1830 McLean

jewish 

theological 
seminary
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after Heath

A collection of original designs & engravings illustrating the 

Life of Joseph Grimaldi / Grimaldi, Joseph,; Pailthorpe, F. W., 

and others1800s : etching 1830 Harvard

: Album compiled by F.W. 
Pailthorpe For Clarence S. 
Bement./ Title from ms. 
title page executed by F.W. 

Pailthorpe./ Consists of 6 
pencil drawings by 

Pailthorpe; 6 hand-colored 
etchings by Pailthorpe 

based On the drawings; 8 

other hand-colored 
etchings by Pailthorpe, 

some after drawings by 
George and Robert 
Cruikshank, and William 

Heath; 2 watercolor 
drawings and 13 hand-

colored etchings by H.K. 

Browne; and 14 other 

hand-colored etchings.
Henry 

Heath

A HASTY STRIDE FROM BROOM HALL TO WESTmstr HALL 1. 

Published 1830, by S. W. Fores. etching 1830 Fores

Heath

A nice place in cold weather,  See BM Satires No. 16435. A 
pretty girl, perhaps the subject of BM Satires No. 16435, lies in 
a bed drawn close to a fire, indicated by corner of chimney-

piece, fender, and guard (left). She is framed in drawn-back 

curtains, lit by..., William Heath (Print made by); Thomas 
McLean (Published by), 1828-1832

no date 

drawn and 

etched by w. 
Heath 1830 McLean

Wolpole 
Lib, NYPL

"Drawn & Etched by W. 

Heath", and publication 

line: "Published by Thos 
McLean 26 Haymarket"

Heath

A nice place in hot weather,  A pretty girl with elaborately 
dressed hair, a pyramid of curls with long ringlets framing the 
face, sits in a slipper bath (like Marat's) which covers her to the 
base of her long neck. The bath is close to an open window 
giving on to a..., William Heath (Print made by); Thomas 
McLean (Published by), 1828-1832

drawn and 
etched by W. 
Heath 1830 McLean v&a

no date, plate 1, the 
lettering is not by Heath
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Arthur and Bob's new beer measure; John Bull and the tax cart, 

Two reduced anonymous copies of plates by William Heath, 
possibly etched by Sharpshooter using the Paul Pry symbol, 
etched on a single plate; for descriptions see the originals. In 
No. 16086.A, 'ant' is written 'aren't'. A background is, John 

Fairburn (Published by); William Heath (After), 1830 etching 1830 Fairburn fake
Blowing up the fire, The Devil, with webbed wings, goat's legs, 
and barbed tail, and wearing a cap in which is a huge 

(tricolour) cockade and a dagger dripping blood, sits on a 

mound, his legs crossed, gleefully plying bellows. These he 

directs at a fire which, Print made by William Heath; published 
by Thomas McLean, 1830 etching 1830 McLean

British 
Museum

Canvassing, Hat in hand, a sly-looking candidate enters a bare 
room from the street, with an insinuating smile. He addresses a 

grossly fat and hideously squinting woman who stands at her 
wash-tub. An ugly grown-up daughter, and two children, one, 
William Heath (Print made by), 1830 1830

British 
Museum

Caricatures Relating to the Duke of Wellington etching 1830 McLean Morgan lib

Caricatures of Wellington, 

and also Canning, Peel, 
Eldon, Grey, O'Connell, 
George IV. and William IV./ 
123 mounted, hand-

colored prints (chiefly 

etchings) of various sizes, 

published by S.W. Fores, J. 

Fairburn, G. Hunt, Thomas 
McLean, etc., from 1821 to 
1830./ in library's copy, 
most figures have been 
identified below in pencil.
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Come, move On there - it's time You was in bed, young woman. 

Any body with half an eye could see You were in liquor.

GA 

2011.00880 1830

CFSV, 

GC021 Princeton Princeton
Do You please to have You bed warm'd sir? Heath, William, 

1795-1840.; MacLean, Thomas, [London] : Pub. by T McLean 
26 Haymarket, 1830-? etching 1830 McLean
Florishing [i.e. flourishing] state of the Swan River thing Heath, 

William, 1795-1840.; McLean, Thomas. [London : Thomas 
McLean, 1830 etching 1830 McLean
Glorious return of the pride of Westminster and his flunkey, 

Scene on the hustings. Burdett, closely followed by Hobhouse, 
runs off to the back of the hustings (which are otherwise 

empty) under a shower of bunches of turnips and carrots, 
cabbages and potatoes. Burdett: 'our friends seem to be 

giving..., William Heath (Print made by); Thomas McLean 
(Published by), 1830 1830 McLean

British 
Museum

Hawking "Ride unto St. Albans [vide Shah]. Heath, William, 

1795-1840.; MacLean, Thomas, [London] : Pub. by T. McLean 
26 Haymarket, 1830 etching 1830 McLean

I shall take it as a personality Sir if You pull my nose again 
[London]: Pub. by McLean, etching 1830 McLean Wolpole Lib

Irish M.P's Heath, William, 1795-1840.; MacLean, 
Thomas,[London] : Pub. by T. McLean, 26 Haymarket, 1830 etching 1830 McLean NYPL

in McLean's evenings 
amusements

It's more than doubtful ..., A man seated at table reads a 
newspaper by the light of a candle that he is holding up. c.1830 
Etching with hand-colouring, William Heath (Print made by); 
Thomas McLean (Published by), 1830 etching 1830 McLean Wolpole Lib

sharpshoot

er

Jumping over the broomstick, A close copy (? by Sharpshooter) 
of BM Satires No. 16348, with the same title and the addition of 

York Minster in the background, and the word 'YORK' as point 

of departure for Brougham's leap. Other inscriptions as No. 
16348, but '25th' not..., William Heath (After); John Phillips 

(Print made by), 1830-1831 1830 phillips

British 

Museum
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King William IV dressed as a sailor dances in the centre of a 

semicircle of ministers who have black bodies and are partially 
draped. Coloured etching by W. Heath, 1830. Heath, William, 
1795-1840. London (26 Haymarket) : T. McLean, 1830 etching 1830 McLean
new dances no. 1. the Spanish dance etching 1830 McLean NYPL MEZY-x

Ordinance againt [sic] the liberty of the press, After the title: 
'evil on itself shall back recoil— Milton—'. Prince Polignac, in 

military uniform, trampling on a flag inscribed 'Charter 

Liberty', puts a match to the touch-hole of a cannon which 

emits a blast of flame and cannon-balls...., William Heath (Print 
made by); Thomas McLean (Published by), 1830 etching 1830 McLean
Quite satisfied with the shape of my nose, A woman seated at 

her dressing table admires herself in the mirror. c.1830 
Etching with hand-colouring, William Heath (Print made by); 

Thomas McLean (Published by), 1830 etching 1830 McLean Wolpole Lib

Sayings and Doings. The gentle (member) for York is up-with 

well appointed powers, Shakspeare,  Above the design: 
'Sayings and Doings— No 1'. The trunk of a tall tree, without 

lateral branches, has bare and decayed branches at the summit 
on which Brougham sits precariously, though much at his ease. 

He wears wig and gown and holds the..., William Heath (Print 
made by); Thomas McLean (Published by), 1830 1830 McLean

British 
Museum

The landlady at You service sir. You will find your bed well 
air'd as I slept in it my self Last night. Heath, William, 1795-

1840.; MacLean, Thomas, [London] : Pub. by T McLean 26 

Haymarket Where political and other caricatures are daily 

publishing, 1830-? etching 1830 McLean

The late Attempt to get into Buckingham Palace. Engraving 
after William Heath, 1830 (c); published by Messrs Fores, 1830 
(c); associated with Arthur Wellesley, 1st Duke of Wellington 
and with the 3rd Foot Guards., Prints, 1974-12-74 etching 1830 Fores

National 
Army 
Museum
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The man wot guards the hopposition. Heath, William, 1795-
1840.; Field, J.,[London] : Pubd. by J. Field 65 Quadrant 

Piccadilly, 1830 etching 1830 field fake?

Vot are You staring at? Spooney - is there any thing perticler 
about a Coachman Heath, William, 1795-1840.; MacLean, 

Thomas, [London] : Pub. by T McLean 26 Haymarket Where 
political and other caricatures are daily pub. the largest 
assortment of satirical print of any House in London, 1830-? etching 1830 McLean
Wot are You going arter We my Sweetheart? - Eh! Master 

Soger/ She's my Sweetheart, You Bumpkin. Coloured 

lithograph by and after William Heath, 1830; published by 
Thomas McLean, 1830; associated with the 9th Lancers., Prints, 
1979-03-40 lithograph 1830 McLean

National 
Army 
Museum

Heath

Great mercy for the great - Little mercy for the little, Two 
designs side by side, each with title. [1] The trial of Polignac 

and his colleagues for treason before the Chamber of Peers on 
the accusation of the Chamber of Deputies. The President 

(Baron Pasquier) stands on a platform under a..., William Heath 
(Print made by); Thomas McLean (Published by), 1831 etching 1831 1 1 McLean

British 
Museum

Shakespeare merchant of 
Venice

Heath

Marching Order. Coloured engraving by and after William 
Heath, 1831; published by William Heath, 1 Jan 1831; 
associated with the Life Guards and Hussars., Prints, 1974-05-
69-117 lithograph 1831 1 1 Heath

National 
Army 
Museum

published by William 
Heath 1 january 1831

this is a lithograph Marching 

Order no. 2, Pub jan 1 1831 
for w Heath at 56 Quadrant 
Regent street. Where a great 
variety may be seen

Heath

Grey-vy ["e" crossed through, substituted with "a"] soup for the 
poor, Grey, wearing an apron, stirs the contents of a huge 

saucepan among the flames of an open fire. The pan is a 'State 

Sauce Pan' and the contents are nine (or ten) men, among 

whom are a bishop and a military officer, all seated, much at 
their..., William Heath (Print made by); Thomas McLean 
(Published by), 1831 etching 1831 1 12 McLean

British 
Museum
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The Olympic Graces [London]: Pub. Jany. 16, 1831, For W. 

Heath at 56 Quadrant Regent Street, [16 Jan. 1831] etching 1831 1 16 Heath Wolpole Lib

Henry Berthoud, No. 65, 

Regent's Quadrant, Piccadilly,

Heath

Good morning to you Daniel, Anglesey, in military uniform, 
holding up a large key, bends backwards and to the right, 

doffing a plumed and tasselled shako in a gesture of ironic 
courtesy towards O'Connell (right). The latter's words are 
etched after the title: 'Will I..., William Heath (Print made by); 

Thomas McLean (Published by), 1831 etching 1831 1 23 McLean

British 

Museum Anglesey

attributed

Merry England, Above the design: 'Stands England where it 

did'. Flames from a blazing rick, a barn, and farm buildings 
stream upwards and to the right in a mountain of fire; on the 
rick is a placard signed 'Swing' [see BM Satires No. 16400, &c.]. 

They are..., William Heath (Print made by); Thomas McLean 
(Published by), 1831 etching 1831 1 28 McLean

British 
Museum

Heath

Dedicated to the commissioners of the court of bankrupts, The 
Devil uses a broom composed of the figure, in profile to the left, 

of Brougham, in long sweeping robes, to brush away a crowd of 
little protesting fugitives, most of whom wear legal wig and 

gown; one or two turn to plead for mercy. He, Print made by 
William Heath; published by Thomas McLean, 1831 etching 1831 2 8 McLean

British 
Museum

Shakespeare Macbeth. "A 
new broom sweeps clean" 

"These emmets, how little 
they are in our eyes! Vide 

Watts. What all - oh' Hell 
kite, all! Shakespeare

Cooking [London]: Pub. 10 of Feb. 1831 by T. McLean, 26 
Haymarket, [10 Feb.1831] etching 1831 2 10 McLean Wolpole Lib
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Heath

Matchless eloqunce [sic] thrown away, The title continues 'or 

267 against little Joey—and his Shining Friend'. Above the 
design: 'Proceedings in the House Plate the Ist for 1831'. The 
interior of the House of Commons; in the foreground (right) 
Hunt stands making a speech. He..., William Heath (Print made 

by); Thomas McLean (Published by), 1831 etching 1831 2 10 McLean

British 

Museum

The title continues 'or 267 

against little Joey—and his 
Shining Friend'. Above the 

design: 'Proceedings in the 
House Plate the Ist for 
1831'. The interior of the 

House of Commons; in the 
foreground (right) Hunt 

stands making a speech. He 
tilts forward a giant jar of 

his own "Matchless" 

blacking whose contents 
are exploding in a vast 

eruption, which rises to the 
roof and descends upon 
both sides of the House, 

but especially on the 
Ministerial benches against 

which it is directed. This 
black cascade is 'A humble 

Address to his M——y 
Praying that he would 
grant a general Pardon & 

Amnesty to the Rioters'. 

The word 'No— No— 
No—' [often repeated] 
rises from every member 
of the front Government 

bench, and also more 

Heath

Naval Scenes -- or Sketches Afloat no. 3. Cooking. I say Tommy 
am I to make the pies Pies no Look at You Nasty d- -n blacks 

hands. [on is a black man] etching 1831 2 10 McLean NYPL
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Heath

The old grey hen and chickens, A hen with the head of Grey 

stretches her neck through the bars of a round hen-coop 
topped by a crown and cross and placarded 'Cabinet Coop 
Quantum Mutatus ab illo!' She spreads her wings over fifteen 
gaping chicks on the grass under the..., William Heath (Print 

made by); Thomas McLean (Published by), 1831 etching 1831 2 13 McLean

British 

Museum Shakespeare Henry 4

Heath

Lork what a long tail our cat has got, Above the design as an 

alternative title: 'Tommy Grey with the tail of his Order!!!' A 

lean grey cat (right) with the head of Grey, in profile to the 

right, walks along the top of a wall with a fish in its mouth 
inscribed 'First Lord of the..., William Heath (Print made by); 
Thomas McLean (Published by), 1831 etching 1831 2 15 McLean

Wolpole 
Lib, British 
Museum

much copied. Head of lord 

grey. Grey is a cat 

symbolizing his relatives 
and beneficiaries in other 
prints

Heath

Non intervention or the peaceable appearance of Europe, 
Above the design: 'We have assurances front the Great. Powers 

of their determination to preserve the Peace of 
Europe—Prodigious!!!' Belgium, represented by a woman 
dressed as a London broom-girl (see BM Satires No. 14769), 

stands in a..., William Heath (Print made by); Thomas McLean 
(Published by), 1831 etching 1831 2 26 McLean

British 
Museum

The Stocks, A vignette of a bull and a bear each with a leg in 

stocks as a bird runs away on crutches. 6 March 1831 Etching 
with hand-colouring, William Heath (Print made by), 1831 etching 1831 3 6 Heath Wolpole Lib

Henry Berthoud, No. 65, 
Regent's Quadrant, Piccadilly,

Heath

Opinions on reform, Three men declare their views. A 
squinting ruffian (left), in battered hat and tattered clothes of 

quasi-fashionable intention, his hand on a twisted cudgel, says 

'I want a Radical Reform'. A small, insignificant and timid 

fellow, on..., William Heath (Print made by); Thomas McLean 
(Published by), 1831 etching 1831 3 8 McLean

British 
Museum

Holloo Thom-ass, there's Two tea's and a brandy and worter a 
bolting over the palings [London]: Pub. March 9, 1831, by T. 
McLean etching 1831 3 9 McLean Wolpole Lib
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paul pry

Sketches of Character. No. 12. the Waiter at a tea Garden. 
Holloo -- Thom -- ass -- there's two tea's and a brandy and 

worter. a bolting over the palings etching 1831 3 9 McLean NYPL

Heath

It's a true Bill!!!, William IV, dressed as a sailor, in a be-

ribboned hat worn aslant, loose jacket and trousers, checked 
shirt, with knotted scarf and white waistcoat, stands with legs 

apart, looking slightly to the left with a fixed stare. In his right 
hand..., William Heath (Print made by); Thomas McLean 
(Published by), 1831 etching 1831 3 12 McLean

British 
Museum

sharpshoot
er

The old grey hen and chickens; Non-Intervention; or the 

Peaceable Appearance of Europe, A copy of BM Satires No. 

16577 (? by Sharpshooter), pub. King, 12 Mar., eleven chickens 
only, placed above a copy of BM Satires No. 16581. Two copies 
after William Heath on a single plate 12 March 1831 Hand-

coloured etching, William Heath (After); E King (Published by), 
1831 1831 3 12 king

British 
Museum fake

Heath You pretend to stop the harry-stocracy of the land etching 1831 3 22 McLean
British 
Museum

Heath

The bears at bay, After the title: 'intended as one of a series of 

illustrations for the nonintervention System'. A young Polish 
officer stands defiantly with his back to a tree, holding in each 

hand a sword at arm's length. He faces a semicircle of 
Russian..., William Heath (Print made by); Thomas McLean 

(Published by), 1831

GA 

2011.00921 1831 3 27 McLean

British 

Museum

Heath

Those fellows are a great nuisance - I can't see, havent got my 
spectacles Bob, Wellington, taking Peel's left arm, hurries after 
a man (right) carrying a placard on a pole, who also walks fast, 

holding his placard so that it is scarcely legible for those 

behind him. It is headed 'Reform in Parliament' in large..., 

William Heath (Print made by); Thomas McLean (Published 
by), 1831 etching 1831 3 27 McLean

British 
Museum
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Short of French, Two grotesquely dressed men exchange words 

(etched in the tipper margin) on a London pavement. One (left) 
wears a bell-shaped top-hat and immensely wide trousers 
strapped under the boots; he holds a furled umbrella, and 
strides off to the..., William Heath (Print made by); George 

Humphrey (Published by), 1823 etching 1831 3 30 Humphrey Wolpole Lib
The Blues as they were, as they are /,[London]: Pub. April 13, 
1831, For W. Heath at 56 Quadrant Regent Street, [13 Apr. 

1831] etching 1831 4 13 Heath Wolpole Lib

Henry Berthoud, No. 65, 

Regent's Quadrant, Piccadilly,

attributed Little Johnny Rouse-Hell or the Ministers Last shift. etching 1831 4 28 McLean NYPL

Decision!!![London]: Pub. by J. Fairburn, Broadway, Ludgate 
Hill, April 29, 1831.: etching 1831 4 29 Fairburn Wolpole Lib

Heath

The swell - mob - milling the glaze, A street scene with Tories 
smashing windows illuminated for the dissolution of 

Parliament. On a blank wall (right) is a huge 'WR' and crown; 
below this light up is scrawled twice. On the left a policeman 
(see BM Satires No. 15768) stands in..., William Heath (Print 

made by); Thomas McLean (Published by), 1831 etching 1831 5 2 McLean Wolpole Lib NYPL
A sketch For the ladies allbum!!! [London]: Pub. May 8, 1831, 

by T. McLean, 26 Haymarket, [8 May 1831] etching 1831 5 8 McLean Wolpole Lib

Heath
Patent French Improver. a Sketch for the Ladies Album [bustle 
labled Nugents Patent. a support for her bustle]. etching 1831 5 8 McLean NYPL

Heath The - United - Service - Club etching 1831 5 16 McLean
British 
Museum

"Here's a health to john 
bull and may this be his 
pride / bless the king of 

john bull and john bulls fire 

side / john bulls fire side 

should foe dare to frown / 

may john ne'er want a 
cudgel to knook the foe 
down.
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attributed

A scene in the vice chancellor's court, After the title: 'or a 
sample of "The Widow's protector"—the Poor mans 

Friend—vide Newark Times'. The Vice-Chancellor (Shadwell) 
stands delivering a judgement, turning to the defendants on his 
right, who stand behind a rail. They are, William Heath (Print 
made by), 1830-1832 etching 1831 7 24

British 
Museum

no name or publisher. 
Questionable

Heath

Come to my harms [h crossed through] king of the protocals!!!, 
Above the design: '"and thus wags this part of the World'. In 

the foreground, above the word Netherlands, a Belgian woman 

(dressed like the London broom-girls, as in BM Satires No. 

16581) strides towards King Leopold, with her short full, J Bell 
(Published by); William Heath (Print made by), 1831

GA 
2011.00879 1831 8 1 bell

Princeton, 

British 
Museum

published as the act directs 

by j. bell 3 Cleveland row st 
James

Heath

There are wars and rumours of wars, A sequel to BM Satires 
No. 16744. A fight with fists between a fat Dutchman (William 

I) smoking a long pipe (left) and Leopold dressed as a Belgian 
peasant-woman and wearing sabots. The former, who leans 
back and is on the defensive, says:..., J Bell (Published by); 

William Heath (Print made by), 1830-1832 etching 1831 8 1 bell

British 

Museum

part 2 of come to my 

harms…

Heath

The grey goose, A huge goose inscribed 'Reform' and with in 

place of its beak, three profiles inset in its head: Brougham 
between Durham (?) and Grey, faces John Bull, a countryman in 

gaiters, who stands in profile to the left, gaping and leaning 
towards..., J Bell (Published by); William Heath (Print made by), 
1831 lithograph 1831 11 1 bell

British 
Museum

paul pry

The Reaction in Bristol, "let it be Recorded" shake. [below] For 

they will charge you with the guilt- Of all the blood that has 

been spilt- To conjure Legions up in arms, And raise more 

devils in the rout Than e'er y were able to cast out vide 
Hudibrass, by William Heath. Caricature of Sir Charles 

Wetherell fleeing, having been attacked by supporters of the 
Reform Bill. etching 1831 12 1 bell v&a

'Pub Dec 1st 1831 by J Bell 
Cleaveland [?] Row'

heath Opinions of reform etching 1831 mclean AGO
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william 

and henry 
Heath

The Gentleman's Magazine of Fashions. Fancy Costumes and 
Regimentals of the British Army. Bound volume of 6 coloured 

etchings by William and Henry Heath 1831. consists of volume 
4 march to december 1831 etching 1831

gentleman'
s 

National 

Army 
Museum

THE HEAD MASTER TURNING OUT the INCORRIGIBLES. 
Published 1831 by S. Gans. Southampton Street. etching 1831 Gans
The united service club!!!, A massive and corrugated club, 
inscribed 'Reform', stands erect in the centre of the design, 
resting on its smaller end. The head of the club is topped by 

four heads: the full-face of John Bull, a broadly-grinning yokel; 

on this rests the..., William Heath (Print made by); Thomas 

McLean (Published by), 1831 1831 McLean

British 

Museum

You dropp'd this here thingumbob marm. O'h daer it's my 

bustle [London]: Pub. by T. McLean, 26 Haymarket ..., [1831?] etching 1831 McLean Wolpole Lib

Heath

Odd fish, Below: 'An-chovey John Doree & Little Jack Sprat'. 
Three creatures with the heads of fish. A small, fashionably 

dressed woman with a huge beribboned bonnet on the fish-
profile she turns up to the tall J. D., who bows towards her. He 

wears a..., William Heath (Print made by); William Heath 
(Published by), 1832 etching 1832 3 6 Heath

British 
Museum

Lettered with title, artist's 
name and publication line: 

'Pub March 6 1832 For W 
Heath 56 Quadrant'

Henry Berthoud, No. 65, 
Regent's Quadrant, Piccadilly,

Heath British Army no. 31 etching 1832
gentleman'
s 

National 
Army 
Museum

coloured etching by and 
after william and Henry 

Heath, 1832. published by 
Gentleman's magazine 
1832

Gentlemens bores!!!

GA 

2011.00892 1832

CFSV, 

GC021 Princeton Princeton

shortshank

s

The March of Intellect. a Long Stager/ a lond stager. 2 prints 

with no name "jelly maker" 1832 etching 1832 McLean NYPL MEZY-x
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You pretend to stop the Harry-stocracy of the land, Above the 

design: 'Scene at the Horse Guards'. Brougham, in wig and 
gown, holding the mace across his shoulder, strides jauntily 
past a Life Guards sentry, standing at attention and in back 
view (right) while an officer hurries up through..., William 

Heath (Print made by); Thomas McLean (Published by), 1832 1832 McLean

william 

and henry 

Heath

The Gentleman's Magazine of Fashions. Fancy Costumes and 
Regimentals of the British Army. Bound volume of coloured 

etchings by William and Henry Heath 1833. unknon number of 

issues including a plate of King William IV in his coronation 

robes (between p. 24 and 25) etching 1833

gentleman'

s 

National 

Army 

Museum
Transatlantic sketches :comprising visits to the most 
interesting scenes in North and South America, and the West 

Indies. With notes on Negro slavery and Canadian emigration 
/uthor(s):, Alexander, James Edward, Sir, 1803-1885.  London : 

Richard Bentley. Publisher in ordinary to His Majesty, [printed 
by Samuel Bentley], 1833:, Illustrated by J.E.A.; etched by Wm. 
Heath. etching 1833 bentley book

published as the act directs by j. bell 3 Cleveland row st James etching 1834 1 31 McLean

National 
Army 

Museum series of 18; reissue?

Heath

Passing Events for 1834. Drumming out the Col! or the ass in 
the lion's skin. Published by Gabriel Shire Tregear No.3: an ass 
in military uniform being drummed out of the army to the 
cheers of the soldiers. Inscription Content: Lettered with titles 

above and below, with etched signature of William Heath and 

'Pub. Feb 9 1834 by G.S.Tregear 123 Cheapside' etching 1834 2 9 tregear

British 

Museum no. 3

Heath

Passing Events for 1834. the Flare up!!! There's a row in the 

court, bring out the rabbit pole. Published by Gabriel Shire 
Tregear No.2: a scene in a court room with the two litigants 
squaring up across the court. .Inscription Content: Lettered 
with titles above and below, with etched signature of William 
Heath and 'Pub. Feb 9 1834 by G.S.Tregear 123 Cheapside' etching 1834 2 9 tregear

British 
Museum
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The sporting doctor [London]: Pub. Feb. 16, 1834, by G.S. 
Tregear, No. 123 Cheapside, [16 Feb. 1834] etching 1834 2 16 tregear Wolpole Lib

Heath

Passing Events for 1834. Nil fuit unquam tam dispar sibi!!! 
Published by Gabriel Shire Tregear No.4: the Duke of 
Wellington in the robes of Chancellor of Oxford University. 

1834 Inscription Content: Lettered with titles above and below, 
speech in the design, with etched signature of William Heath, 

and 'Pub. Feb 20 1834 by G.S.Tregear 123 Cheapside' etching 1834 2 20 tregear

British 

Museum no. 4

Playing at soldiers at home!!! (Morning); Military sketches by 

William Heath, Plate 1: Breakfast scene at which an indolent 
dandy reads out his orders to his man servant dressed in 
military uniform who is standing to attention. 20 February 

1834 Hand-coloured etching, William Heath (Print made by); 
Gabriel Shire Tregear (Published by), 1834 etching 1834 2 20 tregear Wolpole Lib

Margate landing On the jetty in a gale / [London]: Pub. March 
1st, 1834, by G.S. Tregear, 123 Cheapside, [1 Mar. 1834] etching 1834 3 1 tregear Wolpole Lib

The Last stage London: Pub. April 19, 1834, by G.S. Tregear, 23 
Cheapside, [19 Apr.1834] etching 1834 4 19 tregear Wolpole Lib

Princeton

Bowring, John, 1792-1872. Title: Minor morals For young 
people London : Whittaker and co., 1834-1839. 3 v. (xii, 261, 

[1] p., [9] leaves of plates; [6. Graphic Arts Collection (GA) Call 
number: Cruik 1834 etching 1834 Whittaker Princeton Princeton

Heath

Passing Events for 1834. the Civil List!!! and vert civil they are 
too, don't they condescend to take your money John? No.6: a 

swarm of people drawing civil list pensions gaily walk by as 

John Bull drowns in the national debt. 1834 Inscription 

Content: Lettered with titles above and below, speech in the 
design, with etched signature of William Heath. No publication 

line. etching 1834 tregear

British 

Museum
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Heath

Passing Events for 1834. the Lordling and the Veteran. No.1 the 

15th Hussars: a veteran soldier on a pair of scales outweighs a 
young aristocrat on a fine horse. 1834. Inscription Content: 
Lettered with titles above and below, speech in the design, with 
etched signature of William Heath. No publication line. etching 1834 tregear

British 
Museum

Royal Navy, c. 1834 Original unsigned watercolor (by Heath); 
rear view of officer in uniform, cocked hat and sword, on 

country road. 1834, 1 watercolor; 20.4 x 13.8 cm. watercolor 1834 brown
Sketches of Character. Jew-ellery, Two Jewish men and one 

woman dressed fashionably. January 1834 Etching with hand-
colouring, William Heath (Print made by); Thomas McLean 
(Published by), 1834 etching 1834 McLean

British 
Museum

The Destruction of the Houses of Lords and Commons by Fire 
on the 16th of Octr. 1834; A view of the old Houses of 

Parliament burning, with large crowds and firemen attempting 
to put out the blaze. 1834 Lithograph printed on a sheet of 

India laid paper, Ackermann (Published by); Graf & Soret 
(Printed by); William Heath (Print made by), 1834 lithograph 1834 ackermann

British 
Museum

The Lordling and the Veteran!!! Coloured etching by and after 

William Heath, 1834; published by G J Tregear, 1834; 
associated with James Brudenell, 7th Earl of Cardigan, Capt 
Augustus Wathen and the 15th Hussars., Prints, 1979-03-28 etching 1834 tregear

National 
Army 
Museum

A Good Bite or Swallowing the Bait; Cruikshankiana,  Two men 
stand on a river-bank fishing disconsolately; one short and 

obese, the other tall and thin. The latter hooks a frog. Close 

behind them a hound is furtively devouring fish which lie on 

the grass. 15 May 1823, as re-issued in..., William Heath (Print 
made by); Thomas McLean (Published by), 1823 etching 1835 8 1 McLean Wolpole Lib reissue
Dust o [London]: Pubd. by Thos. McLean, 26, Haymarket, Aug. 
1st, 1835. etching 1835 8 1 McLean Wolpole Lib this is a reprint
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Heath

British Royal Artillery (London, 1835). [1 v.] ill. fol. 4 
lithographs. British Royal Horse Artillery, review order; British 

Royal Horse Artillery, Marching Order; British Royal Horse 
artillery, Rocket Troop; British Royal Artillery, Field Battery 
marching order lithograph 1835

Colnaghi 
and 
Company v&a printed by graf and sons

Princeton

The London joke-book: or new bon-mot miscellany, by Paul Pry 

[pseud?] London, John Weston, 1835. 336 p. 14 x 8 cm. Notes: 
Possibly by William Heath. manuscript note: Poole, John. 
Related name(s): Heath, William, 1795-1840. RECAP: 

3597.7395 etching 1835 Weston Princeton Princeton
Uniform design for Scots Greys, c. 1835 Original watercolor 

signed by Heath; 3 dismounted cavalrymen outdoors with 
rearing horse, displaying front and rear views of extraordinary 
(projected?) uniform with pinkish-red tunics. 1835 1 

watercolor; 16.1 x 21.9 cm. watercolor 1835 brown

sutherland 
after Heath Battle of the Pyrenees, 28 July 1813 aquatint 1836 6 4 Jenkins

Ministry of 

Justice,

below image: Painted by W. 

Heath Engraved by T. 

Sutherland / THE BATTLE OF 

THE PYRENEES, JULY 28.TH 

1813. This Plate is most 

respectfully Inscribed by 

James Jenkins / London. 

Pub.d June 4.th 1836 for 

I.W. LAIRD's Military 

Achievements, at Leadenhall 

St. [image of 3 soldiers in 

centre]
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sutherland 
after Heath The Sortie from Bayonne, 14 June 1814 aquatint 1836 6 4 Jenkins

gov.uk 

sports and 
culture

below image: [left] Painted by 

W. Heath [right] Engrav'd by T. 

Sutherland / [centre] THE 

SORTIE FROM BAYONNE. / This 

Plate, representing the Action 

of the 14.th April 1814, at 

Three in the Morn g ... Ja.s 

Jenkins. / London. Pub.d June 

4.th 1836 , for I.W. LAIRD'S 

Military Achievements, at 1, 

Leadenhall St.
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Heath

Wm Heath's Sketches of, in, & about, Dover [William Heath's 
Panorama of Dover]. Dover: Published by Tho.s Rigden, 66, 

Snargate St. July 8th, 1836. (5 feet) panorama 1836 7 8

Thomas 

Rigden ycba

cover title Mr. W. Heath's 
panoramic view of dover. 

Continuous strip view, 
measuring 7 3/4 x 

approximately 72 in., of 
Dover. Affixed to the 
original cloth folder, 

lettered on front cover in 

gilt; Mr. w. Heath's / 

Panoramic View of Dover. 
Place names at foot: 
signature of W. Heath and 

imprint of Thos. Rigden at 
foot. First 10 in. fold 

comprising engraved title: 
Wm. Heath's / Sketches / 
of, in & about / Dover, / 

(coloured vignette) / 

Dover: Published by / 
Thos. Rigden, 66, Snargate 

st. dated 1836 in imprint. 

six separate prints with title 
print. Attached on linen. On 

the title page a man is 
lecturing to a crowd with the 

panorama above his head. 
This is to give notice that Mr. 
W. Heath's panorama & other 

sketches of Dover are now on 

sale at Rigden's Library". 

under the scene: Pray come 
and look/At our mirror 
book/Where Castle Town & 

Bay/In compass so 
small/That Visitors all/In 

their Pockets may carry 
away. Each print has 
sketched from nature & 

etched by William Heath pub. 

July 8th 1838 by Thomas 
Rigden 66 Snargate Street 

Dover

after Heath 1st Life Guards lithograph 1836 Spooner

National 
Army 
Museum

unknown engraver after 
Heath Published

1st Life Guards. Coloured lithograph by unknown engraver 
after William Heath, 1836; associated with 1st Regiment of Life 
Guards., Prints, 1974-05-69-72 lithograph 1836

National 
Army 
Museum

English caricatures and cartoons depicting smoking and other 

subjects Bunbury, Henry William,; Cruikshank, Isaac,, and 
others1600-1836? : etching 1836
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T. 
Sutherland 
after Heath

The Battle of Vittoria, 21 Jun 1813. Coloured aquatint by T 

Sutherland after W Heath, published 4 Jun 1815 For J Jenkins 
"Martial Achievements", republished 4 Jun 1836 For I Lourds 
"Martial Achievements"; associated with the Battle of Vitoria, 
Peninsular War (1808-1814)., Prints, 1971-02-33-417 aquatint 1836

National 
Army 
Museum reissue

timothy 
wasp esq.

The queen Bee in her Hive!!! "The Bee Proffer's Honey But 
Wears a Sting" etching 1837 8 29 tregear NYPL is this Heath?***

Blindman's buff, [London: T. McLean, 1837] Lewis Walpole 
Library, etching 1837 McLean Wolpole Lib
Law," replied Mr. Grummer, "law, civil power and exehative; 

them's my titles; here's my authority" [London: T. McLean, 
1837] etching 1837 McLean
Pickwickian illustrations twenty plates / Heath, William, 1795-

1840. Publication: [London] : published 1837 by J. McLean, 
Haymarket, 1837 etching 1837 McLean

Reeve after 

Heath

The battle of Waterloo June 18th 1815, British infantry close 

on enemy cavalry on both flanks, foreground; cannon shot 
trailing fire crosses the sky above sheets of flame on the 

horizon, 1837 Etching and aquatint Coloured aquatint, William 
Heath (Print made by); Richard Gilson Reeve (Print made by), 

1837 aquatint 1837

British 

Museum
Vell, said Sam, all I can is I vish You may get it" [London: T. 

McLean, 1837] etching 1837 McLean Wolpole Lib
Destruction of the Royal Exchange by fire, On the 10th of 
January 1838 etching 1838 1 10 Princeton Princeton
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An Expedition of Discovery etching 1838 Coburn Princeton

 Alexander, James Edward, 

Sir, 1803-1885. Title: an 
expedition of discovery 

into the interior of Africa : 
through the hitherto 
undescribed countries of 

the Great Namaquas, 

Boschmans, and Hill 

Damaras / Performed 
under the auspices of Her 
Majesty’s government, and 

the Royal Geographical 
Society; and conducted by 

Sir James Edward 
Alexander, K.L.S. ... in Two 
volumes. 

Published/Created: 

London : Henry Colburn, 
Publisher, 1838. 

Description: 2 v., [8] leaves 
of plates (incl. fronts.) : ill., 
fold. map ; 19 cm. Notes: 
Printed by William 

Wilcockson. Plates etched 

by William Heath.

Princeton

Oddities of London life [electronic resource] : in Two volumes 

/ by Paul Pry. London : R. Bentley, 1838. http: / 

/www.londonlowlife.amdigital.co.uk /Contents /=19159 2 v. : 
ill. Electronic Resource etching 1838 Bentley Princeton This is not William Heath
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The Destruction of the Royal Exchange by Fire on Jany 10th 

1838; View from the street of the Exchange on fire at night; 
firemen attack flames, other men carry boxes and parcels from 
scene, large crowds gather to watch spectacle. 1838 Lithograph 
with some hand-colouring, Ackermann (Published by); J Graf 

(Printed by); William Heath (Print made by), 1838 lithograph 1838 ackermann

British 

Museum
the Grand Review ... in Hyde Park ... 9th of July 1838; A 
detachment of guards gallop past an infantry square formation, 

while horse artillery move off in to gun-smoke; spectators on 

foot and gorseback beside the royal carriage, lower right, 

c.1838 Hand-coloured aquatint,  William Heath (After); J 
Salisbury (Published by); William Summers (Print made by), 
1838 1838 summers

British 
Museum

summers 

after Heath

The Grand Review which took place in Hyde Park on Monday 

9th of July 1838 aquatint 1838

lewis and 

johnson

National 
Army 

Museum Lewis and Johnson 

Funeral obsequies of Jocko - a favorite monkey! (Died at 

Windsor Castle the 28.th Sep.r 1839) Heath, William, 1795-
1840.; Kohler, W., [London] : ... WSoffe 380 Strand., 1839 etching 1839 soffe

1st Life Guards One of a Collection.of 5 original signed 
watercolors by Heath (ms. titles on back) of uniform figures 

and groups for Ackermann's Costumes of the British Army. 
1840-1845 1 watercolor; 27.8 x 21.4 cm. watercolor 1840 Ackermann brown

published by 
Ackermann1840 to 1854; 
64 plates, 52 engraved and 
coloured by J. harrris; 12 

lithographs by Day and 

haghe after h. de 

Daubrawa, Alfred Dedreux, 
William Heath, and Henry 

martens. Published R. 
ackermann 1840-54
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2nd Royal North British Dragoons One of a Collection.of 5 

original signed watercolors by Heath (ms. titles on back) of 
uniform figures and groups for Ackermann's Costumes of the 
British Army. 1840-1845: 1 watercolor; 27.6 x 21.3 cm. watercolor 1840 Ackermann brown

published by 
Ackermann1840 to 1853

A Select Collection of Caricatures / Collected & Arranged by 

Thomas McLean. Vol. I 1818-1830 : etching 1840 McLean NYPL no date
A Select Collection of Caricatures / Collected & Arranged by 

Thomas McLean. Vol. II 1813-1832 : etching 1840 McLean NYPL no date
Bransby Blake Cooper. Coloured etching by W. Heath [Paul 

Pry]. Heath, William, 1795-1840. etching 1840

Heath British Royal Artillery, Field Battery, Marching Order, 1840 lithograph 1840

Colnaghi 
and 

Company

National 
Army 

Museum

date is a guess; lithographs 
after Heath from the "Royal 

Artillery series

Heath's Royal Artillery, 4 
colour lithographs published 

by Colnaghi, ca. 1840

Heath British Royal Horse Artillery, Review Order. lithograph 1840

Colnaghi 
and 
Company

National 
Army 
Museum

date is a guess; lithographs 
after Heath from the "Royal 
Artillery series

Costumes of the British Army. Album of aquatints by John 

Harris and J W Giles after Henry De Daubrawa, William Heath 
and Henry Martens, 1840-1853; published by Rudolph 

Ackermann, 1840-1853; associated with FM Arthur Wellesley, 
1st Duke of Wellington and the British Army., Prints, 1981-03-4 aquatint 1840 Ackermann

National 

Army 
Museum 26 plates

French cavalry charging British Highlanders at Waterloo water-
colour Original watercolor. signed and dated by Heath; 

cuirassiers and lancers charging square formation. of 

Highlanders, battle and smoke etc. in background. . 1836. 1 

watercolor; 28.4 x 20.8 cm. watercolor 1840 brown

published by 

Ackermann1840 to 1853
Honi soit qui mal y pense! Heath, William, 1795-1840. 

Publication:[London? : s.n., 1840-? etching 1840
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Household cavalry kettle-drummer and trumpeter, c. 1840 
Original watercolor signed by Heath; mounted drummer in 

conversation. with standing trumpeter, showing front and back 
of uniforms, other figures in background. 1840 1 watercolor; 
27.5 x 21.3 cm. watercolor 1840 brown

Princeton

Rowlandson, Thomas, 1756-1827 Caracatures [spine title]. 
[London : various, 1800- 1817] [105] leaves of plates : chiefly 
col. ill. ; 42 cm. Contents: a collection bound in One volume of 

105 prints by Rowlandson, Henry Bunbury, and W. Heath. Rare 

Books (Ex) Call number: Oversize 2008-0020F etching 1840 Princeton Princeton

Scene on deck of naval vessel showing British naval officer's 
uniform of 1810 watercolor 1840

maritime 
Museum no date

The Fusiliers, late the 5th Foot One of a Collection.of 5 original 
signed watercolors by Heath (ms. titles on back) of uniform 

figures and groups for Ackermann's Costumes of the British 
Army. 1840-1845 1 watercolor; 27.5 x 21.1 cm. watercolor 1840 ackermann brown

The Horse Guards or Blues One of a Collection.of 5 original 
signed watercolors by Heath (ms. titles on back) of uniform 

figures and groups for Ackermann's Costumes of the British 
Army. The Horse Guards or Blues, undress, parade dress, full 

dress.1840-1845 1 watercolor; 27.3 x 21.5 cm. watercolor 1840 ackermann brown

Royal Horse Guards. Coloured lithograph by a O Driscoll after 
William Heath, 1841., Prints, 1960-08-55 lithograph 1841 5 15 ackermann

National 

Army 
Museum

no. 5 in a series of colored 
lithographs by A.O. Driscoll 

after William Heath. 9 

plates; Ackermann's 

Costumes of the British 
army May 15 1841

Driscoll 
after Heath

Rifle Brigade; Riflemen in action, one on his knee shooting. 
1841 Hand-coloured lithograph, Ackermann (Published by); 
Day & Co (Printed by); A O Driscoll (Print made by); William 
Heath (After), 1841 lithograph 1841 ackermann

British 
Museum
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Driscoll 
after Heath

Officer of the Life Guards, c. 1845 Original (unfinished?) 
watercolor sketch signed W. Heath; mounted uniform figure 

with sword, pointed down, in hand, other mounted soldiers 
suggested in left background and mounted soldier in right 
distance. 1845 : 1 watercolor; 26 x 32.5cm. watercolor 1845 brown
Christmas pantomime, 1850 / Heath, William, 1950, 1850 In: 

Dance magazine. New York. Dec 1950, cover etching 1850

Princeton

Irving, Washington, 1783-1859. a history of New York from the 

beginning of the world to the end of the Dutch dynasty ... / by 
Diedrich Knickerbocker [pseud.] ... with illustrations by Felix 
O.C. Darley, engraved by eminent artists. New York : George P. 

Putnam, 1850. Graphic Arts Collection (GAX) Call number: 

Hamilton 605 etching 1850 Putnam

Irving, Washington, 1783-

1859. Title: a history of 

New York from the 

beginning of the world to 
the end of the Dutch 
dynasty ... / by Diedrich 

Knickerbocker [pseud.] ... 
with illustrations by Felix 

O.C. Darley, engraved by 
eminent artists. 
Published/Created: New 

York : George P. Putnam, 

1850. 

Heath

Eastern fairy tales: great moral truths in allegorical stories by 
Sir Charles Morrell.

Morell, Charles, Sir, 1736-1765., (London and Otley: William 

Walker and Sons, [183-?] ([Otley]: William Walker, printer, 
Otley). 464 p., [1] leaf of plates : ill. ; 13 cm."Translated from 

the Persian". Dedicated to His Royal Highness, George, Prince 

of Wales. Engraved frontispiece by W. Heath. Added engraved 
title-page also by W. Heath, conjunct with frontispiece.

etching 1851 walker

v&a, free 

lib of 
philadelphi
a

Morell, Charles, Sir, 1736-
1765. Tales of the genii. 
London : Darton & Co., 58 
Holborn-hill ; Otley 

[England] : William Walker 

and Son, William Walker, 
printer), 1850-1859? An 

original work, modelled on 

the Arabian nights./ Sir 
Charles Morell is the 
pseudonym of James Ridley.

Original designs and engravings : drawings, [not before 1868]. 
Corbould, H. 1787-1844.; Stothard, Thomas,; Nisbett, John 
Lauder More,, and others 1868 etching 1868
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Battle of Waterloo--Charge of the 2nd Life Guards watercolor 1800s

courtesy 
the Parker 

Gallery, 
London

reproduced in Dict. Of 
B.Mill.Pters

Charge of the 18th Light Dragoons at the Battle of Alkmaar, 
Walcheren Island, 1799 Prints, Drawings and Watercolors 

from the Anne S.K. Brown Military Collection. “..Original 
unsigned wash drawing (attributed to Heath); dragoons 
charging in from right against..” drawing 1800s brown

Heath

drawing [Design for title to "A Collection of Prints Etched by 

and Engraved after the DESIGNS of Paul Potter"; monument 
standing in front of trees, surmounted by urn with relief 
portrait medallion on side, cow, goat and kid in foreground. 

Pen and grey and brown ink with grey and brown wash. 
Inscription Content: Inscribed: "W Heath" and with title

ink wash 
drawing 1800s

British 
Museum is this a book? Portfolio?

Heath

drawing [Falstaff at Justice Shallow's House; on l, Falstaff 
between Silence and Shallow, to right, the recruits chosen by 

Falstaff, Mouldy, Shallow, Wart, Feeble and Bullcalf, behind, 
Bardolph leaning on a balustrade of a staircase looks on, other 

figures on steps and in the background. Pen and brown and 
blue-grey ink, and blue and brown wash, corners made up. 

Inscription Content: Signed: "W.Heath del"

ink wash 

drawing 1800s

British 

Museum

Heath

drawing ['None but the polite deserve the fair' - sketch for a 
caricature; three of ficers of Light Cavalry retreating to right 

from group of women, one of whom holds banner with title, 

preceded by drummer and fifer. Pen and grey ink. Inscription 

Content: Inscribed on image with title in reverse

ink wash 

drawing 1800s

British 

Museum

note that he prepares the 

drawing for etching by 

writing the text in reverse
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Madeley 
after Heath

General Sir Francis Vere Kt At the Battle of Nieuport, On the 

2nd July, 1600. Coloured lithograph (?) by Madeley after 
William Heath, no date; possibly published by Madeley, 
London, no date; the General in armour in the centre holding 
his sword aloft in his right hand, mounted On a horse, in the 

melée of battle. From the collection of the former Buffs 
Regimental Museum., Prints, 2001-04-622 lithograph 1800s Madeley

National 

Army 
Museum

George III reviewing troops, c. 1800 Published 1800 Prints, 

Drawings and Watercolors from the Anne S.K. Brown Military 

Collection. “..Original wash drawings signed by Heath; King and 
suite, mounted, and dismounted aide in foreground..” drawing 1800s brown
J.B. Booth as Sir Giles Overreach [in Massinger's New way to 

pay old debts]. Also called Junius Brutus Booth as Sir Giles 
Overreach etching 1800s

Folger 
library no date no publisher

Madeley 

after Heath

Lieut General the Duke of Argyle, Colonel of the Buffs At the 
Battle of Malplaquet On 11th Septr 1709. Coloured lithograph 

(?) by Madeley after William Heath, no date; possibly published 
by Madeley, London, no date; the Duke encourages his troops 

On the Field of Battle, while dead and dying soldiers lie On the 
ground in the foreground. From the collection of the former 

Buffs Regimental Museum., Prints, 2001-04-618 lithograph 1800s

National 
Army 

Museum
Napoleon at Marengo Original watercolor signed by Heath; 
Napoleon and aides mounted, in foreground, courier galloping 
up in left foreground followed by 2 prisoners, battle in 

distance. 1 watercolor; 25.1 x 16.4 cm. watercolor 1800s brown
Sir Francis Veere at the Battle of Nieuport, 1600. Watercolor, 

attributed to William Heath. From the collection of the former 

Buffs Regimental Museum., Drawings and Watercolors, 2001-

04-343 Watercolor 1800s

National 

Army 

Museum

this is a very small 

watercolor sketch but 

detailed

Heath Sir Francis Veere at the battle of Nieuport. Attributed to Heath watercolor 1800s

National 
Army 
Museum
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Heath

Studying the Classics!! Inscribed with title, with dialogue etc. 
within the design, and 4 lines of verse. Pen and ink and 

watercolour. E.569-1941' watercolor 1800s v&a

preliminary drawing for a 

caricature

The Buffs at Malplaquet, 1709. Watercolor, attributed to 
William Heath; framed. From the collection of the former Buffs 

Regimental Museum., Drawings and Watercolors, 2001-04-348 Watercolor 1800s

National 
Army 

Museum

very small watercolor 
sketch for something, not 

signed

Heath The Buffs at Malplaquet, 1709. watercolour attributed to Heath watercolor 1800s

National 
Army 

Museum
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loc copy does not say 

Colnaghi…
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"Miliary Achievements", 

I.W. Laird, 1 Leadenhall 

Street, London, 4 June 

1836


